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CHAPTER I

ON the  north-east  coast  of  Scotland,  in  the  most  romantic  part  of  the
Highlands, stood the Castle of Athlin; an edifice built on the summit of a
rock whose base was in the sea. This pile was venerable from its antiquity,
and from its Gothic structure; but more venerable from the virtues which
it  enclosed.  It  was  the  residence  of  the  still  beautiful  widow,  and  the
children of the noble Earl of Athlin, who was slain by the hand of Malcolm,
a neighbouring chief, proud, oppressive, revengeful; and still residing in all
the pomp of feudal greatness, within a few miles of the castle of Athlin.
Encroachment on the domain of Athlin, was the occasion of the animosity
which  subsisted  between  the  chiefs.  Frequent  broils  had  happened
between their clans, in which that of Athlin had generally been victorious.
Malcolm,  whose  pride  was  touched  by  the  defeat  of  his  people;  whose
ambition was curbed by the authority, and whose greatness was rivalled by
the  power  of  the  Earl,  conceived  for  him  that  deadly  hatred  which
opposition to its  favourite  passions  naturally excites  in a mind like  his,
haughty and unaccustomed to controul; and he meditated his destruction.
He planned his purpose with all that address which so eminently marked
his  character,  and in a battle  which was  attended by the chiefs  of each
party  in  person,  he  contrived,  by  a curious  finesse,  to  entrap  the  Earl,
accompanied by a small detachment, in his wiles, and there slew him. A
general  rout  of  his  clan  ensued,  which  was  followed  by  a  dreadful
slaughter; and a few only escaped to tell the horrid catastrophe to Matilda.
Overwhelmed by the news, and deprived of those numbers which would
make revenge successful, Matilda forbore to sacrifice the lives of her few
remaining  people  to  a  feeble  attempt  at  retaliation,  and  she  was
constrained to endure in silence her sorrows and her injuries.

Inconsolable  for his  death,  Matilda had withdrawn from the  public
eye, into this ancient seat of feudal government, and there, in the bosom of
her people  and her family,  had devoted herself to the education of her
children. One son and one daughter were all that survived to her care, and
their growing virtues promised to repay all her tenderness. Osbert was in
his nineteenth year: nature had given him a mind ardent and susceptible,
to which education had added refinement and expansion. The visions of
genius were bright in his imagination, and his heart, unchilled by the touch
of disappointment, glowed with all the warmth of benevolence.

When first we enter on the theatre of the world, and begin to notice its
features, young imagination heightens every scene, and the warm heart
expands to all around it. The happy benevolence of our feelings prompts
us to believe that every body is good, and excites our wonder why every
body is not happy. We are fired with indignation at the recital of an act of
injustice,  and  at  the  unfeeling vices  of  which  we  are  told.  At  a  tale  of
distress our tears flow a full tribute to pity: at a deed of virtue our heart
unfolds, our soul aspires, we bless the action, and feel ourselves the doer.
As we advance in life, imagination is compelled to relinquish a part of her
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sweet  delirium;  we  are  led  reluctantly  to  truth  through  the  paths  of
experience; and the objects of our fond attention are viewed with a severer
eye.  Here  an altered  scene  appears;  — frowns  where  late  were  smiles;
deep  shades  where  late  was  sunshine:  mean  passions,  or  disgusting
apathy stain the features of the principal figures. We turn indignant from a
prospect  so  miserable,  and  court  again the  sweet  illusions  of  our early
days;  but  ah!  they  are  fled  for  ever!  Constrained,  therefore,  to  behold
objects  in  their  more  genuine  hues,  their  deformity  is  by  degrees  less
painful to us. The fine touch of moral susceptibility, by frequent irritation
becomes callous; and too frequently we mingle with the world, till we are
added to the number of its votaries.

Mary,  who  was  just  seventeen,  had  the  accomplishments  of  riper
years, with the touching simplicity of youth. The graces of her person were
inferior only to those of her mind, which illumined her countenance with
inimitable expression.

Twelve years had now elapsed since the death of the Earl, and time
had blunted the keen edge of sorrow. Matilda’s grief had declined into a
gentle, and not unpleasing melancholy, which gave a soft and interesting
shade to the natural dignity of her character. Hitherto her attention had
been  solely  directed  towards  rearing  those  virtues  which  nature  had
planted with so liberal a hand in her children, and which, under the genial
influence  of  her  eye,  had  flourished  and  expanded  into  beauty  and
strength. A new hope, and new solicitudes, now arose in her breast; these
dear  children  were  arrived  at  an  age,  dangerous  from  its  tender
susceptibility, and from the influence which imagination has at that time
over the passions. Impressions would soon be formed which would stamp
their destiny for life. The anxious mother lived but in her children, and she
had yet another cause of apprehension.

When Osbert learned the story of his father’s death, his young heart
glowed to avenge the deed. The late Earl, who had governed with the real
dignity of power, was adored by his clan; they were eager to revenge his
injuries; but oppressed by the generous compassion of the Countess, their
murmurs sunk into silence: yet they fondly cherished the hope that their
young Lord would one day lead them on to conquest  and revenge. The
time was now come when they looked to see this hope, the solace of many
a cruel moment, realized. The tender fears of a mother would not suffer
Matilda to  risque  the  chief of her last  remaining comforts.  She  forbade
Osbert to engage. He submitted in silence, and endeavored by application
to his favourite studies, to stifle the emotions which roused him to aims.
He excelled in the various accomplishments of his rank, but chiefly in the
martial exercises, for they were congenial to the nobility of his soul, and he
had a secret pleasure in believing that they would one time assist him to
do  justice  to  the  memory  of  his  dead  father.  His  warm  imagination
directed him to poetry, and he followed where she led. He loved to wander
among the romantic scenes  of the  Highlands, where the wild variety of
nature  inspired  him  with  all  the  enthusiasm  of  his  favourite  art.  He
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delighted  in  the  terrible  and  in  the  grand,  more  than  in  the  softer
landscape;  and,  wrapt  in  the  bright  visions  of  fancy,  would  often  lose
himself in awful solitudes.

It  was  in one of these  rambles,  that  having strayed for some miles
over hills  covered with heath, from whence the eye was  presented with
only  the  bold  outlines  of  uncultivated  nature,  rocks  piled  on  rocks,
cataracts  and vast  moors  unmarked by the foot  of traveller, he lost  the
path which he had himself made; he looked in vain for the objects which
had directed him, and his heart, for the first time, felt the repulse of fear.
No vestige of a human being was to be seen, and the dreadful silence of the
place  was  interrupted  only  by  the  roar  of  distant  torrents,  and  by  the
screams of the birds which flew over his head. He shouted, and his voice
was answered only by the deep echoes of the mountains. He remained for
some time in a silent  dread not  wholly unpleasing, but  which was soon
heightened to a degree  of terror not  to  be  endured;  and he  turned his
steps  backward,  forlorn,  and  dejected.  His  memory  gave  him back  no
image of the past; having wandered some time, he came to a narrow pass,
which he entered, overcome with fatigue and fruitless search: he had not
advanced far, when an abrupt opening in the rock suddenly presented him
with a view of the most beautifully romantic spot he had ever seen. It was
a valley  almost  surrounded  by  a  barrier of  wild  rocks,  whose  base  was
shaded with thick woods of pine and fir. A torrent, which tumbled from
the  heights,  and  was  seen  between  the  woods,  rushed  with  amazing
impetuosity into a fine lake which flowed through the vale, and was lost in
the deep recesses of the mountains. Herds of cattle grazed in the bottom,
and the delighted eyes of Osbert were once more blessed with the sight of
human dwellings. Far on the margin of the stream were scattered a few
neat cottages. His heart was so gladdened at the prospect, that he forgot
he  had  yet  the  way to  find  which led  to  this  Elysian vale.  He  was  just
awakened to this  distressing reality,  when his  attention was  once  more
engaged by the manly figure of a young Highland peasant, who advanced
towards him with an air of benevolence, and, having learned his distress,
offered to conduct him to his cottage. Osbert accepted the invitation, and
they  wound  down  the  hill,  through  an  obscure  and  intricate  path,
together. They arrived at one of the cottages which the Earl had observed
from the height; they entered, and the peasant presented his guest to a
venerable  old  Highlander,  his  father.  Refreshments  were spread on the
table by a pretty young girl, and Osbert, after having partook of them and
rested awhile, departed, accompanied by Alleyn, the young peasant, who
had  offered  to  be  his  guide.  The  length  of  the  walk  was  beguiled  by
conversation.  Osbert  was  interested  by  discovering in  his  companion a
dignity of thought, and a course of sentiment similar to his own. On their
way,  they  passed  at  some distance  the  castle  of  Dunbayne.  This  object
gave to Osbert a bitter reflection, and drew from him a deep sigh. Alleyn
made  observations  on  the  bad  policy  of  oppression  in  a  chief,  and
produced as an instance the Baron Malcolm. These lands, said he, are his,
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and  they  are  scarcely  sufficient  to  support  his  wretched  people,  who,
sinking under  severe  exactions,  suffer  to  lie  uncultivated,  tracts  which
would  otherwise  add riches  to  their Lord.  His  clan,  oppressed  by  their
burdens, threaten to rise and do justice to themselves by force of arms.
The  Baron,  in  haughty  confidence,  laughs  at  their  defiance,  and  is
insensible  to  his  danger:  for  should  an  insurrection  happen,  there  are
other clans who would eagerly join in his destruction, and punish with the
same  weapon  the  tyrant  and  the  murderer.  Surprized  at  the  bold
independence of these words, delivered with uncommon energy, the heart
of Osbert beat quick, and “O God! my father!” burst from his lips. Alleyn
stood aghast! uncertain of the effect which his speech had produced; in an
instant the whole truth flashed upon his mind: he beheld the son of the
Lord whom he had been taught  to love, and whose sad story had been
impressed upon his heart in the early days of childhood; he sunk at his
feet, and embraced his knees with a romantic ardor. The young Earl raised
him  from  the  ground,  and  the  following  words  relieved  him  from his
astonishment, and filled his  eyes  with tears  of mingled joy and sorrow:
“There are other clans as ready as your own to avenge the wrongs of the
noble  Earl of Athlin;  the  Fitz–Henrys  were  ever friends  to virtue.” The
countenance of the youth, while he spoke, was overspread with the glow of
conscious dignity, and his eyes were animated with the pride of virtue. —
The  breast  of  Osbert  kindled  with  noble  purpose,  but  the  image  of his
weeping mother crossed his mind, and checked the ardor of the impulse.
“A time may come my friend,” said he, “when your generous zeal will be
accepted  with  the  warmth  of  gratitude  it  deserves.  Particular
circumstances  will  not  suffer  me,  at  present,  to  say  more.”  The  warm
attachment of Alleyn to his father sunk deep in his heart.

It  was evening before they reached the castle, and Alleyn remained
the Earl’s guest for that night.
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CHAPTER II

THE following day was appointed for the celebration of an annual festival
given by the Earl to his people, and he would not suffer Alleyn to depart.
The  hall  was  spread  with  tables;  and  dance  and  merriment  resounded
through the castle. It  was usual on that day for the clan to assemble in
arms,  on account  of an attempt,  the  memory of which it  was  meant  to
perpetuate,  made,  two  centuries  before,  by  an  hostile  clan  to  surprize
them in their festivity.

In  the  morning  were  performed  the  martial  exercises,  in  which
emulation was excited by the honorary rewards bestowed on excellence.
The Countess and her lovely daughter beheld, from the ramparts of the
castle,  the  feats  performed  on  the  plains  below.  Their  attention  was
engaged, and their curiosity excited, by the appearance of a stranger who
managed the lance and the bow with such exquisite dexterity, as to bear
off each prize of chivalry. It was Alleyn. He received the palm of victory, as
was usual, from the hands of the Earl; and the modest dignity with which
he accepted it, charmed the beholders.

The Earl honoured the feast with his presence, at the conclusion of
which, each guest arose, and seizing his goblet with his left hand, and with
his right striking his sword, drank to the memory of their departed Lord.
The hall echoed with the general voice. Osbert felt it strike upon his heart
the alarum of war. The people then joined hands, and drank to the honour
of  the  son  of  their  late  master.  Osbert  understood  the  signal,  and
overcome with emotion, every consideration yielded to that  of avenging
his father. He arose, and harangued the clan with all the fire of youth and
indignant virtue. As he spoke, the countenance of his people flashed with
impatient joy; a deep murmur of applause ran through the assembly: and
when  he  was  silent  each  man,  crossing  his  sword  with  that  of  his
neighbour, swore that sacred pledge of union, never to quit the cause in
which they now engaged, till the life of their enemy had paid the debt of
justice and of revenge.

In the evening, the wives and daughters of the peasantry came to the
castle, and joined in the festivity. It was usual for the Countess and her
ladies to observe from a gallery of the hall, the various performances of
dance and song; and it had been a custom of old for the daughter of the
castle to grace the occasion by performing a Scotch dance with the victor of
the morning. This victor now was Alleyn, who beheld the lovely Mary led
by the Earl into the hall, and presented to him as his partner in the dance.
She received his homage with a sweet grace. She was dressed in the habit
of a Highland lass, and her fine auburn tresses, which waved in her neck,
were ornamented only with a wreath of roses.  She moved in the dance
with the light steps of the Graces. Profound silence reigned through the
hall during the performance, and a soft murmur of applause arose on its
conclusion. The admiration of the spectators was divided between Mary
and  the  victorious  stranger.  She  retired  to  the  gallery,  and  the  night
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concluded in joy to all but the Earl, and to Alleyn; but very different was
the source and the complexion of their inquietude. The mind of Osbert
revolved  the  chief  occurrences  of  the  day,  and  his  soul  burned  with
impatience to accomplish the purposes of filial piety; yet he dreaded the
effect which the communication of his designs might have on the tender
heart  of Matilda:  on the  morrow, however,  he  resolved to  acquaint  her
with them, and in a few days to rise and prosecute his cause with arms.

Alleyn, whose bosom, till now, had felt only for others’ pains, began to
be conscious of his own. His mind, uneasy and restless, gave him only the
image of the  high-born Mary;  he  endeavoured to  exclude  her idea,  but
with  an  effort  so  faint,  that  it  would  still  intrude! Pleased,  yet  sad,  he
would not acknowledge, even to himself, that he loved; so ingenious are
we to conceal every appearance of evil from ourselves. He arose with the
dawn, and departed from the castle full of gratitude and secret  love, to
prepare his friends for the approaching war.

The  Earl  awoke  from  broken  slumbers,  and  summoned  all  his
fortitude to encounter the tender opposition of his  mother. He entered
her apartment  with  faultering steps,  and  his  countenance  betrayed  the
emotions of his  soul. Matilda was soon informed of what her heart  had
foreboded,  and  overcome  with  dreadful  sensation,  sunk  lifeless  in  her
chair.  Osbert  flew to her assistance, and Mary and the attendants  soon
recovered her to sense and wretchedness.

The mind of Osbert  was torn by the most  cruel conflict:  filial duty,
honour,  revenge,  commanded  him  to  go;  filial  love,  regret,  and  pity,
entreated him to stay. Mary fell at his feet, and clasping his knees with all
the wild energy of grief besought him to relinquish his fatal purpose, and
save his last surviving parent. Her tears, her sighs, and the soft simplicity
of her air, spoke a yet stronger language than her tongue: but the silent
grief of the Countess  was  still more touching, and in his  endeavours  to
sooth her, he was on the point of yielding his resolution, when the figure of
his  dying  father  arose  to  his  imagination,  and  stamped  his  purpose
irrevocably.  The  anxiety  of  a  fond  mother,  presented  Matilda  with  the
image  of  her  son bleeding and  ghastly;  and  the  death  of  her  Lord  was
revived  in  her  memory  with  all  the  agonizing grief  that  sad  event  had
impressed upon her heart,  the  harsher characters  of which,  the  lenient
hand of time had almost obliterated. So lovely is Pity in all her attitudes,
that  fondness  prompts  us  to  believe  she  can never transgress;  but  she
changes into a vice, when she overcomes the purposes of stronger virtue.
Sterner principles now nerved the breast of Osbert against her influence
and impelled him on to deeds of arms. He summoned a few of the most
able  and  trusty  of  the  clan,  and  held  a  council  of  war;  in which it  was
resolved  that  Malcolm should be  attacked with all the  force  they could
assemble, and with all the speed which the importance of the preparation
would allow. To prevent suspicion and alarm to the Baron, it was agreed it
should be given out, that these preparations were intended for assistance
to the Chief of a distant part. That when they set out on the expedition,
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they should pursue, for some time, a contrary way, but under favour of the
night  should  suddenly  change  their  route,  and  turn upon the  castle  of
Dunbayne.

In the mean time, Alleyn was strenuous in exciting his friends to the
cause, and so successful in the undertaking, as to have collected, in a few
days,  a  number  of  no  inconsiderable  consequence.  To  the  warm
enthusiasm of virtue was now added a new motive of exertion. It was no
longer simply an attachment to the cause of justice, which roused him to
action; the pride of distinguishing himself in the eyes of his mistress, and
of deserving her esteem by his  zealous services, gave combined force to
the  first  impulse  of  benevolence.  The  sweet  thought  of  deserving  her
thanks,  operated  secretly  on  his  soul,  for  he  was  yet  ignorant  of  its
influence there. In this state he again appeared at the castle, and told the
Earl, that himself and his friends were ready to follow him whenever the
signal  should  be  given.  His  offer  was  accepted  with  the  warmth  of
kindness it claimed, and he was desired to hold himself in readiness for
the onset.

In a few days the preparations were completed, Alleyn and his friends
were summoned, the clan assembled in arms, and, with the young Earl at
their head, departed on their expedition. The parting between Osbert and
his  family  may be  easily  conceived;  nor could  all  the  pride  of expected
conquest suppress a sigh which escaped from Alleyn when his eyes bade
adieu to Mary who, with the Countess, stood on the terrace of the castle,
pursuing with aching sight the march of her beloved brother, till distance
veiled him from her view; she then turned into the castle  weeping, and
foreboding  future  calamity.  She  endeavoured,  however,  to  assume  an
appearance of tranquillity, that she might deceive the fears of Matilda, and
sooth  her  sorrow.  Matilda,  whose  mind  was  strong  as  her  heart  was
tender,  since  she  could  not  prevent  this  hazardous  undertaking,
summoned all her fortitude to resist the impressions of fruitless grief, and
to search for the good which the occasion might present. Her efforts were
not  vain;  she  found it  in the  prospect  which the enterprize  afforded of
honour to the memory of her murdered Lord, and of retribution on the
head of the murderer.

It was evening when the Earl departed from the castle; he pursued a
contrary route till night favoured his designs, when he wheeled towards
the castle of Dunbayne. The extreme darkness of the night assisted their
plan, which was to scale the walls, surprize the centinels; burst their way
into  the  inner  courts  sword  in  hand,  and  force  the  murderer  from his
retreat. They had trod many miles the dreary wilds, unassisted by the least
gleam of light, when suddenly their ears were struck with the dismal note
of a watch-bell, which chimed the hour of the night. Every heart beat to the
sound. They knew they were near the abode of the Baron. They halted to
consult  concerning their proceedings, when it  was agreed, that  the Earl
with Alleyn and a chosen few, should proceed to reconnoitre the castle,
while  the  rest  should  remain at  a  small  distance  awaiting the  signal of
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approach. The Earl and his party pursued their march with silent steps;
they  perceived  a  faint  light,  which  they  guessed  to  proceed  from  the
watch-tower of the castle, and they were now almost under its walls. They
paused awhile in silence to give breath to expectation, and to listen if any
thing was stirring. All was involved in the gloom of night, and the silence of
death prevailed. They had now time to examine, as well as the darkness
would permit, the situation of the castle, and the height of the walls; and
to prepare for the assault. The edifice was built with Gothic magnificence
upon a high and dangerous rock. Its  lofty towers still frowned in proud
sublimity,  and  the  immensity  of  the  pile  stood  a record  of  the  ancient
consequence of its possessors. The rock was surrounded by a ditch, broad,
but not deep, over which were two draw-bridges, one on the north side,
the other on the east;  they were both up, but  as  they separated in the
center,  one  half  of  the  bridge  remained  on the  side  of  the  plains.  The
bridge on the north led to the grand gateway of the castle; that on the east
to a small watch-tower: these were all the entrances. The rock was almost
perpendicular with the walls, which were strong and lofty. After surveying
the  situation,  they  pitched  upon a spot  where  the  rock appeared  most
accessible, and which was contiguous to the principal gate, and gave signal
to the  clan.  They approached in silence,  and gently  throwing down the
bundles of faggot, which they had brought for the purpose, into the ditch,
made themselves a bridge over which they passed in safety, and prepared
to ascend the heights. It had been resolved that a party, of which Alleyn
was one, should scale the walls, surprize the centinels, and open the gates
to the rest of the clan, which, with the Earl, were to remain without. Alleyn
was the first who fixed his ladder and mounted; he was instantly followed
by the rest of his party, and with much difficulty, and some hazard, they
gained  the  ramparts  in  safety.  They  traversed  a  part  of  the  platform
without hearing the sound of a voice or a step; profound sleep seemed to
bury  all.  A  number  of  the  party  approached  some  centinels  who  were
asleep on their post; them they seized; while Alleyn, with a few others,
flew to open the nearest gate, and to let down the draw-bridge. This they
accomplished; but in the mean time the signal of surprize was given, and
instantly the alarm bell rang out, and the castle resounded with the clang
of arms. All was tumult and confusion. The Earl, with part of his people,
entered the  gate;  the  rest  were  following, when suddenly the  portcullis
was  dropped,  the  bridge  drawn up,  and the  Earl and  his  people  found
themselves surrounded by an armed multitude, which poured in torrents
from  every  recess  of  the  castle.  Surprized,  but  not  daunted,  the  Earl
rushed forward sword in hand, and fought with a desperate valour. The
soul of Alleyn seemed to acquire new vigour from the conflict; he fought
like a man panting for honour, and certain of victory; wherever he rushed,
conquest flew before him. He, with the Earl, forced his way into the inner
courts, in search of the Baron, and hoped to have satisfied a just revenge,
and to have concluded the conflict with the death of the murderer; but the
moment  in which they  entered  the  courts,  the  gates  were  closed  upon
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them;  they  were  environed  by  a  band  of  guards;  and,  after  a  short
resistance, in which Alleyn received a slight wound, they were seized as
prisoners  of  war.  The  slaughter  without  was  great  and  dreadful:  the
people of the Baron inspired with fury, were insatiate for death: many of
the Earl’s followers were killed in the courts and on the platform; many, in
attempting to  escape,  were  thrown from the  ramparts,  and  many were
destroyed by the sudden raising of the bridge. A small part, only of the
brave and adventurous band who had engaged in the cause of justice, and
who were driven back from the walls, survived to carry the dreadful tidings
to  the  Countess.  The  fate  of  the  Earl  remained  unknown.  The
consternation among the friends of the slain is not to be described, and it
was  heightened by the  unaccountable  manner in which the  victory had
been obtained; for it was well known that Malcolm had never, but when
war made it  necessary,  more  soldiers  in his  garrison than feudal pomp
demanded; yet on this occasion, a number of armed men rushed from the
recesses of his castle, sufficient to overpower the force of a whole clan. But
they knew not the secret means of intelligence which the Baron possessed;
the  jealousy  of  conscience  had  armed  him  with  apprehension  for  his
safety; and for some years he had planted spies near the castle of Athlin,
to observe all that passed within it, and to give him immediate intelligence
of every war-like preparation. A transaction so striking, and so public as
that which had occurred on the day of the festival, when the whole people
swore  to  avenge  the  murder  of  their  Chief,  it  was  not  probable  would
escape  the  valiant  eye  of  his  mercenaries:  the  circumstance  had  been
communicated to him with all the exaggerations of fear and wonder, and
had given him the signal for defence. The accounts sent him of the military
preparations which were forming, convinced him that this defence would
soon be called for; and, laughing at the idle tales which were told him of
distant wars, he hastened to store his garrison with arms and with men,
and  held  himself  in  readiness  to  receive  the  assailants.  The  Baron had
conducted his plans with all that power of contrivance which the secrecy of
the  business  demanded;  and  it  was  his  design  to  suffer  the  enemy  to
mount his walls, and to put them to the sword, when the purpose of this
deep-laid  stratagem had been nearly defeated by the drowsiness  of the
centinels who were posted to give signal of their approach.

The  fortitude  of  Matilda  fainted  under  the  pressure  of  so  heavy  a
calamity;  she  was  attacked  with  a  violent  illness,  which  had  nearly
terminated her sorrows and her life; and had rendered unavailing all the
tender  cares  of  her  daughter.  These  tender  cares,  however,  were  not
ineffectual;  she  revived,  and they assisted  to support  her in the severe
hours of affliction, which the unknown fate of the Earl occasioned. Mary,
who felt all the horrors of the late event, was ill qualified for the office of a
comforter; but her generous heart, susceptible of the deep sufferings of
Matilda,  almost  forgot  its  own  distress  in  the  remembrance  of  her
mother’s.  Yet  the  idea  of  her  brother,  surrounded  with  the  horrors  of
imprisonment and death, would often obtrude itself on her imagination,
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with  an  emphasis  which  almost  overcame  her  reason.  She  had  also  a
strong degree of pity for the fate of the brave young Highlander who had
assisted, with a disinterestedness so noble, in the cause of her house; she
wished  to  learn  his  further  destiny,  and  her  heart  often  melted  in
compassion at the picture which her fancy drew of his sufferings.
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CHAPTER III

THE Earl,  after  being  loaded  with  fetters,  was  conducted  to  the  chief
prison of the castle, and left alone to the bitter reflections of defeat and
uncertain  destiny;  but  misfortune,  though  it  might  shake,  could  not
overcome his firmness; and hope had not yet entirely forsaken him. It is
the  peculiar  attribute  of  great  minds,  to  bear  up  with  increasing force
against  the  shock  of  misfortune;  with  them  the  nerves  of  resistance
strengthen with attack; and they may be said to subdue adversity with her
own weapons.

Reflection, at length, afforded him time to examine his prison: it was a
square room, which formed the summit of a tower built on the east side of
the castle, round which the bleak winds howled mournfully; the inside of
the apartment was old and falling to decay: a small mattrass, which lay in
one  corner  of  the  room,  a  broken  matted  chair,  and  a  tottering  table,
composed  its  furniture;  two  small  and  strongly  grated  windows,  which
admitted a sufficient degree of light and air, afforded him on one side a
view into an inner court, and on the other a dreary prospect of the wild
and barren Highlands.

Alleyn was conveyed through dark and winding passages to a distant
part of the castle, where at length a small door, barred with iron, opened,
and  disclosed  to  him  an  abode,  whence  light  and  hope  were  equally
excluded. He shuddered as he entered, and the door was closed upon him.

The mind of the Baron, in the mean time, was agitated with all the
direful  passions  of  hate,  revenge,  and  exulting  pride.  He  racked
imagination for the invention of tortures equal to the force of his feelings;
and he at length discovered that the sufferings of suspense are superior to
those  of  the  most  terrible  evils,  when  once  ascertained,  of  which  the
contemplation gradually affords to strong minds the means of endurance.
He  determined,  therefore,  that  the  Earl should  remain confined  in the
tower,  ignorant  of his  future  destiny;  and in the  mean while  should  be
allowed food only sufficient to keep him sensible of his wretchedness.

Osbert  was  immersed  in  thought,  when  he  heard  the  door  of  his
prison unbarred, and the Baron Malcolm stood before him. The heart of
Osbert swelled high with indignation, and defiance flashed in his eyes. “I
am come,” said the insulting victor, “to welcome the Earl of Athlin to my
castle; and to shew that I can receive my friends with the hospitality they
deserve; but I am yet undetermined what kind of festival I shall bestow on
his arrival.”

“Weak tyrant,” returned Osbert, his countenance impressed with the
firm dignity of virtue, “to insult the vanquished, is congenial with the cruel
meanness of the murderer; nor do I expect, that the man who slew the
father, will spare the son; but know, that son is nerved against your wrath,
and welcomes all that your fears or your cruelty can impose.”

“Rash youth,” replied the Baron; “your words are air; they fade from
sense, and soon your boasted strength shall sink beneath my power. I go
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to  meditate  your  destiny.”  With  these  words  he  quitted  the  prison,
enraged at the unbending virtue of the Earl.

The sight of the Baron, roused in the soul of Osbert all those opposite
emotions of furious indignation and tender pity which the glowing image
of his father could excite, and produced a moment of perfect misery. The
dreadful  energy  of  these  sensations  exasperated  his  brain  almost  to
madness; the cool fortitude in which he had so lately gloried, disappeared;
and he was on the point of resigning his virtue and his life, by means of a
short dagger, which he wore concealed under his vest, when the soft notes
of  a  lute  surprized  his  attention.  It  was  accompanied  by  a  voice  so
enchantingly tender and melodious, that  its  sounds fell on the heart  of
Osbert in balmy comfort: it seemed sent by Heaven to arrest his fate: —
the  storm of passion was  hushed within him, and he  dissolved  in kind
tears of pity and contrition. The mournful tenderness of the air declared
the person from whom it came to be a sufferer; and Osbert suspected it to
proceed  from  a  prisoner  like  himself.  The  music  ceased.  Absorbed  in
wonder, he went to the grates, in quest of the sweet musician, but no one
was  to  be  seen;  and  he  was  uncertain  whether  the  sounds  arose  from
within or from without the castle. Of the guard, who brought him his small
allowance of food, he inquired concerning what he had heard; but from
him  he  could  not  obtain  the  information  he  sought,  and  he  was
constrained to remain in a state of suspense.

In the  mean time the  castle  of Athlin,  and its  neighbourhood,  was
overwhelmed with distress. The news of the earl’s imprisonment at length
reached the ears of the countess, and hope once more illumined her mind.
She  immediately  sent  offers  of  immense  ransom to  the  baron,  for  the
restoration of  her  son,  and  the  other  prisoners;  but  the  ferocity  of  his
nature  disdained an incomplete  triumph. Revenge subdued his  avarice;
and the offers  were rejected with the spurn of contempt. An additional
motive, however, operated in his mind, and confirmed his purpose. The
beauty of Mary had been often reported to him in terms which excited his
curiosity; and an incidental view he once obtained of her, raised a passion
in his soul, which the turbulence of his character would not suffer to be
extinguished. Various were the schemes he had projected to obtain her,
none of which had ever been executed: the possession of the earl was a
circumstance the most favourable to his wishes; and he resolved to obtain
Mary, as the future ransom of her brother. He concealed, for the present,
his purpose, that the tortures of anxiety and despair might operate on the
mind of the countess, to grant him an easy consent to the exchange, and to
resign the victim the wife of her enemy.

The small remains of the clan, unsubdued by misfortune, were eager
to assemble; and, hazardous as was the enterprize, to attempt the rescue
of  their  Chief.  The  hope  which  this  undertaking  afforded,  once  more
revived the Countess; but alas! a new source of sorrow was now opened
for her: the health of Mary visibly declined; she was silent and pensive; her
tender frame was too susceptible of the sufferings of her mind; and these
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sufferings  were  heightened  by  concealment.  She  was  prescribed
amusement  and  gentle  exercise,  as  the  best  restoratives  of  peace  and
health. One day, as she was seeking on horseback these lost treasures, she
was tempted by the fineness of the evening to prolong her ride beyond its
usual limits: the sun was declining when she entered a wood, whose awful
glooms  so  well  accorded  with  the  pensive  tone  of  her  mind.  The  soft
serenity of evening, and the still solemnity of the scene, conspired to lull
her mind into a pleasing forgetfulness of its troubles; from which she was,
ere  long,  awakened  by  the  approaching  sound  of  horses’  feet.  The
thickness of the foliage limited her view; but looking onward, she thought
she  perceived  through  the  trees,  a  glittering  of  arms;  she  turned  her
palfry,  and  sought  the  entrance  of  the  wood.  The  clattering  of  hoofs
advanced in the breeze! her heart,  misgave her,  and she quickened her
pace.  Her fears  were  soon justified;  she  looked back,  and beheld  three
horsemen  armed  and  disguised  advancing  with  the  speed  of  pursuit.
Almost fainting, she flew on the wings of terror; all her efforts were vain;
the villains came up; one seized her horse, the others fell upon her two
attendants: a stout scuffle ensued, but the strength of her servants soon
yielded  to  the  weapons  of  their  adversaries;  they  were  brought  to  the
ground, dragged into the wood, and there left bound to the trees. In the
mean time, Mary, who had fainted in the arms of the villain who seized
her, was borne away through the intricate mazes of the woods; and her
terrors may be easily imagined, when she revived, and found herself in the
hands  of  unknown  men.  Her  dreadful  screams,  her  tears,  her
supplications, were ineffectual; the wretches were deaf alike to pity and to
enquiry;  they  preserved  an  inflexible  silence,  and  she  saw  herself
conveying towards  the mouth of a horrible cavern, when despair seized
her mind, and she lost all signs of existence: in this  state she remained
some  time;  but  it  is  impossible  to  describe  her  situation,  when  she
unclosed her eyes, and beheld Alleyn, who was  watching with the most
trembling anxiety her return to life, and whose eyes, on seeing her revive,
swam in joy and tenderness. Wonder; fearful joy, and the various shades
of mingled emotions, passed in quick succession over her countenance;
her surprize was increased, when she observed her own servants standing
by, and could discover no one but friends. She scarcely dared to trust her
senses, but the voice of Alleyn, tremulous with tenderness, dissolved in a
moment the illusions of fear, and confirmed her in the surprising reality.
When she  was  sufficiently  recovered,  they  quitted  this  scene  of  gloom:
they travelled on in a slow pace, and the shades of night were fallen long
before they reached the castle; there distress and confusion appeared. The
Countess, alarmed with the most dreadful apprehensions, had dispatched
her servants  various  ways in search of her child, and her transports  on
again beholding her in safety, prevented her observing immediately that it
was Alleyn who accompanied her. Joy, however, soon yielded to its equal
wonder,  when  she  perceived  him,  and  in  the  tumult  of  contending
emotions, she scarce knew which first to interrogate. When she had been
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told the escape of her daughter, and by whom effected, she prepared to
hear, with impatient solicitude, news of her beloved son, and the means by
which the brave young Highlander had eluded the vigilance of the Baron.
Of the  Earl,  Alleyn could  only  inform the  Countess,  that  he  was  taken
prisoner with himself, within the walls of the fortress, as they fought side
by side; that he was conducted unwounded, to a tower, situated on the
east  angle  of  the  castle,  where  he  was  still  confined.  Himself had  been
imprisoned in a distant part of the pile, and had been able to collect no
other  particulars  of  the  Earl’s  situation,  than those  he  had  related.  Of
himself he gave a brief relation of the following circumstances:

After having lain some weeks in the horrible dungeon allotted him, his
mind  involved  in  the  gloom of  despair,  and  filled  with  the  momentary
expectation of death, desperation furnished him with invention, and he
concerted the following plan of escape: — He had observed, that the guard
who  brought  him  his  allowance  of  food,  on  quitting  the  dungeon,
constantly  sounded  his  spear  against  the  pavement  near  the  entrance.
This  circumstance  excited  his  surprize  and  curiosity.  A  ray  of  hope
beamed through the gloom of his dungeon. He examined the spot, as well
as the obscurity of the place would permit; it was paved with flag stones
like  the  other parts  of the  cell,  and the  paving was  everywhere  equally
firm.  He,  however,  became  certain,  that  some  means  of  escape  was
concealed beneath that part, for the guard was constant in examining it by
striking that spot, and treading more firmly on it; and this he endeavoured
to do without being observed. One day, immediately after the departure of
the guard, Alleyn set himself to unfasten the pavement; this, with much
patience and industry, he effected, by means of a small knife which had
escaped the search of the soldiers. He found the earth beneath hard, and
without any symptoms of being lately disturbed; but after digging a few
feet, he arrived at a trap; he trembled with eagerness. It was now almost
night, and he overcome with weariness; he doubted whether he should be
able  to  penetrate  through  the  door,  and  what  other  obstructions  were
behind it, before the next day. He therefore, threw the earth again into the
hole,  and  endeavoured to  close  the  pavement;  with much difficulty,  he
trod the earth into the opening, but the pavement he was unable exactly to
replace. It was too dark examine the stones; and he found, that even if he
should be able to make them fit, the pavement could not be made firm. His
mind and body were now overcome, and he threw himself on the ground
in an agony of despair. It was midnight, when the return of his strength
and  spirits  produced  another  effort.  He  tore  the  earth  up  with  hasty
violence, cut round the lock of the trap door, and raising it, unwilling to
hesitate  or  consider,  sprung  through  the  aperture.  The  vault  was  of
considerable depth, and he was thrown down by the violence of the fall; an
hollow echo, which seemed to murmur at a distance, convinced him that
the place was of considerable extent. He had no light to direct him, and
was therefore obliged to walk with his arms extended, in silent and fearful
examination. After having wandered through the void a considerable time,
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he came to a wall, along which he groped with anxious care; it conducted
him onward  for  a  length  of  way:  it  turned;  he  followed,  and  his  hand
touched  the  cold  iron  work  of  a  barred  window.  He  felt  the  gentle
undulation of the  air upon his  face; and to him, who had been so long
confined among the damp vapours of a dungeon, this  was a moment of
luxury. The air gave him strength; and the means of escape, which now
seemed presented to him, renewed his courage. He set his foot against the
wall,  and  grasping a  bar  with  his  hand,  found  it  gradually  yield  to  his
strength, and by successive efforts, he entirely displaced it. He attempted
another but,  it  was  more firmly fixed,  and every effort  to loosen it  was
ineffectual; he found that it was fastened in a large stone of the wall, and
to remove this  stone,  was  his  only  means  of  displacing the  bar;  he  set
himself, therefore, again to work with his knife, and with much patience,
loosened the mortar sufficiently to effect his purpose. After some hours,
for the darkness made his labour tedious, and sometimes ineffectual, he
had  removed  several  of  the  bars,  and  had  made  an  opening  almost
sufficient to permit his escape, when the dawn of light appeared; he now
discovered,  with  inexpressible  anguish,  that  the  grate  opened  into  an
inner court of the castle, and even while he hesitated, he could perceive
soldiers  descending  slowly  into  the  court,  from  the  narrow  staircases
which led to their apartments. His heart sickened at the sight. He rested
against the wall in a pause of despair, and was on the point of springing
into the court, to make a desperate effort at escape, or die in the attempt,
when he perceived, by the increasing light which fell across the vault, a
massy door in the wall; he ran towards it, and endeavoured to open it; it
was fastened by a lock and several bolts. He struck against it with his foot,
and the hollow sound which was returned, convinced him that there were
vaults  beyond; and by the direction of these vaults, he was certain that
they must extend to the outer walls of the castle; if he could gain these
vaults, and penetrate beyond them in the darkness of the ensuing night, it
would be easy to leap the wall, and cross the ditch; but it was impossible to
cut away the lock, before the return of his guard, who regularly visited the
cell soon after the dawn of day. After some consideration, therefore, he
determined to secrete himself in a dark part of the vault, and there await
the  entrance  of  the  guard,  who on observing the  deranged  bars  of  the
grate, would conclude, that he had escaped through the aperture. He had
scarcely placed himself according to his plan, when he heard the door of
the dungeon unbolted; this was instantly followed by a loud, voice, which
founded down the opening, and “Alleyn” was shouted in a tone of fright
and consternation. After repeating the call, a man jumped into the vault.
Alleyn, though himself concealed in darkness, could perceive, by the faint
light which fell upon the spot, a soldier with a drawn sword in his hand. He
approached the grate with execrations, examined it, and proceeded to the
door; it was fast, he returned to the grate, and then proceeded along the
walls, tracing them with the point of his sword. He at length approached
the spot where Alleyn was concealed, who felt the sword strike upon his
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arm, and instantly grasping the hand which held it, the weapon fell to the
ground.  A  short  scuffle  ensued.  Alleyn threw down his  adversary,  and
standing over him, seized the sword, and presented it to his breast; the
soldier  called  for  mercy.  Alleyn,  always  unwilling  to  take  the  life  of
another, and considering that if the soldier was slain, his comrades would
certainly follow to the vault, returned him his sword. “Take your life,” said
he, “your death can avail me nothing; — take it,  and if you can, go tell
Malcolm, that an innocent man has endeavoured to escape destruction.”
The guard, struck with his conduct, arose from the ground in silence, he
received his sword, and followed Alleyn to the trap door. They returned
into  the  dungeon,  where  Alleyn was  once  more  left  alone.  The  soldier,
undetermined how to act, went to find his comrades; on the way he met
Malcolm, who, ever restless and vigilant frequently walked the ramparts at
an early hour. He enquired if all was well. The soldier, fearful of discovery,
and unaccustomed to dissemble, hesitated at the question; and the stern
air assumed by Malcolm, compelled him to relate what had happened. The
Baron,  with  much  harshness,  reprobated  his  neglect,  and  immediately
followed  him to  the  dungeon,  where  he  loaded  Alleyn  with  insult.  He
examined the cell, descended into the vault, and returning to the dungeon
stood by, while a chain, which had been fetched from a distant part of the
castle, was fixed into the wall; — to this Alleyn was fastened. “We will not
long confine you thus,” said Malcolm as he quitted the cell, “a few days
shall restore you to the liberty you are so fond of; but as a conqueror ought
to have spectators of his triumph, you must wait till a number is collected
sufficient  to  witness  the  death  of  so  great  an  hero.”  “I  disdain  your
insults,” returned Alleyn, “and am equally able to support misfortune, and
to  despise  a  tyrant.”  Malcolm  retired  enraged  at  the  boldness  of  his
prisoner,  and  uttering menaces  on  the  carelessness  of  the  guard,  who
vainly endeavoured to justify himself. “His safety be upon your head,” said
the Baron. The soldier was  shocked, and turned away in sullen silence.
Dread  of  his  prisoner’s  effecting  an  escape,  now  seized  his  mind;  the
words  of  Malcolm filled  him with  resentment,  while  gratitude  towards
Alleyn, for the life he had spared, operated with these sentiments, and he
hesitated whether he should obey the Baron, or deliver Alleyn, and fly his
oppressor. At noon, he carried him his customary food; Alleyn was not so
lost  in  misery,  but  that  he  observed  the  gloom which  hung  upon  his
features;  his  heart  foreboded  impending  evil:  the  soldier  bore  on  his
tongue  the  sentence  of  death.  He  told  Alleyn,  that  the  Baron  had
appointed  the  following  day  for  his  execution;  and  his  people  were
ordered to attend. Death, however long contemplated, must be dreadful
when it arrives; this was no more than what Alleyn had expected, and on
what he had brought his mind to gaze without terror; but his fortitude now
sunk before its immediate presence, and every nerve of his frame thrilled
with agony. “Be comforted,” said the soldier, in a tone of pity, “I, too, am
no stranger to misery; and if you are willing to risque the danger of double
torture, I will attempt to release both you and myself from the hands of a
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tyrant.” At these words, Alleyn started from the ground in a transport of
delightful wonder: “Tell me not of torture,” cried he, “all tortures are equal
if death is the end, and from death I may now escape; lead me but beyond
these walls, and the small possessions I have, shall be yours for ever.” “I
want them not,” replied the generous soldier, “it is enough for me, that I
save a fellow creature from destruction.” These words overpowered the
heart of Alleyn, and tears of gratitude swelled in his eyes. Edric told him,
that the door he had seen in the vault below, opened into a chain of vaults,
which stretched beyond the wall of the castle, and communicated with a
subterraneous way, anciently formed as a retreat from the fortress, and
which terminated in the cavern of a forest at some distance. If this door
could be opened, their escape was almost certain. They consulted on the
measures  necessary  to  be  taken.  The  soldier gave  Alleyn a  knife  larger
than the one he had, and directed him to cut round the lock, which was all
that with-held their passage. Edric’s  office of centinel was propitious  to
their scheme, and it was agreed that at midnight they should descend the
vaults. Edric, after having unfastened the chain, left the cell, and Alleyn set
himself again to remove the pavement, which had been already re-placed
by order of the Baron. The near prospect of deliverance now gladdened his
spirits; his knife was better formed for his purpose; and he worked with
alacrity and ease. He arrived at the trap door, and once more leaped into
the vault. He applied himself to the lock of the door, which was extremely
thick, and it was with difficulty he separated them; with trembling hands
he undrew the bolts, the door unclosed, and discovered to him the vaults.
It was evening when he finished his work. He was but just returned to the
dungeon, and had thrown himself on the ground to rest, when the sound
of a distant step caught his ear; he listened to its advance with trembling
eagerness.  At  length  the  door  was  unbolted;  Alleyn,  breathless  with
expectation,  started  up,  and  beheld  not  his  soldier,  but  another;  the
opening was again discovered, and all was now over. The soldier brought a
pitcher of water,  and casting round the  place  a look of sullen scrutiny,
departed in silence. The stretch of human endurance was now exceeded,
and  Alleyn sunk  down in  a  state  of  torpidity.  On recovering,  he  found
himself again enveloped in the horrors of darkness, silence, and despair.
Yet  amid  all  his  sufferings,  he  disdained  to  doubt  the  integrity  of  his
soldier:  we naturally recoil from painful sensations, and it  is  one of the
most exquisite tortures of a noble mind, to doubt the sincerity of those in
whom it  has  confided.  Alleyn  concluded,  that  the  conversation  of  the
morning  had  been  overheard,  and  that  this  guard  had  been  sent  to
examine the cell, and to watch his movements. He believed that Edric was
now, by his own generosity, involved in destruction; and in the energy of
this thought, he forgot for a moment his own situation.

Midnight  came,  but  Edric  did  not  appear;  his  doubts  were  now
confirmed into certainty, and he resigned himself to the horrid tranquillity
of mute despair. He heard, from a distance, the clock of the castle strike
one; it seemed to sound the knell of death; it roused his benumbed senses,
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and he rose from the ground in an agony of acutest recollection. Suddenly
he heard the steps of two persons advancing down the avenue; he started,
and listened. Malcolm and murder arose to his mind; he doubted not that
the soldier had reported what he had seen in the evening, and that the
persons whom he now heard, were coming to execute the final orders of
the  Baron.  They  now  drew  near  the  dungeon,  when  suddenly  he
remembered the door in the vault. His senses had been so stunned by the
appearance  of the  stranger,  and his  mind so occupied with a feeling of
despair,  as  to  exclude  every  idea  of  escape;  and  in  the  energy  of  his
sufferings he had forgot this  last  resource. It  now flashed like lightning
upon his  mind;  he  sprung to  the  trap  door,  and  his  feet  had  scarcely
touched the bottom of the vault, when he heard the bolts of the dungeon
undraw; he had just reached the entrance of the inner vault, when a voice
sounded from above. He paused, and knew it to be Edric’s. Apprehension
so  entirely  possessed  his  mind,  that  he  hesitated  whether  he  should
discover himself;  but  a moment  of recollection dissipated every ignoble
suspicion of Edric’s fidelity, and he answered the call. Immediately Edric
descended, followed by the  soldier whose  former appearance  had filled
Alleyn with despair, and whom Edric now introduced as his faithful friend
and comrade, who, like himself, was weary of the oppression of Malcolm,
and who had resolved to fly with them, and escape his rigour. This was a
moment of happiness too great for thought! Alleyn, in the confusion of his
joy,  and in his  impatience  to  seize  the  moment  of deliverance,  scarcely
heard the words of Edric. Edric having returned to fasten the door of the
dungeon, to delay pursuit, and given Alleyn a sword which he had brought
for him, led the way through the vaults. The profound silence of the place
was  interrupted  only  by  the  echoes  of  their  footsteps,  which  running
through  the  dreary  chasms  in  confused  whisperings,  filled  their
imaginations with terror. In traversing these gloomy and desolate recesses
they often paused to listen, and often did their fears give them the distant
sounds  of  pursuit.  On  quitting  the  vaults,  they  entered  an  avenue,
winding,  and  of  considerable  length,  from  whence  branched  several
passages  into the  rock.  It  was  closed by a low and narrow door,  which
opened upon a flight of steps, that led to the subterraneous way under the
ditch of the castle. Edric knew the intricacies of the place: they entered,
and closing the door began to descend, when the lamp which Edric carried
in his hand was blown out by the current of the wind, and they were left in
total darkness. Their feelings may be more easily imagined than described;
they had, however, no way but to proceed, and grope with cautious steps
the  dark  abyss.  Having continued  to  descend  for  some  time,  their  feet
reached  the  bottom,  and  they  found  themselves  once  more  on  even
ground; but Edric knew they had yet another flight to encounter, before
they could gain the subterraneous passage under the fosse, and for which
it required their utmost caution to search. They were proceeding with slow
and wary steps, when the foot of Alleyn stumbled upon something which
clattered like broken armour, and endeavouring to throw it from him, he
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felt  the weight resist  his  effort: he stooped to discover what it  was, and
found in his  grasp the cold hand of a dead person. Every nerve thrilled
with horror at the touch, and he started back in an agony of terror. They
remained for some time in silent dismay, unable to return, yet fearful to
proceed, when a faint light which seemed to issue from the bottom of the
last descent, gleamed upon the walls, and discovered to them the second
staircase,  and  at  their  feet  the  pale  and  disfigured  corpse  of  a  man in
armour, while at a distance they could distinguish the figures of men. At
this sight their hearts died within them, and they gave themselves up for
lost. They doubted not but the men whom they saw were the murderers;
that they belonged to the Baron; and were in search of some fugitives from
the castle.  Their only chance of concealment was  to remain where they
were; but the light appeared to advance, and the faces of the men to turn
towards them. Winged with terror, they sought the first ascent, and flying
up the steps, reached the door, which they endeavoured to open, that they
might  hide  themselves  from pursuit  among the  intricacies  of  the  rock;
their efforts, however, were vain, for the door was fastened by a spring
lock, and the key was on the other side. Compelled to give breath to their
fears,  they  ventured  to  look  back,  and  found  themselves  again in  total
darkness; they paused upon the steps, and listening, all was silent. They
rested here a considerable time; no footsteps startled them; no ray of light
darted through the gloom; every thing seemed hushed in the silence of
death: they resolved once more to venture forward; they gained again the
bottom of the first descent, and shuddering as they approached the spot
where  they  knew the  corpse  was  laid,  they  groped  to  avoid  its  horrid
touch,  when suddenly  the  light  again appeared,  and  in  the  same place
where they had first seen it. They stood petrified with despair. The light,
however, moved slowly onward, and disappeared in the windings of the
avenue.  After remaining a long time  in silent  suspense,  and  finding no
further obstacle,  they ventured to proceed. The light  had discovered to
them their situation, and the staircase, and they now moved with greater
certainty.  They  reached  the  bottom in  safety,  and  without  any  fearful
interruption;  they  listened,  and  again  the  silence  of  the  place  was
undisturbed. Edric knew they were now under the fosse,  their way was
plain before them, and their hopes were renewed in the belief,  that the
light and the people they had seen, had taken a different direction, Edric
knowing there  were  various  passages  branching from the  main  avenue
which led to different  openings  in the rock.  They now stepped on with
alacrity, the prospect of deliverance was near, for Edric judged they were
now not far from the cavern. An abrupt turning in the passage confirmed
at once this supposition, and extinguished the hope which had attended
it; for the light of a lamp burst suddenly upon them, and exhibited to their
sickening eyes, the figures of four men in an attitude of menace, with their
swords  pointed  ready  to  receive  them.  Alleyn  drew  his  sword,  and
advanced: “We will die  hardly,” cried he. At  the sound of his  voice, the
weapons instantly dropped from the hands of his  adversaries, and they
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advanced  to  meet  him  in  a  transport  of  joy.  Alleyn  recognized  with
astonishment, in the faces of the three strangers, his faithful friends and
followers;  and  Edric  in  that  of  the  fourth,  a  fellow  soldier.  The  same
purpose had assembled them all in the same spot. They quitted the cave
together; and Alleyn, in the joyful experience of unexpected deliverance,
resolved  never  more  to  admit  despair.  They  concluded,  that  the  body
which they had passed in the avenue, was that of some person who had
perished  either  by  hunger  or  by  the  sword  in  those  subterranean
labyrinths.

They marched in company till they came within a few miles in of the
castle  of  Athlin,  when  Alleyn  made  known  his  design  of  collecting  his
friends, and joining the clan in an attempt to release the Earl; Edric, and
the  other  soldier,  having  solemnly  enlisted  in  the  cause,  they  parted;
Alleyn and Edric pursuing the road to the castle, and the others striking
off to a different part of the country. Alleyn and Edric had not proceeded
far, when the groans of the wounded servants of Matilda drew them into
the  wood,  in  which  the  preceding dreadful  scene  had  been acted.  The
surprize of Alleyn was extreme, when he discovered the servants  of the
Earl  in  this  situation;  but  surprize  soon  yielded  to  a  more  poignant
sensation, when he heard that Mary had been carried off by armed men.
He scarcely waited to release the servants, but seized one of their horses
which was  grazing near,  instantly mounted,  ordering the  rest  to follow,
and took the way which had been pointed as the course of the ravishers.
Fortunately it was the right direction; and Alleyn and the soldier came up
with  them as  they  were  hastening to  the  mouth  of  that  cavern,  whose
frightful  aspect  had  chilled  the  heart  of  Mary  with  a  temporary  death.
Their endeavours to fly were vain; they were overtaken at the entrance; a
sharp conflict ensued in which one of the ruffians was wounded and fled:
his  comrades  seeing the  servants  of  the  Earl  approaching relinquished
their  prize,  and  escaped  through the  recesses  of  the  cave.  The  eyes  of
Alleyn were  now fixed  in horror on the  lifeless  form of Mary,  who had
remained insensible during the whole of the affray; he was exerting every
effort  for her recovery, when she unclosed her eyes, and joy once more
illumined his soul.

During the recital of these particulars, which Alleyn delivered with a
modest  brevity,  the  mind  of  Mary  had  suffered  a  variety  of  emotions
sympathetic to  all the  vicissitudes  of his  situation.  She  endeavoured to
conceal from herself the particular interest she felt in his adventures; but
so unequal were her efforts  to the strength of her emotions, that  when
Alleyn related the scene of Dunbayne cavern, her cheek grew pale and she
relapsed into a fainting fit. This circumstance alarmed the penetration of
the Countess; but the known weakness of her daughter’s frame appeared a
probable cause of the disorder, and repressed her first apprehension. It
gave  to  Alleyn a mixed delight  of hope and fear,  such as  he  had never
known before; for the first time he dared to acknowledge to his own heart
that he loved, and that heart for the first  time thrilled with the hope of
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being loved again.
He  received  from the  Countess  the  warm overflowings  of  a  heart

grateful for the preservation of her child, and from Mary a blush which
spoke  more  than  her  tongue  could  utter.  But  the  minds  of  all  were
involved in the utmost perplexity concerning the rank and the identity of
the author of the plan, nor could they discover any clue which would lead
them  through  this  intricate  maze  of  wonder,  to  the  villain  who  had
fabricated so diabolical a scheme. Their suspicions, at length, rested upon
the Baron Malcolm, and this supposition was confirmed by the appearance
of  the  horsemen,  who  evidently  acted  only  as  the  agents  of  superior
power. Their conjectures were indeed just. Malcolm was the author of the
scheme. It  had been planned, and he had given orders to his  people to
execute  it  long before  the  Earl  fell  into  his  hands.  They  had,  however,
found no opportunity  of accomplishing the  design when the  castle  was
surprized, and in the consequent tumult of his mind, the Baron had forgot
to withdraw his orders.

Alleyn expressed  his  design  of  collecting the  small  remnant  of  his
friends,  and uniting with the clan in attempting the  rescue  of the  Earl.
“Noble  youth,”  exclaimed  the  Countess,  unable  longer  to  repress  her
admiration, “how can I ever repay your generous services! Am I then to
receive both my children at your hands? Go-my clan are now collecting for
a  second  attempt  upon  the  walls  of  Dunbayne,  —  go!  lead  them  to
conquest, and restore to me my son.” The languid eyes of Mary rekindled
at these words, she glowed with the hope of clasping once more to her
bosom her long lost brother; but the suffusions of hope were soon chased
by the chilly touch of fear, for it was Alleyn who was to lead the enterprize,
and it was Alleyn who might fall in the attempt. These contrary emotions
unveiled to her at once the state of her affections, and she saw in the eye of
fancy,  the  long  train  of  inquietudes  and  sorrows  which  were  likely  to
ensue. She sought to obliterate from her mind every remembrance of the
past, and of the fatal knowledge which was now disclosed; but she sought
in vain, for the monitor in her breast constantly presented to her mind the
image of Alleyn, adorned with those brave and manly virtues which had so
eminently distinguished his conduct; the insignificance of the peasant was
lost in the nobility of the character, and every effort at forgetfulness was
baffled.

Alleyn passed  that  night  at  the  castle,  and the  next  morning,  after
taking leave of the Countess and her daughter, to whom his eyes bade a
respectful  and  mournful  adieu,  he  departed  with  Edric  for  his  father’s
cottage, impatient  to acquaint  the good old man with his  safety, and to
rouse to arms his slumbering friends. The breath of love had now raised
into flame those sparks of ambition which had so long been kindling in his
breast; he was not only eager to avenge the cause of injured virtue, and to
rescue from misery and death, the son of the Chief whom he had been ever
taught  to  reverence,  but  he  panted  to  avenge  the  insult  offered  to  his
mistress, and to achieve some deed of valour worthy her admiration and
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her thanks.
Alleyn found his father at breakfast, with his niece at his side; his face

was  darkened  with  sorrow,  and  he  did  not  perceive  Alleyn,  when  he
entered. The joy of the old man almost overcame him when he beheld his
son in safety, for he was the solace of his declining years; and Edric was
welcomed with the heartiness of an old friend.
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CHAPTER IV

MEANWHILE  the  Earl  remained  a  solitary  prisoner  in  the  tower;
uncertain  fate  was  yet  suspended  over  him;  he  had,  however,  a
magnanimity in his  nature which baffled much of the cruel effort  of the
Baron. He had prepared his mind by habitual contemplation for the worst,
and  although that  worst  was  death,  he  could  now look  to  it  even with
serenity. Those violent transports which had assailed him on sight of the
Baron,  were,  since  he  was  no  longer  subject  to  his  presence,  reduced
within  their  proper  limits;  yet  he  anxiously  avoided  dwelling  on  the
memory of his father, lest those dreadful sensations should threaten him
with  returning torture.  Whenever  he  permitted  himself  to  think  of  the
sufferings of the Countess and his sister, his heart melted with a sorrow
that almost unnerved him; much he wished to know how they supported
this trial, and much he wished that he could convey to them intelligence of
his  state.  He endeavoured to abstract  his  mind from his  situation,  and
sought to make himself artificial comforts  even from the barren objects
around  him;  his  chief  amusement  was  in  observing  the  manners  and
customs of the birds of prey which lodged themselves in the battlements
of his tower, and the rapacity of their nature furnished him with too just a
parallel to the habits of men.

As he was one day standing at the grate which looked upon the castle,
observing the progress  of these  birds,  his  ear caught  the  sound of that
sweet  lute  whose  notes  had  once  saved  him  from destruction;  it  was
accompanied  by  the  same melodious  voice  he  had  formerly  heard,  and
which now sung with impassioned tenderness the following air:

When first the vernal morn of life
Beam’d on my infant eye,
Fond I survey’d the smiling scene,
Nor saw the tempest nigh.

Hope’s bright illusions touch’d my soul,
My young ideas led;
And Fancy’s vivid tints combin’d,
And fairy prospect spread.

My guileless heart expanded wide,
With filial fondness fraught;
Paternal love that heart supplied
With all its fondness sought.

But O! the cruel quick reverse!
Fate all I loved involv’d;
Pale Grief Hope’s trembling rays dispers’d,
And Fancy’s dreams dissolv’d.

Lost in surprize, Osbert stood for some time looking down upon an inner
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court,  whence  the  sounds  seemed  to  arise;  after  a  few  minutes  he
observed a young lady enter from that side on which the tower arose; on
her arm rested an elder one, in whose face might be traced the lines of
decaying beauty; but it was visible, from the melancholy which clouded her
features, that the finger of affliction had there anticipated the ravages of
time. She was dressed in the habit of a widow, and the black veil which
shaded  her  forehead,  and  gave  a  fine  expression  to  her  countenance,
devolved upon the ground in a length of train, and heightened the natural
majesty of her figure; she moved with slow steps, and was supported by
the young lady whose veil half disclosed a countenance where beauty was
touched with sorrow and inimitable expression; the elegance of her form
and the dignity of her air, proclaimed her to be of distinguished rank. On
her arm was hung that lute, whose melody had just charmed the attention
of the  Earl,  who was  now fixed  in wonder at  what  he  beheld,  that  was
equalled  only  by  his  admiration.  They  retired  through  a  gate  on  the
opposite side of the court, and were seen no more. Osbert followed them
with his eyes, which for some time remained fixed upon the door through
which they had disappeared, almost insensible of their departure. When
he returned to himself, he discovered, as if for the first time, that he was in
solitude.  He  conjectured  that  these  strangers  were  confined  by  the
oppressive power of the Baron, and his eyes were suffused with tears of
pity.  When  he  considered  that  so  much  beauty  and  dignity  were  the
unresisting victims of a tyrant, his heart swelled high with indignation, his
prison became intolerable to him, and he longed to become at  once the
champion  of  virtue,  and  the  deliverer  of  oppressed  innocence.  The
character of Malcolm arose to his mind black with accumulated guilt, and
aggravated the detestation with which he had ever contemplated it: the
hateful idea nerved his soul with a confidence of revenge. Of the guard,
who entered, he enquired concerning the strangers, but could obtain no
positive information; he came to impart other news; to prepare the Earl
for death; the morrow was appointed for his execution. He received the
intelligence  with  the  firm hardihood  of  indignant  virtue,  disdaining  to
solicit,  and  disdaining to  repine;  and  his  mind  yet  grasped  the  idea of
revenge. He drove from his thoughts, with precipitation, the tender ideas
of his mother and sister; remembrances which would subdue his fortitude
without  effecting any  beneficial  purpose.  He  was  told  of  the  escape  of
Alleyn; this intelligence gave him inexpressible pleasure, and he knew this
faithful youth would undertake to avenge his death.

When the news of Alleyn’s flight had reached the Baron, his soul was
stung with rage, and he called for the guards of the dungeon; they were no
where to be found; and after a long search it was known that they were
fled  with  their  prisoner;  the  flight  of  the  other  captives  was  also
discovered. This circumstance exasperated the passion of Malcolm to the
utmost, and he gave orders that the life of the remaining centinel should
be  forfeited for the  treachery of his  comrades,  and his  own negligence;
when recollecting the Earl,  whom in the heat  of his  resentment he had
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forgot,  his  heart  exulted  in  the  opportunity  he  afforded  of  complete
revenge; and in the fullness of joy with which he pronounced his sentence,
he retracted the condemnation of the trembling guard. The moment after
he had dispatched the messenger with his  resolve to the Earl, his heart
faultered from its purpose. Such is the alternate violence of evil passions,
that they never suffer their subjects to act with consistency, but, torn by
conflicting energies, the gratification of one propensity is  destruction to
the  enjoyment  of  another;  and  the  moment  in  which  they  imagine
happiness in their grasp, is to them the moment of disappointment. Thus
it was with the Baron; his soul seemed to attain its full enjoyment in the
contemplation of revenge, till the idea of Mary inflamed his heart with an
opposite passion; his wishes had caught new ardor from disappointment,
for he had heard that Mary had been once in the power of his emissaries;
and perhaps  the pain which recoils  upon the mind from every fruitless
effort  of wickedness,  served to  increase  the  energies  of his  desires.  He
spurned the thought of relinquishing the pursuit, yet there appeared to be
no method of obtaining its object, but by sacrificing his favourite passion;
for he had little doubt of obtaining Mary, when it should be known that he
resolved  not  to  grant  the  life  of  the  Earl  upon any  other  ransom.  The
balance of these passions hung in his mind in such nice equilibrium, that it
was  for  some  time  uncertain  which  would  preponderate;  revenge,  at
length, yielded to love; but he resolved to preserve the torture of expected
death, by keeping the Earl ignorant of his reprieve till the last moment.

The Earl awaited death with the same stern fortitude with which he
received its sentence, and was led from the tower to the platform of the
castle, silent and unmoved. He beheld the preparations for his execution,
the instruments of death, the guards arranged in files, with an undaunted
mind. The glare of externals had no longer power over his imagination. He
beheld  every  object  with  indifference,  but  that  on  which  his  eye  now
rested; it was on the murderer, who exhibited himself in all the pride of
exulting conquest: he started at the sight, and his soul shrunk back upon
itself.  Disdaining,  however,  to  appear  disconcerted,  he  endeavoured  to
resume his dignity, when the remembrance of his mother, overwhelmed
with sorrow, rushed upon his mind, and quite unmanned him; the tears
started in his eyes, and he sunk senseless on the ground.

On recovering, he found himself in his prison, and he was informed
that the Baron had granted him a respite. Malcolm mistaking the cause of
disorder  in  the  Earl,  thought  he  had  stretched  his  sufferings  to  their
utmost  limits;  he  therefore  had  ordered  him to  be  re-conveyed  to  the
tower.

A  scene  so  striking  and  so  public  as  that  which  had  just  been
performed at  the  castle  of Dunbayne, was  a subject  of discourse  to the
whole  country;  it  was  soon reported  to  the  Countess  with  a  variety  of
additional circumstances, among which it was affirmed, that the Earl had
been  really  executed.  Overwhelmed  with  this  intelligence,  Matilda
relapsed into her former disorder. Sickness had rendered Mary less able to
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support  the  shock,  and  to  apply  that  comfort  to  the  ambitions  of  her
mother, which had once been so successfully administered. The physician
pronounced the  malady of the  Countess  to  be  seated in the  mind,  and
beyond the reach of human skill, when one day a letter was brought to her,
the superscription of which was written in the hand of Osbert; she knew
the characters, and bursting the seal, read that her son was yet alive, and
did not despair of throwing himself once more at her feet. He requested
that  the remains  of his  clan might  immediately attempt  his  release. He
described in what part of the castle his prison was situated, and thought,
that by the assistance of long scaling-ladders and ropes, contrived in the
manner he  directed,  he  might  be  able  to  effect  his  escape  through the
grate. This letter was a reviving cordial to the Countess and to Mary.

Alleyn was indefatigable in collecting followers for the enterprize he
had  engaged  in.  On  receiving  intelligence  of  the  safety  of  the  Earl,  he
visited the clan, and was strenuous in exhorting them to immediate action.
They  required  little  incitement  to  a  cause  in  which  every  heart  was  so
much  interested,  and  for  which  every  hand  was  already  busied  in
preparation. These preparations were at length completed; Alleyn, at the
head of his party, joined the assembled clan. The Countess for a second
time beheld from the ramparts the departure of her people upon the same
hazardous  enterprize;  the  present  scene  revived  in  her  mind  a  sad
membrance of the past: the same tender fears, and the same prayers for
success she now gave to their departure; and when they faded in distance
from her sight, she returned into the castle dissolved in tears. The heart of
Mary was torn by a complex sorrow, and incapable of longer concealing
from herself the interest she took in the departure of Alleyn, her agitation
became more  apparent.  The  Countess  in vain endeavoured to compose
her mind.  Mary,  affected  by  her  tender concern,  and  prompted  by  the
natural  ingenuousness  of  her  disposition,  longed  to  make  her  the
confidant of her weakness, if weakness that can be termed which arises
from gratitude, and from admiration of great and generous qualities; but
delicacy and timidity arrested the half-formed sentence, and closed her
lips in silence. Her health gradually declined under the secret agitation of
her  mind;  her  physician  knew her  disorder  to  originate  in  suppressed
sorrow; and  advised,  as  the  best  cordial,  a.  confidential friend.  Matilda
now perceived  the  cause  of  her  grief;  her  former  passing observations
recurred  to  her  memory,  and  justified  her  discernment.  She  strove  by
every soothing effort to win her to her confidence. Mary, oppressed by the
idea of ungenerous concealment, resolved at length to unveil her heart to a
mother so tender of her happiness. She told her all her sentiments. The
Countess  suffered  a  distress  almost  equal to  that  of  her  daughter;  her
affectionate  heart  swelled  with  equal  wishes  for  her  happiness;  she
admired  with  warmest  gratitude  the  noble  and  aspiring  virtues  of  the
young Highlander; but the proud nobility of her soul repelled with quick
vivacity  every  idea  of  union  with  a  youth  of  such  ignoble  birth:  she
regarded the  present  attachment  as  the  passing impression of youthful
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fancy, and believed that gentle reasoning, aided by time and endeavour,
would conquer the enthusiasm of love. Mary listened with attention to the
reasonings  of the Countess; her judgment  acknowledged their justness,
while her heart regretted their force. She resolved, however, to overcome
an attachment which would produce so much distress to her family and to
herself.  Notwithstanding  her  endeavours  to  exclude  Alleyn  from  her
thoughts, the generous and heroic qualities  of his  mind burst  upon her
memory in all their splendor, she could not but be conscious that he loved
her;  she  saw the  struggles  of his  soul,  and  the  delicacy  of  his  passion,
which made him ever retire in the most profound and respectful silence
from  its  object.  She  solicited  her  mother  to  assist  in  expelling  the
destructive  image  from her mind. The  Countess  exerted every effort  to
amuse her to forgetfulness; every hour, except those which were given to
exercises necessary for her health, was devoted to the cultivation of her
mind,  and  the  improvement  of  her  various  accomplishments.  These
endeavours  were  not  unsuccessful;  the  Countess  with joy  observed the
returning  health  and  tranquillity  of  her  daughter;  and  Mary  almost
believed she had taught herself to forget. These engagements served also
to  beguile  the  tedious  moments  which  must  intervene,  ere  news  could
arrive from Alleyn concerning the probable success of the enterprize.

Misery yet dwelt in the castle of Dunbayne; for there the virtues were
captive, while the vices reigned despotic. The mind of the Baron, ardent
and restless, knew no peace: torn by conflicting passions, he was himself
the victim of their power.

The Earl knew that his life hung upon the caprice of a tyrant; his mind
was nerved for the worst; yet the letter which the compassion of one of his
guards, at the risque of his life, had undertaken to convey to the Countess,
afforded him a faint hope that his people might yet effect his escape. In
this  expectation,  he  spent  hour  after  hour  at  his  grate,  wishing,  with
trembling  anxiety,  to  behold  his  clan  advancing  over  the  distant  hills.
These hills became at length, in a situation so barren of real comforts, a
source of ideal pleasure to him. He was always at the grate, and often, in
the  fine  evenings  of  summer saw the  ladies,  whose  appearance  had  so
strongly  excited  his  admiration  and  pity,  walk  on  a  terrace  below the
tower. One very fine evening, under the pleasing impressions of hope for
himself,  and  compassion  for  them,  his  sufferings  for  a  time  lost  their
acuteness. He longed to awaken their sympathy, and make known to them
that they had a fellow-prisoner. The parting sun trembled on the tops of
the mountains,  and a softer shade fell upon the distant  landscape. The
sweet tranquillity of evening threw an air of tender melancholy over his
mind: his sorrows for a while were hushed; and under the enthusiasm of
the  hour,  he  composed the  following stanzas,  which,  having committed
them to paper, he the next evening dropp’d upon the terrace.

SONNET

Hail! to the hallow’d hill, the circling lawn,
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The breezy upland, and the mountain stream!
The last tall pine that earliest meets the dawn,
And glistens latest to the western gleam!

Hail! every distant hill, and downland plain!
Your dew-hid beauties Fancy oft unveils;
What time to shepherd’s reed, or poet’s strain,
Sorrowing my heart its destin’d woe bewails.

Blest are the fairy hour, the twilight shade
Of Ev’ning, wand’ring thro’ her woodlands dear,
Sweet the still sound that steals along the glade;
’Tis fancy wafts it, and her vot’ries hear.

’Tis fancy wafts it! — and how sweet the sound!
I hear it now the distant hills uplong;
While fairy echos from their dells around,
And woods, and wilds, the feeble notes prolong!

He had the pleasure to observe that the paper was taken up by the ladies,
who immediately retired into the castle.
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CHAPTER V

ONE morning early, the Earl discerned a martial band emerging from the
verge  of  the  horizon;  his  heart  welcomed  his  hopes,  which  were  soon
confirmed into certainty. It was his faithful people, led on by Alleyn. It was
their design to surround and attack the castle; and though their numbers
gave  them but  little  hopes  of  conquest,  they  yet  believed  that,  in  the
tumult of the engagement, they might procure the deliverance of the Earl.
With  this  view they  advanced  to  the  walls.  The  centinels  had  descried
them at a distance; the alarm was given; the trumpets sounded, and the
walls  of  the  castle  were  filled  with  men.  The  Baron  was  present,  and
directed the preparations. The secret purpose of his soul was fixed. The
clan surrounded the fosse, into which they threw bundles of faggots, and
gave the signal of attack. Scaling ladders were thrown up to the window of
the tower. The Earl, invigorated with hope and joy, had by the force of his
arm, almost wrenched from its fastening, one of the iron bars of the grate;
his foot was lifted to the stanchion, ready to aid him in escaping through
the opening, when he was seized by the guards of the Baron, and conveyed
precipitately from the prison. He was led, indignant and desperate, to the
lofty ramparts of the castle, from whence he beheld Alleyn and his clan,
whose eager eyes were once more blessed with the sight of their Chief; —
they were  blessed  but  for a moment;  they  beheld  their Lord  in chains,
surrounded with guards, and with the instruments  of death. Animated,
however, with a last hope, they renewed the attack with redoubled fury,
when the trumpets of the Baron sounded a parley, and they suspended
their arms. The Baron appeared on the ramparts; Alleyn advanced to hear
him. “The moment of attack,” cried the Baron, “is the moment of death to
your Chief. If you wish to preserve his  life, desist from the assault, and
depart in peace; and bear this message to the Countess your mistress: —
the Baron Malcolm will accept no other ransom for the life and the liberty
of the Earl, than her beauteous daughter, whom he now sues to become
his wife. If she accedes to these terms, the Earl is instantly liberated, — if
she refuses, he dies.” The emotions of the Earl, and of Alleyn on hearing
these words, were inexpressible. The Earl spurned, with haughty virtue,
the base concession. “Give me death,” cried he with loud impatience; “the
house  of  Athlin  shall  not  be  dishonoured  by  alliance  with  a  murderer:
renew the attack, my brave people; since you cannot save the life, revenge
the death of your Chief; he dies contented, since his death preserves his
family from dishonour.” The guards instantly surrounded the Earl.

Alleyn, whose heart, torn by contending emotions, was yet true to the
impulse  of  honour,  on  observing  this,  instantly  threw  down  his  arms,
refusing to obey the commands of the Earl; a hostage for whose life he
demanded, while he hastened to the castle of Athlin with the conditions of
the Baron. The clan, following the example of Alleyn, rested on their arms,
while a few prepared to depart with him on the embassy. In vain were the
remonstrances and the commands of the Earl; his people loved him too
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well  to  obey  them,  and  his  heart  was  filled  with  anguish  when he  saw
Alleyn depart from the walls.

The situation of Alleyn was highly pitiable; all the firm virtues of his
soul were called upon to support it. He was commissioned on an embassy,
the alternate conditions  of which would bring misery on the woman he
adored, or death to the friend whom he loved.

When the arrival of Alleyn was announced to the Countess, impatient
joy thrilled in her bosom; for she had no doubt that he brought offers of
accommodation; and no ransom was presented to her imagination, which
she would not willingly give for the restoration of her son. At the sound of
Alleyn’s voice, those tumults which had began to subside in the heart of
Mary,  were  again  revived,  and  she  awoke  to  the  mournful  certainty  of
hopeless endeavour. Yet she could not repress a strong emotion of joy on
again beholding him. The soft blush of her cheek shewed the colours of her
mind, while, in endeavouring to shade her feelings, she impelled them into
stronger light.

The  agitations  of  Alleyn  almost  subdued  his  strength,  when  he
entered  the  presence  of  the  Countess;  and  his  visage,  on  which  was
impressed deep distress,  and the paleness  of fear,  betrayed the inward
workings of his soul. Matilda was instantly seized with apprehension for
the safety of her son, and in a tremulous voice, enquired his fate. Alleyn
told her he was well, proceeding with tender caution to acquaint her with
the business  of his  embassy, and with the scene to which he had lately
been witness. The sentence of the Baron fell like the stroke of death upon
the heart of Mary, who fainted at the words. Alleyn flew to support her. In
endeavouring to revive her daughter, the Countess was diverted for a time
from the anguish which this intelligence must naturally impart. It was long
ere  Mary  returned  to  life,  and  she  returned  only  to  a  sense  of
wretchedness. The critical situation of Matilda can scarcely be felt  in its
full extent. Torn by the conflict  of opposite  interests, her brain was the
seat of tumult, and wild dismay. Which ever way she looked, destruction
closed the view. The murderer of the husband, now sought to murder the
happiness of the daughter. On the sentence of the mother hung the final
fate of the son. In rejecting these terms, she would give him instant death;
in  accepting  them,  her  conduct  would  be  repugnant  to  the  feelings  of
indignant virtue, and to the tender injured memory of her murdered Lord.
She would destroy for ever the peace of her daughter, and the honour of
her  house.  To  effect  his  deliverance  by  force  of  arms  was  utterly
impracticable, since the Baron had declared, that “the moment of attack
should be the moment of death to the Earl.” Honour, humanity, parental
tenderness,  bade  her  save  her  son;  yet,  by  a  strange  contrariety  of
interests, the same virtues pleaded with a voice equally powerful, for the
reverse of the sentence. Hitherto hope had still illumined her mind with a
distant ray; she now found herself suddenly involved in the darkness of
despair,  whose  glooms  were  interrupted  only  by  the  gleams  of  horror
which  arose  from the  altar,  on  which  was  to  be  sacrificed  one  of  her
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beloved children. Her mind shrunk from the idea of uniting her daughter
to the  murderer of her father.  The  ferocious  character of  Malcolm was
alone sufficient to blight for ever the happiness of the woman whose fate
should be connected with his.  To give  to the murderer the child  of the
murdered was a thought too horrid to rest upon. The Countess rejected
with force the Baron’s offer of exchange, when the bleeding figure of her
beloved son, pale and convulsed in death, started on her imagination, and
stretched her brain almost to frenzy.

Meanwhile  Mary  suffered  a  conflict  equally  dreadful.  Nature  had
bestowed on her a heart  susceptible  of all the  fine emotions  of delicate
passion;  a heart  which vibrated  in unison with the  sweetest  feelings  of
humanity; a mind, quick in perceiving the nicest lines of moral rectitude,
and strenuous in endeavouring to act  up to its  perceptions. These gifts
were unnecessary to make her sensible of the wretchedness of her present
situation;  of  which  a  common  mind  would  have  felt  the  misery;  they
served, however, to sharpen the points of affliction, to increase their force,
and  to  disclose,  in  stronger  light,  the  various  horrors  of  her  situation.
Fraternal love and pity called loudly upon her to resign herself into the
power of the man whom, from the earliest dawn of perception, she had
contemplated  with  trembling aversion  and  horror.  The  memory  of  her
murdered parent, every feeling dear to virtue, the tremulous, but forceful
voice  of  love  awakened  her  heart,  and  each  opposed,  with  wild
impetuosity, every other sentiment. Her soul shrunk back with terror from
the idea of union with the Baron. Could she bear to receive, in marriage,
that hand which was stained with the blood of her father? — The polluted
touch would freeze her heart in horror! — could she bear to pass her life
with the man, who had for ever blasted the smiling days of him who gave
her being? — With the man who would stand before her eyes a perpetual
monument  of misery to herself,  and of dishonour to her family?  whose
chilling  aspect  would  repel  every  amiable  and  generous  affection,  and
strike them back upon her heart only to wound it? To cherish the love of
the  noble  virtues,  would  be  to  cherish  the  remembrance  of  her  dead
father, and of her living lover. How wretched must be her situation, when
to obliterate from her memory the image of virtue, could alone afford her a
chance of obtaining a horrid  tranquillity;  virtue  which is  so dear to the
human heart,  that  when her form forsakes  us,  we  pursue  her  shadow.
Wherever  in  search  of  comfort  she  directed  her  aching  sight,  Misery’s
haggard  countenance  obtruded  on  her  view.  Here  she  beheld  herself
entombed  in  the  arms  of  the  murderer;  —  there,  the  spectacle  of  her
beloved brother, encircled with chains, and awaiting the stroke of death,
arose to her imagination; the scene was too affecting; fancy gave her the
horrors of reality. The reflection, that through her he suffered, that she yet
might  save him from destruction, broke with irresistible  force upon her
mind, and instantly bore away every opposing feeling. — She resolved, that
since she must be wretched, she would be nobly wretched; since misery
demanded one sacrifice, she would devote herself the victim.
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With  these  thoughts,  she  entered  the  apartment  of  the  Countess,
whose  concurrence  was  necessary  to  ratify  her  resolves,  and,  having
declared them, awaited in trembling expectation her decision. Matilda had
suffered a distraction of mind, which the  nature  of no former trial had
occasioned her. On the unfortunate death of a husband tenderly beloved,
she had suffered all the sorrow which tenderness, and all the shock which
the manner of his death could occasion. The event, however, shocking as it
was, did not hang upon circumstances over which she had an influence; it
was decided by an higher power; — it  was decided, and never could be
recalled; she had there no dreadful choice of horrors, no evil ratified by
her own voice, to taint with deadly recollections her declining days. This
choice, though forced upon her by the power of a tyrant, she would still
consider as in part her own; and the thought that she was compelled to
doom to destruction one of her children, harrowed up her soul almost to
frenzy.

Her mind, at length exhausted with excess of feeling, was now fallen
into a state of cold and silent despair; she became insensible to the objects
around her, almost to the sense of her own sufferings, and the voice, and
the proposal of her daughter, scarcely awakened her powers of perception.
“He shall live,” said Mary, in a voice broken and tender; “He shall live, I am
ready to become the  sacrifice.” Tears  prevented her proceeding.  At  the
word “live,” the Countess raised her eyes, and threw round her a look of
wildness,  which  settling  on  the  features  of  Mary,  softened  into  an
expression of ineffable tenderness, she waved her head, and turned to the
window. A few tears bedewed her cheek; they fell like the drops of Heaven
upon the withered plant,  reviving and expanding its  dying foliage;  they
were the first her eyes had known since the fatal news had reached her.
Recovering herself a little, she sent for Alleyn, who was still in the castle.
She wished to consult with him, whether there was not yet a possibility of
effecting the escape of the Earl. In afflictions of whatever degree, where
death has not already fixed the events in certainty, the mind shoots almost
beyond  the  sphere  of  possibility  in  search  of  hope,  and  seldom
relinquishes  the  fond  illusion,  till  the  stroke  of  reality  dissolves  the
enchantment. Thus it  was with Matilda; after the grief produced by the
first stroke of this disaster was somewhat abated, she was inclined to think
that her situation might not prove so desperate as she imagined; and her
heart was warmed by a remote hope, that there might yet be devised some
method of procuring the escape of the Earl. Alleyn came; he came in the
trembling expectation of receiving the decision of the Countess, and in the
intention of offering to engage in any enterprize, however hazardous, for
the enlargement of the Earl. He repelled, with instant force, every idea of
Mary’s becoming the wife of Malcolm; the thought was too full of agony to
be endured, and he threw the sensation from his heart as a poison which
would  destroy  the  pulse  of  life.  To  preserve  Mary  from  a  misery  so
exquisite, and to save the life of the Earl, he was willing to encounter any
hazard; to meet death itself as an evil which appeared less dreadful than
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either of the former. He came prepared with this resolution, and it served
to support that fortitude which affliction had disturbed, though it could
not  subdue.  When  he  came  again  to  the  Countess,  his  distress  was
heightened by the scene before him; he beheld her leaning on a sofa, pale
and silent; her unconscious eyes were fixed on an opposite window; her
countenance was touched with a wildness expressive of the disorder of her
mind, and she remained for some time insensible of his approach. Such is
the fluctuation of a mind overcome by distress, that if for a moment a ray
of hope cheers its darkness, it vanishes at the touch of recollection. Mary
was standing near the Countess, whose hand she held to her bosom. Her
present  sorrow  had  heightened  the  natural  pensiveness  of  her
countenance, and shaded her features with an interesting langour, more
enchanting than the vivacity of blooming health; her eyes sought to avoid
Alleyn, as an object dangerous to the resolution she had formed. Matilda
remained absorbed in thought. Mary wished to repeat the purpose of her
soul, but her voice trembled, and the half-formed sentence died away on
her lips.  Alleyn enquired the commands of the Countess.  “I  am ready,”
said  Mary,  at  length,  in a low and tremulous  voice,  “to  give  myself  the
victim to the Baron’s revenge. — I will save my brother.” At these words,
the heart of Alleyn grew cold. Mary, overcome by the effort which they had
occasioned her, scarcely finished the sentence; her nerves shook, a mist
fell over her eyes, and she sunk on the sofa by which she had stood. Alleyn
hung over the couch in silent agony, watching her return to life. By the
assistance of those about her, she soon revived. Alleyn, in the joy which he
felt at her recovery, forgot for a moment his situation, and pressed with
ardor  her  hand  to  his  bosom.  Mary,  whose  senses  were  yet  scarcely
recollected,  yielded  unconsciously  to  the  softness  of  her  heart,  and
betrayed its situation by a smile so tender, as to thrill the breast of Alleyn
with  the  sweet  certainty  of  being loved.  Hitherto  his  passion had  been
chilled by the despair which the vast superiority of her birth occasioned,
and  by  the  modesty  which  forbade  him to  imagine  that  he  had  merit
sufficient to arrest  the eye of the accomplished Mary. Perhaps, too, the
diffidence natural to genuine love, might contribute to deceive him. It was
not till this moment, that he experienced that certainty which awakened in
his heart a sense of delight hitherto unknown to him. For a moment he
forgot the distresses of the castle, and his own situation; every idea faded
from his mind, but the one he had so lately acquired; and in that moment
he seemed to taste perfect felicity. Recollection, however, with all its train
of  black  dependancies  soon returned,  and  plunged  him in  a  misery  as
poignant as the joy from which he was now precipitated.

The Countess was now sufficiently composed to enter on the subject
nearest  her  heart.  Alleyn  caught,  with  eagerness,  her  mention  of
attempting the deliverance of the Earl, for the possibility of accomplishing
which, he declared himself willing to encounter any danger: he seconded
so  warmly  the  design,  and  spoke  with  such  flattering  probability  of
success,  that  the  spirits  of  Matilda began once  more  to  revive;  yet  she
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trembled to encourage hopes which hung on such perilous uncertainty. It
was agreed, that Alleyn should consult with the most able and trusty of the
clan, whom age or infirmity had detained from battle, on the means most
likely to ensure success, and then proceed immediately on the expedition:
having first delivered to the Baron a message from the Countess, requiring
time for deliberation upon a choice so important, and importing that an
answer should be returned at the expiration of a fortnight.

Alleyn accordingly assembled those whom he judged most worthy of
the  council:  various  schemes  were  proposed,  none  of  which  appeared
likely to succeed; when it was recollected that the Earl might possibly have
been removed from the tower to some new place of confinement, which it
would be necessary first to discover, that the plan might be adapted to the
situation. It was therefore concluded to suspend further consultation till
Alleyn had obtained the requisite information; and that in the mean time
he  should  deliver  to  Malcolm the  message  of  the  Countess:  for  these
purposes Alleyn immediately set out for the castle.
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CHAPTER VI

THE  castle  of  Dunbayne  was  still  the  scene  of  triumph,  and  of
wretchedness. Malcolm, exulting in his scheme, already beheld Mary at his
feet, and the Earl retiring in an anguish more poignant than that of death.
He was surprized that his invention had not before supplied him with this
means of torture: for the first time he welcomed love, as the instrument of
his revenge; and the charms of Mary were heightened to his imagination
by the ardent colours of this passion. He was confirmed in his resolves,
never to relinquish the Earl,  but  on the conditions  he had offered; and
thus for ever would he preserve the house of Athlin a monument of his
triumph.

Osbert, for greater security, was conveyed from the tower into a more
centrical part of the castle, to an apartment spacious but gloomy, whose
gothic windows partly excluding light, threw a solemnity around, which
chilled  the  heart  almost  to  horror.  He  heeded  not  this;  his  heart  was
occupied with horrors of its own. He was now involved in a misery more
intricate, and more dreadful, than his imagination had yet painted. To die,
was to him, who had so long contemplated the near approach of death, a
familiar and transient evil; but to see, even in idea, his family involved in
infamy, and in union with the murderer, was the stroke which pierced his
heart  to  its  center.  He  feared  that  the  cruel  tenderness  of  the  mother
would tempt Matilda to accept  the offers  of the  Baron; and he scarcely
doubted, that the noble Mary would resign herself the price of his life. He
would have written to the Countess to have forbidden her acceptance of
the terms, and to have declared his fixed resolution to die, but that he had
no means of conveying to her a letter; the soldier who had so generously
undertaken  the  conveyance  of  his  former  one,  having  soon  after
disappeared from his station. The manly fortitude which had supported
him through his former trials, did not desert him in this hour of darkness;
habituated so long to struggle with opposing feelings, he had acquired the
art  of  managing  them;  his  mind  attained  a  confidence  in  its  powers;
resistance  served  only  to  increase  its  strength,  and  to  confirm  the
magnanimity of its nature.

Alleyn  had  now joined  the  clan,  and  was  ardent  in  pursuit  of  the
necessary intelligence. He learned that the Earl had been removed from
the tower, but in what part of the castle he was now confined he could not
discover; on this  point  all was vague conjecture. That  he was alive, was
only judged from the policy of the Baron, whose ardent passion for Mary
was now well understood. Alleyn employed every stratagem his invention
could suggest, to discover the prison of the Earl, but without success: at
length compelled to deliver to Malcolm the message of the Countess, he
demanded as a preliminary, that the Earl should be shewn to his people
from the  ramparts,  that  they  might  be  certain  he  was  still  alive.  Alley
hoped that his appearance would lead to a discovery of the place of his
imprisonment, purposing to observe narrowly the way by which he should
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retire.
The Earl appeared in safety on the ramparts,  amid the shouts  and

acclamations of his people; the Baron frowning defiance, was seen at his
side. Alleyn advanced to the walls, and delivered the message of Matilda.
Osbert  started  at  its  purpose;  he  foresaw  that  deliberation  portended
compliance:  — stung with the  thought,  he  swore aloud he never would
survive the infamy of the concession; and addressing himself to Alleyn,
commanded him instantly to return to the Countess, and bid her spurn
the base compliance, as  she feared to sacrifice  both her children to the
murderer  of  their  father.  At  these  words,  a  smile  of  haughty  triumph
marked the features of the Baron, and he turned from Osbert in silent joy
and exultation. The Earl was led off by the guards. Alleyn endeavoured in
vain to mark the way they took; the lofty walls soon concealed them from
his view.

Alleyn now experienced how strenuously a vigorous mind protects its
favourite hope; wayward circumstances may shock, disappointment may
check it;  but  it  rises  superior to opposition and traverses  the sphere of
possibility to accomplish its  purpose. Alleyn did not yet  despair, but he
was perplexed in what manner to proceed.

In  his  way  from  the  ramparts,  Osbert  was  surprized  by  the
appearance of two ladies at a window near which he passed: the agitation
of  his  mind  did  not  prevent  his  recognizing them as  the  same  he  had
observed from the grates  of the tower, with such lively admiration, and
who had excited in his mind so much pity and curiosity: In the midst of his
distress, his thoughts had often dwelt on the sweet graces of the younger,
and he had sighed to obtain the story of her sorrows; for the melancholy
which hung upon her  features  proclaimed her  to  be  unfortunate.  They
now stood observing Osbert  as he passed, and their eyes expressed the
pity which his situation inspired. He gazed earnestly and mournfully upon
them, and when he entered his prison, again enquired concerning them,
but the same inflexible silence was preserved on the subject.

As the Earl sat one day musing in his  prison, his  eyes involuntarily
fixed upon a pannel in the opposite wainscot; — he observed that it was
differently  formed from the  rest,  and that  its  projection was  somewhat
greater; a hope started into his mind, and he quitted his seat to examine it.
He perceived that it was surrounded by a small crack, and on pushing it
with his hands it shook under them. Certain that it was something more
than a pannel, he exerted all his strength against it, but without producing
any new effect. Having tried various means to move it without success, he
gave  up  the  experiment,  and  returned  to  his  seat  melancholy  and
disappointed. Several days passed without any further notice being taken
of the wainscot; unwilling, however, to relinquish a last hope, he returned
to the examination, when, in endeavouring to remove the pannel, his foot
accidentally hit against one corner, and it suddenly flew open. It had been
contrived that a spring which was concealed within, and which fastened
the partition, should receive its impulse from the pressure of a certain part
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of the pannel, which was now touched by the foot of the Earl. His joy on
the discovery cannot be expressed. An apartment wide and forlorn, like
that  which formed his  prison,  now lay  before  him; the  windows,  which
were high and arched, were decorated with painted glass; the floor was
paved with marble; and it seemed to be the deserted remains of a place of
worship.  Osbert  traversed,  with  hesitating  steps,  its  dreary  length,
towards  a  pair  of  folding  doors,  large  and  of  oak,  which  closed  the
apartment: these he opened; a gallery, gloomy and vast, appeared beyond;
the windows, which were in the same style of Gothic architecture with the
former, were shaded by thick ivy that almost excluded the light. Osbert
stood at the entrance uncertain whether to proceed; he listened, but heard
no footstep in his prison, and determined to go on. The gallery terminated
on the  left  in  a  large  winding stair-case,  old  and  apparently  neglected,
which led to a hall below; on the right was a door, low, and rather obscure.
Osbert, apprehensive of discovery, passed the staircase, and opened the
door,  when  a  suite  of  noble  apartments,  magnificently  furnished,  was
disclosed to his wondering eyes. He proceeded onward without perceiving
any person, but having passed the second room, heard the faint sobs of a
person  weeping;  he  stood  for  a  moment,  undetermined  whether  to
proceed; but an irresistible curiosity impelled him forward, and he entered
an  apartment,  in  which  were  seated  the  beautiful  strangers,  whose
appearance had so much interested his  feelings. The elder of the ladies
was dissolved in tears and a casket and some papers lay open on a table
beside her. The younger was so intent upon a drawing, which she seemed
to be finishing, as not to observe the entrance of the Earl; the elder lady,
on perceiving him, arose in some confusion, and the surprize in her eyes
seemed to demand an explanation of so unaccountable a visit. The Earl,
surprized at what he beheld, stepped back with an intention of retiring;
but recollecting that the intrusion demanded an apology, he returned. The
grace with which he excused himself, confirmed the impression which his
figure had already made on the mind of Laura, which was the name of the
younger  lady;  who  on  looking  up,  discovered  a  countenance  in  which
dignity and sweetness  were happily blended. She appeared to be  about
twenty, her person was of the middle stature, extremely delicate, and very
elegantly  formed.  The  bloom  of  her  youth  was  shaded  by  a  soft  and
pensive melancholy, which communicated an expression to her fine blue
eyes,  extremely  interesting.  Her  features  were  partly  concealed  by  the
beautiful  luxuriance  of  her  auburn  hair,  which  curling  round  her  face,
descended in tresses on her bosom; every feminine grace played around
her; and the simple dignity of her air declared the purity and the nobility
of her mind. On perceiving the Earl, a faint blush animated her cheek, and
she involuntarily quitted the drawing upon which she had been engaged.

If the  former imperfect  view he  had  caught  of  Laura had  given an
impression to the heart  of Osbert,  it  now received a stronger character
from  the  opportunity  afforded  him  of  contemplating  her  beauty.  He
concluded  that  the  Baron,  attracted  by  her charms,  had entrapped her
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into his power, and detained her in the castle an unwilling prisoner. In this
conjecture he was confirmed by the mournful cast of her countenance, and
by the mystery which appeared to surround her.  Fired by this  idea,  he
melted in compassion for her sufferings; which compassion was tinctured
and  increased  by  the  passion  which  now  glowed  in  his  heart.  At  that
moment he forgot the danger of his present situation; he forgot even that
he was a prisoner; and awake only to the wish of alleviating her sorrows,
he rejected cold and useless delicacy, and resolved, if possible, to learn the
cause  of  her  misfortunes.  Addressing  himself  to  the  Baroness,  “if,
Madam,”  said  he,  “I  could  by  any  means  soften  the  affliction  which  I
cannot  affect  not  to  perceive,  and  which  has  so  warmly  interested  my
feelings, I should regard this as one of the most happy moments of my life;
a  life  marked  alas!  too  strongly  with  misery!  but  misery  has  not  been
useless, since it has taught me sympathy.” The Baroness was no stranger
to  the  character  and  the  misfortunes  of  the  Earl.  Herself  the  victim of
oppression, she knew how to commiserate the sufferings of others. She
had ever felt a tender compassion for the misfortunes of Osbert, and did
not now with-hold sincere expressions of sympathy, and of gratitude, for
the  interest  which he  felt  in her sorrow. She  expressed  her surprize  at
seeing him thus at  liberty; but observing the chains which encircled his
hands, she shuddered, and guessed a part of the truth. He explained to
her the discovery of the pannel, by which circumstance he had found his
way into that apartment. The idea of aiding him to escape, rushed upon
the mind of the Baroness, but was repressed by the consideration of her
own confined situation; and she was compelled, with mournful reluctance,
to resign that thought which reverence for the character of the late Earl,
and  compassion  for  the  misfortunes  of  the  present,  had  inspired.  She
lamented her inability to assist him, and informed him that herself and her
daughter were  alike  prisoners  with himself;  that  the  walls  of the  castle
were the limits of their liberty; and that they had suffered the pressure of
tyranny for fifteen years. The Earl expressed the indignation which he felt
at this recital, and solicited the Baroness to confide in his integrity; and, if
the relation would not be too painful to her, to honour him so far as to
acquaint him by what cruel means she fell into the power of Malcolm. The
Baroness,  apprehensive  for  his  safety  reminded  him  of  the  risk  of
discovery by a longer absence from his prison; and, thanking him again for
the interest he took in her sufferings, assured him of her warmest wishes
for  his  deliverance,  and  that  if  an opportunity  ever  offered,  she  would
acquaint  him with  the  sad  particulars  of  her  story.  The  eyes  of  Osbert
made known that gratitude which it was difficult for his tongue to utter.
Tremulously  he  solicited  the  consolation  of  sometimes  revisiting  the
apartments  of  the  Baroness;  a  permission which  would  give  him some
intervals  of  comfort  amid  the  many hours  of  torment  to  which he  was
condemned. The Baroness, in compassion to his  sufferings, granted the
request.  The  Earl  departed,  gazing  on  Laura  with  eyes  of  mournful
tenderness; yet he was pleased with what had passed, and retired to his
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prison in one  of  those  peaceful intervals  which  are  known even to  the
wretched. He found all quiet, and closing the pannel in safety, sat down to
consider the past, and anticipate the future. He was flattered with hopes,
that the discovery of the pannel might aid him to escape; the glooms of
despondence which had lately enveloped his mind, gradually disappeared,
and joy once more illumined his prospects; but it was the sunshine of an
April morn, deceitful and momentary. He recollected that the castle was
beset  with  guards,  whose  vigilance  was  insured  by  the  severity  of  the
Baron;  he  remembered  that  the  strangers,  who  had  taken  so  kind  an
interest  in  his  fate,  were  prisoners  like  himself;  and  that  he  had  no
generous  soldier to teach him the secret  windings  of the  castle,  and to
accompany him in flight.  His  imagination was  haunted by  the  image  of
Laura;  vainly  he  strove  to  disguise  from  himself  the  truth;  his  heart
constantly belied the sophistry of his reasonings. Unwarily be had drank
the  draught  of  love,  and  he  was  compelled  to  acknowledge  the  fatal
indiscretion. He could not, however, resolve to throw from his heart the
delicious poison; he could not resolve to see her no more.

The painful apprehension for his safety, which his forbearing to renew
the visit he had so earnestly solicited, would occasion the Baroness; the
apparent disrespect it  would convey; the ardent curiosity with which he
longed to obtain the history of her misfortunes; the lively interest he felt in
learning the situation of Laura, with respect to the Baron; and the hope, —
the wild hope, with which he deluded his reason, that he might be able to
assist them, determined him to repeat the visit. Under these illusions, the
motive which principally impelled him to the interview was concealed.

In the mean time Alleyn had returned to the castle of Athlin with the
resolutions  of  the  Earl;  whose  resolves  served  only  to  aggravate  the
distress of its fair inhabitants. Alleyn, however, unwilling to crush a last
hope,  tenderly  concealed  from  them  the  circumstance  of  the  Earl’s
removal  from  the  tower:  silently  and  almost  hopelessly  meditating  to
discover his prison; and administered that comfort to the Countess, and to
Mary, which his own expectation would not suffer him to participate. He
retired  in  haste  to  the  veterans  whom  he  had  before  assembled,  and
acquainted them with the removal of the Earl; which circumstance must
for the present suspend their consultations. He left them, therefore, and
instantly  returned  to  the  clan:  there  to  prosecute  his  enquiries.  Every
possible  exertion  was  made  to  obtain  the  necessary  intelligence,  but
without  success.  The  moment  in  which  the  Baron  would  demand  the
answer of the Countess, was now fast approaching, and every heart sunk
in despair, when one night the centinels of the camp were alarmed by the
approach of men, who hailed them in unknown voices; fearful of surprize,
they  surrounded  the  strangers,  and  led  them to  Alleyn;  to  whom they
related, that they fled from the capricious tyranny of Malcolm, and sought
refuge in the camp of his enemy; whose misfortunes they bewailed, and in
whose cause they enlisted. Rejoiced at the circumstance, yet doubtful of
its  truth,  Alleyn interrogated  the  soldiers  concerning the  prison of  the
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Earl.  From them he  learned,  that  Osbert  was  confined  in a part  of the
castle extremely difficult of access; and that any plan of escape must be
utterly impracticable without the assistance of one well acquainted with
the  various  intricacies  of  the  pile.  An  opportunity  of  success  was  now
presented,  with  which  the  most  sanguine  hopes  of  Alleyn  had  never
flattered  him.  He  received  from  the  soldiers  strong  assurance  of
assistance;  from  them,  likewise,  he  learned,  that  discontent  reigned,
among the people of the Baron; who, impatient  of the yoke of tyranny,
only waited a favourable opportunity to throw it off, and resume the rights
of nature. That the vigilant suspicions of Malcolm excited him to punish
with  the  harshest  severity  every  appearance  of  inattention;  that  being
condemned to suffer a very heavy punishment for a slight offence, they
had  eluded  the  impending  misery,  and  the  future  oppression  of  their
Chief, by desertion.

Alleyn  immediately  convened  a  council,  before  whom the  soldiers
were  brought;  they  repeated  their  former  assertions;  and  one  of  the
fugitives  added,  that  he  had  a  brother,  whose  place  of  guard  over  the
person of the Earl on that night, had made it difficult to elude observation,
and  had  prevented  his  escaping  with  them;  that  on  the  night  of  the
morrow he stood guard at the gate of the lesser draw-bridge, where the
centinels  were  few;  that  he  was  himself  willing to  risque  the  danger of
conversing with him; and had little doubt of gaining him to assist in the
deliverance of the Earl. At these words, the heart of Alleyn throbbed with
joy. He promised large rewards to the brave soldier and to his brother, if
they undertook the enterprize. His companion was well acquainted with
the subterraneous passages of the rock, and expressed himself desirous of
being useful.  The  hopes  of  Alleyn every  instant  grew stronger;  and  he
vainly  wished,  at  that  moment,  to  communicate  to  the  Earl’s  unhappy
family the joy which dilated his heart.

The  eve  of  the  following  day  was  fixed  upon  to  commence  their
designs;  when  James  should  endeavour  to  gain  his  brother  to  their
purpose.  Having  adjusted  these  matters,  they  retired  to  rest  for  the
remainder  of  the  night;  but  sleep  had  fled  the  eyes  of  Alleyn;  anxious
expectation filled his mind; and he saw, in the waking visions of fancy, the
meeting of the Earl with his family: he anticipated the thanks he should
receive from the lovely Mary; and sighed at the recollection, that thanks
were all for which he could ever dare to hope.

At  length  the  dawn  appeared,  and  waked  the  clan  to  hopes  and
prospects far different from those of the preceding morn. The hours hung
heavily on the expectation of Alleyn, whose mind was filled with solicitude
for the event of the meeting between the brothers. Night at length came to
his  wishes.  The  darkness  was  interrupted  only by the  faint  light  of the
moon moving through the watery and broken clouds, which enveloped the
horizon. Tumultuous gusts  of wind broke at  intervals  the silence of the
hour. Alleyn watched the movements of the castle; he observed the lights
successively disappear. The bell from the watch-tower chimed one; all was
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still within the walls; and James ventured forth to the draw-bridge. The
draw-bridge divided in the center, and the half next the plains was down;
he mounted it, and in a low yet firm voice called on Edmund. No answer
was returned; and he began to fear that his brother had already quitted
the castle. He remained some time in silent suspense before he repeated
the call, when he heard the gate of the draw-bridge gently unbarred, and
Edmund appeared. He was surprized to see James, and bade him instantly
fly the danger that surrounded him. The Baron, incensed at the frequent
desertion of his soldiers, had sent out people in pursuit, and had promised
considerable  rewards  for  the  apprehension  of  the  fugitives.  James,
undaunted  by  what  he  heard,  kept  his  ground,  resolved  to  urge  his
purpose  to  the  point.  Happily  the  centinels  who  stood  guard  with
Edmund,  overcome  with  the  effect  of  a  potion he  had  administered  to
favour his  escape, were sunk in sleep, and the soldiers  conducted their
discourse in a low voice without interruption.

Edmund  was  unwilling  to  defer  his  flight,  and  possessed  not
resolution  sufficient  to  encounter  the  hazard  of  the  enterprize,  till  the
proffered  reward  consoled  his  self-denial,  and  roused  his  slumbering
courage. He was well acquainted with the subterraneous avenues of the
castle; the only remaining difficulty, was that of deceiving the vigilance of
his fellow-centinels, whose watchfulness made it impossible for the Earl to
quit his prison unperceived. The soldiers who were to mount guard with
him on the following night, were stationed in a distant part of the castle,
till the hour of their removal to the door of the prison; it was, therefore,
difficult  to  administer  to  them  that  draught  which  had  steeped  in
forgetfulness  the  senses  of  his  present  associates.  To  confide  to  their
integrity, and endeavour to win them to his purpose, was certainly to give
his life into their hands, and probably to aggravate the disastrous fate of
the Earl. This scheme was beset  too thick with dangers to be hazarded,
and their invention could furnish them with none more promising. It was,
however,  agreed, that  on the  following night,  Edmund should seize  the
moment of opportunity to impart to the Earl the designs of his  friends,
and  to  consult  on the  means  of  accomplishing them.  Thus  concluding,
James  returned  in  safety  to  the  tent  of  Alleyn,  where  the  most
considerable  of the  clan were  assembled,  there  awaiting with impatient
solicitude, his arrival. The hopes of Alleyn were somewhat chilled by the
report  of  the  soldier;  from the  vigilance  which  beset  the  doors  of  the
prison, escape from thence appeared impracticable. He was condemned,
however, to linger in suspense till the third night from the present, when
the return of Edmund to his station at the bridge would enable him again
to  commune  with  his  brother.  But  Alleyn  was  unsuspicious  of  a
circumstance  which  would  utterly  have  defeated  his  hopes,  and  whose
consequence  threatened destruction to all their schemes. A centinel on
duty upon that part of the rampart which surmounted the draw-bridge,
had been alarmed by hearing the gate unbar, and approaching the wall,
had  perceived  a  man  standing  on  the  half  of  the  bridge  which  was
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dropped, and in converse with some person on the castle walls. He drew
as  near  as  the  wall  would  permit,  and  endeavoured  to  listen  to  their
discourse. The gloom of night prevented his recognizing the person on the
bridge; but he could clearly distinguish the voice of Edmund in that of the
man who was addressed. Excited by new wonder, he gave all his attention
to  discover  the  subject  of  their  conversation.  The  distance  occasioned
between the brothers by the suspended half of the bridge, obliged them to
speak in a somewhat higher tone than they would otherwise have done;
and  the  centinel gathered  sufficient  from their  discourse,  to  learn that
they were concerting the rescue of the Earl; that the night of Edmund’s
watch  at  the  prison  was  to  be  the  night  of  enterprize;  and  that  some
friends of the Earl were to await him in the environs of the castle. All this
he carefully treasured up, and the next morning communicated it to his
comrades.

On the following evening the Earl, yielding to the impulse of his heart,
once  more  unclosed  his  partition,  and  sought  the  apartments  of  the
Baroness.  She  received  him with  expressions  of  satisfaction;  while  the
artless pleasure which lighted up the countenance of Laura, awakened the
pulse of rapture in that heart which had long throbbed only to misery. The
Earl reminded the Baroness  of her former promise, which the desire of
exciting sympathy in those we esteem, and the melancholy pleasure which
the heart  finds  in lingering among the scenes  of former happiness, had
induced her to give. She endeavoured to compose her spirits, which were
agitated by the remembrance of past sufferings, and gave him a relation of
the following circumstances.
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CHAPTER VII

LOUISA,  Baroness  Malcolm,  was  the  descendant  of  an  ancient  and
honourable house in Switzerland. Her father, the Marquis  de St. Claire,
inherited  all  those  brave  qualities,  and  that  stern virtue,  which  had  so
eminently distinguished his ancestors. Early in life he lost a wife whom he
tenderly  loved,  and  he  seemed  to  derive  his  sole  consolation from the
education of the dear children she had left behind. His son, whom he had
brought up to the arms himself so honourably bore, fell before he reached
his nineteenth year, in the service of his country; an elder daughter died in
infancy; Louisa was his sole surviving child. His chateau was situated in
one of those delightful vallies of the Swiss cantons, in which the beautiful
and the sublime are so happily united; where the magnificent features of
the scenery are contrasted, and their effect  heightened by the blooming
luxuriance of woods and pasturage, by the gentle winding of the stream,
and the peaceful aspect of the cottage. The Marquis was now retired from
the service, for grey age had overtaken him. His residence was the resort
of foreigners  of  distinction,  who,  attracted  by  the  united  talents  of  the
soldier and the philosopher, under his roof partook of the hospitality so
characteristic of his  country. Among the visitors  of this  description was
the late Baron Malcolm, brother to the present Chief, who then travelled
through Switzerland. The beauty of Louisa, embellished by the elegance of
a mind highly cultivated, touched his heart, and he solicited her hand in
marriage.  The  manly  sense  of  the  Baron,  and  the  excellencies  of  his
disposition, had not passed unobserved, or unapproved by the Marquis;
while the graces of his person, and of his mind, had anticipated for him, in
the heart of Louisa, a pre-eminence over every other suitor. The Marquis
had but one objection to the marriage; this was likewise the objection of
Louisa: neither the one nor the other could endure the idea of the distance
which was to separate them. Louisa was to the Marquis the last prop of his
declining years; the Marquis  was to Louisa the father and the friend to
whom her heart had hitherto been solely devoted, and from whom it could
not  now  be  torn  but  with  an  anguish  equal  to  its  attachment.  This
remained  an  insurmountable  obstacle,  till  it  was  removed  by  the
tenderness of the Baron, who entreated the Marquis to quit Switzerland,
and reside with his daughter in Scotland. The attachment of the Marquis
to his natal land, and the pride of hereditary dominion, was too powerful
to  suffer  him  to  acquiesce  in  the  proposal  without  much  struggle  of
contending feelings. The desire of securing the happiness of his child, by a
union  with  a  character  so  excellent  as  the  Baron’s,  and  of  seeing  her
settled before death should deprive her of the protection of a father, at
length subdued every other consideration, and he resigned the hand of his
daughter  to  the  Baron Malcolm.  The  Marquis  adjusted  his  affairs,  and
consigning his estates to the care of trusty agents, bade a last adieu to his
beloved  country;  that  country  which,  during sixty  years,  had  been  the
principal scene of his happiness, and of his regrets. The course of years
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had not obliterated from his heart the early affections of his youth: he took
a sad farewell of that grave which enclosed the reliques of his wife, from
which it was not his least effort to depart, and whither he ordered that his
remains should be conveyed. Louisa quitted Switzerland with a concern
scarcely  less  acute  than  that  of  her  father;  the  poignancy  of  which,
however, was greatly softened by the tender assiduities of her Lord, whose
affectionate attentions hourly heightened her esteem, and encreased her
love.

They  arrived  at  Scotland  without  any  accident,  where  the  Baron
welcomed Louisa as the mistress of his domains. The Marquis de St. Claire
had apartments in the castle, where the evening of his  days declined in
peaceful happiness.  Before his  death, he had the pleasure of seeing his
race renewed in the children of the Baroness, in a son who was called by
the  name of the  Marquis,  and  in a daughter who now shared with her
mother the sorrows of confinement. On the death of the Marquis it  was
necessary for the Baron to visit Switzerland, in order to take possession of
his estates, and to adjust some affairs which a long absence had deranged.
He attended the remains of the Marquis to their last abode. The Baroness,
desirous of once more beholding her native country, and anxious to pay a
last respect to the memory of her father, entrusted her children to the care
of a faithful old servant, whom she had brought with her from the Vallois,
and who had been the nurse of her early childhood, and accompanied the
Baron  to  the  continent.  Having  deposited  the  remains  of  the  Marquis
according to his wish in the tomb of his wife, and arranged their affairs,
they returned to Scotland, where  the  first  intelligence  they received  on
their arrival at  the castle,  was  of the  death of their son, and of the  old
nurse his attendant. The servant had died soon after their departure; the
child only a fortnight before their return. This disastrous event affected
equally the Baron and his lady, who never ceased to condemn herself for
having entrusted her son to the care of servants. Time, however subdued
the poignancy of this affliction, but came fraught with another yet more
acute;  this  was  the  death  of  the  Baron,  who,  in  the  pride  of  youth,
constituting the felicity of his family, and of his people, was killed by a fall
from his horse, which he received in hunting. He left the Baroness and an
only daughter to bewail with unceasing sorrow his loss.

The  paternal  estates  devolved  of  course  to  his  only  brother,  the
present Baron, whose character formed a mournful and striking contrast
to  that  of  the  deceased  Lord.  All  his  personal  property,  which  was
considerable,  with  the  estates  in  Switzerland,  he  bequeathed  to  his
beloved wife and daughter. The new Baron, immediately on the demise of
his brother, took possession of the castle, but allowed the Baroness, with a
part of her suit, to remain its inhabitant till the expiration of the year. The
Baroness, absorbed in grief, still loved to recall, in the scene of her late
felicity,  the  image of her Lord, and to linger in his  former haunts.  This
motive,  together  with  the  necessity  of  preparation  for  a  journey  to
Switzerland, induced her to accept the offer of the Baron.
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The  memory  of  his  brother  had  quickly  faded  from  the  mind  of
Malcolm, whose attention appeared to be wholly occupied by schemes of
avarice  and  ambition,  His  arrogance,  and  boundless  love  of  power,
embroiled him with the neighbouring Chiefs, and engaged him in continual
hostility. He seldom visited the Baroness; when he did, his manner was
cold, and even haughty. The Baroness, shocked to receive such treatment
from the  brother  of  her  deceased  Lord,  and  reduced  to  feel herself  an
unwelcome  guest  in  that  castle  which  she  had  been  accustomed  to
consider as her own, determined to set off for the continent immediately,
and seek, in the solitudes  of her native mountains, an asylum from the
frown of insulting power. The contrast of character between the brothers
drew many a sigh of bitter recollection from her heart, and added weight
to the sorrows which already oppressed it. She gave orders, therefore, to
her domestics,  to prepare  for immediate  departure;  but  was  soon after
told that the Baron had forbade them to obey the command. Astonished at
this  circumstance,  she  had  not  time  to  demand  an  explanation,  ere  a
message from Malcolm required a few moments private conversation. The
messenger was followed almost instantly by the Baron, who entered the
apartment with hurried steps, his countenance overspread with the dark
purposes  of  his  soul.  “I  come,  Madam,”  said  he,  in  a  voice  stern  and
determined,  “to  inform you,  that  you  quit  not  this  castle.  The  estates
which  you  call  yours,  are  mine;  and;  think  not  that  I  shall  neglect  to
prosecute my claim. The frequent and ill-timed generosities of my brother,
have diminished the value of the lands which are mine by inheritance; and
I have therefore an indispensable right to repay myself from those estates
which he acquired with you. In point of justice, he possessed not the right
of devising these estates, and I shall not suffer myself to be deceived by
the evasions of the law; resign, therefore, the will, which remains only a
record of unjust  wishes, and ineffectual claims. When the receipts  from
your estates  have satisfied my demands, they shall again be yours.  The
apartments you now inhabit shall remain your own; but beyond the wall of
this castle you shall not pass; for I will not, by suffering your departure,
afford you an opportunity of contesting those rights which I can enforce
without opposition.”

Overcome with astonishment and dread, the Baroness was for some
time  deprived  of  all  power  of  reply.  At  length,  roused  by  the  spirit  of
indignation,  “I  am too  well  informed,  my  Lord,”  said  she,  “of  my  just
claims to the lands in question; and know also too well the value of that
integrity which is now no more, to credit your bold assertions; they serve
only  to  unveil  to  me  the  darkness  of  a  character,  cruel and  rapacious;
whose  boundless  avarice,  trampling  on  the  barriers  of  justice  and
humanity, seizes on the right of the defenceless widow, and on the portion
of the unresisting orphan. This, my Lord, you are permitted to do; they
have  no  means  of  resistance;  but  think  not  to  impose  on  me  by  a
sophistical assertion of right, or to gloss the villainy of your conduct with
the colours of justice; the artifice is beneath the desperate force of your
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character, and is not sufficiently specious to deceive the discernment of
virtue. From being your prisoner I have no means of escaping; but never,
my Lord, will I resign into your hands that will which is the efficient bond
of my rights, and the last sad record of the affection of my departed Lord.”
Grief closed her lips. The Baron denouncing vengeance on her resistance,
his features inflamed with rage, quitted the apartment. The Baroness was
left to lament, with deepening anguish, the stroke which had deprived her
of a beloved husband;  and reflection gave  her the  wretchedness  of  her
situation in yet more lively colours. She was now a stranger in a foreign
land, deprived by him, of whom she had a right to demand protection, of
all her possessions; a prisoner in his castle, without one friend to vindicate
her cause, and far remote from any means of appeal to the laws of the
country. She wept over the youthful Laura, and while she pressed her with
mournful  fondness  to  her  bosom,  she  was  confirmed  in  her  resolution
never to relinquish that will, by which alone the rights of her injured child
could ever be ascertained.

The Baron, bold in iniquity, obtained, by forged powers, the revenues
of the foreign estates; and by this means, effectually kept the Baroness in
his power, and deprived her of her last resource. Secure in the possession
of the estates, and of the Baroness, he no longer regarded the will as an
object of importance; and as she did not attempt any means of escape, or
the recovery of her rights, he suffered her to remain undisturbed, and in
quiet possession of the will.

The  Baroness  now passed  her  days  in  unvaried  sorrow,  except  in
those intervals when she forced her mind from its melancholy subject, and
devoted herself to the education of her daughter.  The artless  efforts  of
Laura, to assuage the sorrows of her mother, only fixed them in her heart
in deeper impression, since they gave to her mind, in stronger tints, the
cruelty and oppression to which her tender years were condemned. The
progress which she made in music and drawing, and in the lighter subjects
of literature, while it pleased the Baroness, who was her sole instructress,
brought  with  it  the  bitter  apprehension,  that  these  accomplishments
would probably be buried in the obscurity of a prison; still, however, they
were not useless, since they served at present to cheat affliction of many a
weary  moment,  and  would  in  future  delude  the  melancholy  hours  of
solitude. Laura was particularly fond of the lute, which she touched with
exquisite  sensibility, and whose tender notes  were so sweetly in unison
with the chords of sorrow, and with those plaintive tones with which she
loved to accompany it. While she sung, the Baroness would sit absorbed in
recollection, the tears fast falling from her eyes, and she might be said to
taste in those moments the luxury of woe.

Malcolm,  stung with  a  sense  of  guilt,  avoided  the  presence  of  his
injured captive, and sought an asylum from conscience in the busy scenes
of war.

Eighteen years had now elapsed since the death of the Baron, and the
confinement of Louisa. Time had blunted the point of affliction, though it
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still retained its venom; but she seldom dared to hope for that which for
eighteen years had been with-held. She derived her only consolation from
the  improvement  and  the  tender  sympathy  of  her  daughter,  who
endeavoured, by every soothing attention, to alleviate the sorrows of her
parent.

It was at this period that the Baroness communicated to the Earl the
story of her calamities.

The Earl listened with deep attention to the recital. His soul burned
with indignation against the Baron, while his heart gave to the sufferings
of the fair mourners all that sympathy could ask. Yet he was relieved from
a very painful sensation, when he learned that the beauty of Laura had not
influenced the conduct of the Baron. Her oppressed situation struck upon
his heart the finest touch of pity; and the passion which her beauty and
her  simplicity  had  inspired,  was  strengthened  and  meliorated  by  her
misfortunes. The fate of his father, and the idea of his own injuries, rushed
upon his  mind;  and,  combining with  the  sufferings  of  the  victims  now
before him, roused in his soul a storm of indignation, little inferior to that
he had suffered in his first interview with the Baron. Every consideration
sunk before the impulse  of a just  revenge; his  mind, occupied with the
hateful image of the murderer was hardened against danger, and in the
first energies of his resentment he would have rushed to the apartment of
Malcolm, and striking the sword of justice in his heart, have delivered the
earth from a monster, and have resigned himself the willing sacrifice of the
action. “Shall the monster live?” cried he, rising from his seat. His step was
hurried,  and  his  countenance  was  stamped  with  a  stern  virtue.  The
Baroness was alarmed, and following him to the door of her apartment,
which he had half opened, conjured him to pause for a moment on the
dangers that surrounded him. The voice of reason, in the accents of the
Baroness,  interrupted  the  hurried  tumult  of  his  soul;  the  illusions  of
passion disappeared; he recollected that he was ignorant of the apartment
of the Baron, and that he had no weapon to assist  his  purpose; and he
found himself as a traveller on enchanted ground, when the wand of the
magician suddenly dissolves the airy scene, and leaves him environed with
the horrors of solitude and of darkness.

The Earl returned to his seat hopeless and dejected, and lost to every
thing but  to the bitterness  of disappointment. He forgot  where he was,
and the lateness of the hour, till reminded by the Baroness of the dangers
of a longer stay, when he mournfully bade her good night; and advancing
to Laura with timid respect,  pressed her hand tenderly to his  lips,  and
retired to his prison.
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CHAPTER VIII

HE had now opened the partition, and was entering the room, when by the
faint  gleam  which  the  fire  threw  across  the  apartment,  he  perceived
indistinctly the figure of a man, and in the same instant heard the sound of
approaching armour. Surprize and horror thrilled through every nerve; he
remained fixed to the spot, and for some moments hesitated whether to
retire. A fearful silence ensued; the person whom he thought he had seen,
disappeared in the darkness of the room; the noise of armour was heard
no more; and he began to think that the figure he had seen, and the sound
he had heard were the phantoms of a sick imagination, which the agitation
of his  spirits, the solemnity of the hour, and the wide desolation of the
place, had conjured up. The low sounds of an unknown voice now started
upon his ear; it seemed to be almost close beside him; he sprung onward,
and  his  hand  grasped  the  steely  coldness  of  armour,  while  the  arm it
enclosed  struggled  to  get  free.  “Speak!  what  wretch  art  thou?”  cried
Osbert,  when a sudden blaze  of light  from the fire  discovered to him a
soldier of the Baron. His agitation for some time prevented his observing
that there was more of alarm than of design expressed in the countenance
of  the  man;  but  the  apprehension  of  the  Earl  was  quickly  lost  in
astonishment, when he beheld the guard at his feet. It was Edmund who
had  entered  the  prison under pretense  of  carrying fuel to  the  fire,  but
secretly  for  the  purpose  of  conferring  with  Osbert.  When  the  Earl
understood  he  came  from  Alleyn,  his  bosom  glowed  with  gratitude
towards  that  generous  youth,  whose  steady  and  active  zeal  had  never
relaxed  since  the  hour  in  which  he  first  engaged  in  his  cause.  The
transport  of  his  heart  may  be  easily  imagined,  when  he  learned  the
schemes that were planning for his deliverance. The circumstance which
had  nearly  defeated  the  warm  hopes  of  his  friends,  was  by  him
disregarded, since the knowledge of the secret door opened to him, with
the assistance of a guide through the intricacies  of the  castle,  a certain
means of escape. Edmund was well acquainted with all these. The Earl told
him of the discovery of the false panel; bade him return to Alleyn with the
joyful intelligence, and on his  next night of watch prepare to aid him in
escape. Edmund knew well the apartments which Osbert described, and
the great staircase which led into a part of the castle that had long been
totally forsaken, and from whence it was easy to pass unobserved into the
vaults which communicated with the subterraneous passages in the rock.

Alleyn  heard  the  report  of  James  with  a  warm and  generous  joy,
which  impelled  him to  hasten immediately  to  the  castle  of  Athlin,  and
dispel the  sorrows  that  inhabited  there;  but  the  consideration that  his
sudden  absence  from  the  camp  might  create  suspicion,  and  invite
discovery,  checked  the  impulse;  and  he  yielded  with  reluctance  to  the
necessity which condemned the Countess  and Mary to the horrors  of a
lengthened suspense.

The Countess, meanwhile, whose designs, strengthened by the steady
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determination of Mary, were unshaken by the message of the Earl, which
she considered as  only the effect  of a momentary impulse, watched the
gradual departure of those days which led to that which enveloped the fate
of her children, with agony and fainting hope. She received no news from
the camp; no words of comfort from Alleyn; and she saw the confidence
which had nourished her existence slowly sinking in despair. Mary sought
to administer that comfort to the afflictions of her mother, which her own
equally  demanded;  she  strove,  by  the  fortitude  with  which  she
endeavoured  to  resign  herself,  to  soften  the  asperity  of  the  sufferings
which threatened the Countess,  and she contemplated the approaching
storm with the determined coolness  of a mind aspiring to virtue as  the
chief good. But she sedulously sought to exclude Alleyn from her mind; his
disinterested  and  noble  conduct  excited  emotions  dangerous  to  her
fortitude,  and  which  rendered  yet  more  poignant  the  tortures  of  the
approaching sacrifice.

Anxious  to  inform the  Baroness  of  his  approaching deliverance,  to
assure her of his best services, to bid adieu to Laura, and to seize the last
opportunity he might ever possess of disclosing to her his admiration and
his love, the Earl revisited the apartments of the Baroness. She felt a lively
pleasure  on  the  prospect  of  his  escape;  and  Laura,  in  the  joy  which
animated her on hearing this intelligence, forgot the sorrows of her own
situation; forgot that of which her heart soon reminded her-that Osbert
was leaving the place of her confinement, and that she should probably see
him no more. This  thought  cast  a sudden shade over her features, and
from  the  enlivening  expression  of  joy,  they  resumed  their  wonted
melancholy. Osbert marked the momentary change, and his heart spoke to
him the occasion. “My cup of joy is dashed with bitterness,” said he, “for
amid  the  happiness  of  approaching  deliverance,  I  quit  not  my  prison
without  some  pangs  of  keen  regret;  —  pangs  which  it  were  probably
useless  to make known, yet  which my feeling will not  suffer me at  this
moment to conceal. Within these walls, from whence I fly with eagerness, I
leave a heart fraught with the most tender passion; a heart which, while it
beats with life, must ever unite the image of Laura with the fondness of
love. Could I hope that she were not insensible to my attachment I should
depart in peace, and would defy the obstacles which bid me despair. Were
I even certain that she would repel my love with cold indifference, I would
yet,  if  she  accept  my  services,  effect  her  rescue,  or  give  my  life  the
forfeiture.” Laura was silent; she wished to speak her gratitude, yet feared
to tell her love; but the soft timidity of her eye, and the tender glow of her
cheek,  revealed  the  secret  that  trembled  on  her  lips.  The  Baroness
observed her confusion,  and thanking the Earl for the  noble  service  he
offered, declined accepting it. She besought him to involve no further the
peace of his family and of himself, by attempting an enterprize so crowded
with dangers, and which might probably cost him his life. The arguments
of the Baroness fell forceless when opposed to the feelings of the Earl; so
warmly  he  urged  his  suit,  and  dwelt  so  forcibly  on  his  approaching
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departure, that the Baroness ceased to oppose, and the silence of Laura
yielded acquiescence. After a tender farewell, with many earnest  wishes
for his  safety, the Earl quitted the apartment elated with hope. But the
Baron had been informed of his  projected escape,  and had studied  the
means of counteracting it. The centinel had communicated his discovery
to some of his comrades, who, without virtue or courage sufficient to quit
the service of the Baron, were desirous of obtaining his favour and failed
not to seize on an opportunity so flattering as the present, to accomplish
their purpose they communicated to their Chief the intelligence they had
received.

Malcolm,  careful  to  conceal  his  knowledge  of  the  scheme,  from a
design to entrap those of the clan who were to meet the Earl, had suffered
Edmund to return to his station at the prison, where he had placed the
informers as secret guards, and had taken such other precautions as were
necessary to intercept their flight, should they elude the vigilance of the
soldiers, and likewise to secure those of his people who should be drawn
toward the castle in expectation of their Chief. Having done this, he prided
himself in security, and in the certainty of exulting over his enemies, thus
entangled in their own stratagem.

After  many  weary  moments  of  impatience  to  Alleyn,  and  of
expectation to  the  Earl,  the  night  at  length  arrived  on which hung the
event  of  all  their  hopes.  It  was  agreed  that  Alleyn,  with  a  chosen few,
should await  the arrival of the Earl in the cavern where terminated the
subterraneous avenue. Alleyn parted from James with extreme agitation,
and returned to his tent to compose his mind.

It  was  now the  dead of night;  profound sleep  reigned through the
castle of Dunbayne, when Edmund gently unbolted the prison door, and
hailed the  Earl.  He sprung forward,  and instantly  unclosed the  pannel,
which they  fastened  after  them to  prevent  discovery,  and  passing with
fearful steps the cold and silent apartments, descended the great staircase
into the hall, whose wide and dark desolation was rendered visible only by
the dim light of the taper which Edmund carried in his hand, and whose
vaulted  ceiling  re-echoed  their  steps.  After  various  windings  they
descended  into  the  vaults;  in  passing  their  dreary  length  they  often
paused  in  fearful  silence,  listening  to  the  hollow  blasts  which  burst
suddenly through the passages, and which seemed to bear in the sound
the  footsteps  of  pursuit.  At  length  they  reached  the  extremity  of  the
vaults, where Edmund searched for a trapdoor which lay almost concealed
in the dirt and darkness; after some time they found, and with difficulty
raised it, for it was long since it had been opened; and it was besides heavy
with  iron  work.  They  entered,  and  letting  the  door  fall  after  them,
descended a narrow flight  of steps  which conducted them to a winding
passage closed by a door that opened into the main avenue whence Alleyn
had  before  made  his  escape.  Having gained  this,  they  stepped  on with
confidence, for they were now not far from the cavern where Alleyn and
his  companions  were  awaiting  their  arrival.  The  heart  of  Alleyn  now
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swelled with joy, for he perceived a gleam of distant light break upon the
walls of the avenue, and at the same time thought he heard the faint sound
of approaching footsteps.  Impatient  to throw himself at  the  feet  of the
Earl, he entered the avenue. The light grew stronger upon the walls; but a
point of rock, whose projection caused a winding in the passage, concealed
from his view the persons his eyes so eagerly sought. The sound of steps
was now fast approaching, and Alleyn gaining the rock, suddenly turned
upon three soldiers of the Baron. They instantly seized him their prisoner.
Astonishment for a while overcame every other sensation; but as they led
him along, the horrid reverse of the moment struck upon his heart with all
its consequences, and he had no doubt that the Earl had been seized and
carried  back  to  his  prison.  As  he  marched  along,  absorbed  in  this
reflection,  a light  appeared  at  some distance,  from a door that  opened
upon  the  avenue,  and  discovered  the  figures  of  two  men,  who  on
perceiving  the  party,  they  retreated  with  precipitation,  and  closed  the
door after them. Alleyn knew the Earl in the person of one of them. Two of
the  soldiers  quitting  Alleyn,  pursued  the  fugitives,  and  quickly
disappeared through a door. Alleyn finding himself alone with the guard,
seized the moment of opportunity, and made a desperate effort to regain
his sword. He succeeded; and in the suddenness of the attack, obtained
also the weapon of his adversary, who, unarmed, fell at his feet, and called
for mercy. Alleyn gave him his life. The soldier, grateful for the gift, and
fearful of the Baron’s vengeance, desired to fly with him, and enlist in his
service.  They  quitted  the  subterraneous  way  together.  On entering the
cavern, Alleyn found it vacated by his friends, who on hearing the clash of
armour, and the loud and menacing voices of the soldiers, understood his
fate, and apprehensive of numbers, had fled to avoid a similar disaster.
Alleyn  returned  to  his  tent,  shocked  with  disappointment,  and  lost  in
despair. Every effort which he had made for the deliverance of the Earl,
had proved unsuccessful; and this scheme, on which was suspended his
last hope, had been defeated at the very moment when he exulted in its
completion. He threw himself on the ground, and lost in bitter thought,
observed not the curtain of his tent undraw, till recalled by a sudden noise,
he looked up, and beheld the Earl. Terror fixed him to the spot, and for a
moment  he  involuntarily  acknowledged  the  traditionary  visions  of  his
nation. The well-known voice of Osbert, however, awakened him to truth,
and the ardor with which he embraced his knees, immediately convinced
him that he clasped reality.

The soldiers, in the eagerness of pursuit, had mistaken the door by
which  Osbert  had  retired,  and  had  entered  one  below  it,  which,  after
engaging them in a fruitless search through various intricate passages, had
conducted them to a remote part of the castle, from whence, after much
perplexity and loss of time, they were at length extricated. The Earl, who
had retreated on sight of the soldiers, had fled in the mean time to regain
the trap-door; but the united strength of himself and of Edmund was in
vain exerted to open it. Compelled to encounter the approaching evil, the
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Earl took the sword of his companion, resolving to meet the approach of
his  adversaries,  and  to  effect  his  deliverance,  or  yield  his  life  and  his
misfortunes  to  the  attempt.  With  this  design  he  advanced  deliberately
along  the  passage,  and  arriving  at  the  door,  stopped  to  discover  the
motions of his pursuers: all was profoundly silent. After remaining some
time in this situation, he opened the door, and examining the avenue with
a firm yet  anxious  eye  as  far  as  the  light  of his  taper threw its  beams,
discovered no human being. He proceeded with cautious firmness towards
the  cavern,  every instant  expecting the  soldiers  to start  suddenly upon
him from some dark recess.  — With astonishment  he  reached the cave
without  interruption;  and  unable  to  account  for  his  unexpected
deliverance, hastened with Edmund to join his faithful people.

The soldiers who watched the prison, being ignorant of any other way
by which the Earl could escape, than the door which they guarded, had
suffered Edmund to enter the apartment without fear. It was some time
before they discovered their error; surprized at the length of his stay, they
opened the door of the  prison, which to their utter astonishment,  they
found empty. The grates were examined; they remained as usual; every
corner was explored; but the false pannel remained unknown; and having
finished their examination without discovering any visible means by which
the Earl had quitted the prison, they were seized with terror, concluding it
to  be  the  work  of  a  supernatural  power,  and  immediately  alarmed  the
castle.  The Baron, roused by the  tumult,  was  informed of the  fact,  and
dubious of the integrity of his guards, ascended to the apartment; which
having himself examined without discovering any means of escape, he no
longer  hesitated  to  pronounce  the  centinels  accessary  to  the  Earl’s
enlargement. The unfeigned terror which they exhibited was mistaken for
artifice, and their supposed treachery was admitted and punished in the
same moment. They were thrown into the dungeon of the castle. Soldiers
were immediately dispatched in pursuit; but the time which had elapsed
ere the guards had entered the prison, had given the Earl an opportunity
of escape.  When the  certainty  of  this  was  communicated  to  the  Baron,
every passion whose single force is misery, united in his breast to torture
him; and his brain, exasperated almost to madness, gave him only direful
images of revenge.

The  Baroness  and  Laura,  awakened  by  the  tumult,  had  been filled
with apprehension for the Earl, till they were informed of the cause of the
general confusion; and hope and dubious joy were ere long confirmed into
certainty, for they were told of the fruitless search of the pursuers.

It  was  now  the  last  day  of  the  term  in  which  the  Countess  had
stipulated to return her answer; she had yet heard nothing from Alleyn;
for Alleyn had been busied in schemes, of the event of which he could send
no account, for their success had been yet undetermined. Every hope of
the Earl’s deliverance was now expired, and in the anguish of her heart,
the Countess prepared to give that answer which would send the devoted
Mary to the arms of the murderer. Mary, who assumed a fortitude not her
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own, strove to abate the rigor of her mother’s sufferings, but vainly strove;
they  were  of  a  nature  which  defied  consolation.  She  wrote  the  fatal
agreement, but delayed till the last moment delivering it into the hands of
the messenger. It was necessary, however, that the Baron should receive it
on the following morn, lest the impatience of revenge should urge him to
seize on the life of the Earl as the forfeiture of delay. She sent, therefore,
for  the  messenger,  who  was  a  veteran  of  the  clan,  and  with  extreme
agitation delivered to him her answer; grief interrupted her voice; she was
unable to speak to him; and he was awaiting her orders, when the door of
the apartment was thrown open, and the Earl, followed by Alleyn, threw
himself at her feet. A faint scream was uttered by the Countess, and she
sunk in her chair.  Mary,  not  daring to  trust  herself  with  the  delightful
vision, endeavoured to restrain the tide of joy, which hurried to her heart,
and, threatened to overwhelm her.

The castle  of Athlin resounded  with tumultuous  joy on this  happy
event; the courts were filled with those of the clan who had been disabled
from attending the field, and whom the report of the Earl’s return, which
had  circulated  with  astonishing rapidity,  had  brought  thither.  The  hall
re-echoed  with  voices;  and  the  people  could  hardly  be  restrained  from
rushing into the presence of their Chief, to congratulate him on his escape.

When  the  first  transports  of  the  meeting  were  subsided,  the  Earl
presented Alleyn to his  family as his  friend and deliverer; whose steady
attachment  he  could  never  forget,  and  whose  zealous  service  he  could
never repay. The cheek of Mary glowed with pleasure and gratitude at this
tribute to the worth of Alleyn; and the smiling approbation of her eyes
rewarded  him for  his  noble  deeds.  The  Countess  received  him as  the
deliverer of both her children, and related to Osbert the adventure in the
wood.  The  Earl  embraced  Alleyn,  who  received  the  united
acknowledgments  of  the  family,  with  unaffected  modesty.  Osbert
hesitated not  to pronounce the  Baron the  author of the  plot;  his  heart
swelled  to  avenge  the  repeated  injuries  of  his  family,  and  he  secretly
resolved to challenge the enemy to single combat. To renew the siege he
considered as a vain project; and this challenge, though a very inadequate
mode of revenge, was the only honourable one that remained for him. He
forbore  to  mention  his  design  to  the  Countess,  well  knowing that  her
tenderness would oppose the measure, and throw difficulties in his way,
which would embarrass, without preventing his  purpose. He mentioned
the misfortunes of the Baroness, and the loveliness of her daughter, and
excited the esteem and the commiseration of his hearers.

The clamours  of the people to behold their Lord, now arose to the
apartment of the Countess, and he descended into the hall, accompanied
by  Alleyn,  to  gratify  their  zeal.  An  universal  shout  of  joy  resounded
through  the  walls  on  his  appearance.  A  noble  pleasure  glowed  on  the
countenance of the Earl at sight of his faithful people; and in the delight of
that moment his  heart  bore testimony to the superior advantages of an
equitable  government.  The  Earl,  impatient  to  testify  his  gratitude,
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introduced Alleyn to the clan, as his friend and deliverer, and immediately
presented his  father with a lot  of land, where he might  end his  days in
peace and plenty. Old Alleyn thanked the Earl for his offered kindness, but
declined accepting it; alleging, that he was attached to his old cottage, and
that he had already sufficient for the comforts of his age.

On the following morning, a messenger was privately dispatched to
the Baron, with the challenge of the Earl. The challenge was couched in
terms of haughty indignation, and expressed, that nothing but the failure
of all other means could have urged him to the condescension of meeting
the assassin of his father, on terms of equal combat.

Happiness  was  once more restored to Athlin. The Countess, in the
unexpected preservation of her children, seemed to be alive only to joy.
The Earl was now for a time secure in the bosom of his family, and, though
his impatience to avenge the injuries of those most dear to him, and to
snatch from the hand of oppression the fair sufferers at Dunbayne, would
not  allow him to  be  tranquil,  yet  he  assumed  a gaiety  unknown to  his
heart, and the days were spent in festivals and joy.
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CHAPTER IX

IT was at this period, that, one stormy evening, the Countess was sitting
with her family in a room, the windows of which looked upon the sea. The
winds  burst  in  sudden squalls  over  the  deep,  and  dashed  the  foaming
waves  against  the  rocks  with  inconceivable  fury.  The  spray,
notwithstanding the  high  situation  of  the  castle,  flew up  with  violence
against  the  windows.  The  Earl  went  out  upon  the  terrace  beneath  to
contemplate  the  storm.  The  moon  shone  faintly  by  intervals,  through
broken clouds  upon the  waters,  illumining the  white  foam which burst
around, and enlightening the scene sufficiently to render it  visible.  The
surges broke on the distant shores in deep resounding murmurs, and the
solemn pauses between the stormy gusts filled the mind with enthusiastic
awe.  As  the  Earl  stood  wrapt  in  the  sublimity  of  the  scene,  the  moon,
suddenly emerging from a heavy cloud, shewed him at  some distance a
vessel driven by the fury of the blast towards the coast. He presently heard
the signals  of distress; and soon after shrieks of terror, and a confused
uproar of voices were borne on the wind. He hastened from the terrace to
order his people to go out with boats to the assistance of the crew, for he
doubted not that the vessel was wrecked; but the sea ran so high as to
make the  adventure  impracticable.  The  sound of voices  ceased,  and he
concluded  that  the  wretched  mariners  were  lost,  when  the  screams  of
distress  again struck  his  ear,  and  again  were  lost  in  the  tumult  of  the
storm; in a moment  after,  the  vessel struck upon the rock beneath the
castle; an universal shriek ensued. The Earl, with his people, hastened to
the assistance of the crew; the fury of the gust was now abated, and the
Earl, jumping into a boat with Alleyn and some others, rowed to the ship,
where they rescued a part of the drowning people. They were conducted
to  the  castle,  and  every  comfort  was  liberally  administered  to  them.
Among those, whom the Earl had received into his boat, was a stranger,
whose dignified aspect and manners bespoke him to be of rank; he had
several people belonging to him, but they were foreigners, and ignorant of
the  language  of  the  country.  He  thanked  his  deliverer  with  a  noble
frankness, that charmed him. In the hall they were met by the Countess
and  her  daughter,  who  received  the  stranger  with  the  warm welcome,
which compassion for his situation had inspired. He was conducted to the
supper  room,  where  the  magnificence  of  the  board  exhibited  only  the
usual  hospitality  of  his  host.  The  stranger  spoke  English  fluently,  and
displayed in his conversation a manly and vigorous mind, acquainted with
the  sciences,  and  with  life;  and  the  cast  of  his  observations  seemed to
characterize the benevolence of his heart. The Earl was so much pleased
with his  guest,  that  he  pressed  him to remain at  his  castle  till  another
vessel could be procured; his  guest equally pleased with the Earl, and a
stranger to the country, accepted the invitation.

New distress now broke upon the peace of Athlin; several days had
expired,  and  the  messenger,  who  had  been  sent  to  Malcolm,  did  not
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appear. It was almost evident, that the Baron, disappointed and enraged
at the escape of his prisoner, and eager for a sacrifice, had seized this man
as the subject of a paltry revenge. The Earl, however, resolved to wait a few
days, and watch the event.

The  struggles  of  latent  tenderness  and  assumed  indifference,
banished tranquillity from the bosom of Mary, and pierced it with many
sorrows. The friendship and honours bestowed by the Earl on Alleyn, who
now resided solely at the castle, touched her heart with a sweet pride; but
alas!  these  distinctions  served  only  to  confirm  her  admiration  of  that
worth,  which  had  already  attached  her  affections,  and  afforded  him
opportunities of exhibiting, in brighter colours, the various excellencies of
a  heart  noble  and  expansive,  and  of  a  mind,  whose  native  elegance
meliorated  and  adorned  the  bold  vigour  of  its  flights.  The  langour  of
melancholy, notwithstanding the efforts of Mary, would at intervals steal
from beneath the disguise of cheerfulness, and diffuse over her beautiful
features  an  expression  extremely  interesting.  The  stranger  was  not
insensible  to its  charms, and it  served to heighten the admiration, with
which  he  had  first  beheld  her,  into  something  more  tender  and  more
powerful. The modest dignity, with which she delivered her sentiments,
which breathed the purest  delicacy and benevolence, touched his  heart,
and  he  felt  an  interest  concerning  her,  which  he  had  never  before
experienced.

Alleyn,  whose  heart  amid  the  anxieties  and  tumults  of  the  past
scenes, had still sighed to the image of Mary; — that image, which fancy
had pictured  in all  the  charms  of the  original,  and whose  glowing tints
were  yet  softened  and  rendered  more  interesting  by  the  shade  of
melancholy with which absence and a hopeless passion had surrounded
them, found, amid the leisure  of peace,  and the frequent  opportunities
which were afforded him of beholding the object  of his  attachment, his
sighs redouble, and the glooms of sorrow thicken. In the presence of Mary,
a soft sadness clouded his brow; he endeavoured to assume a cheerfulness
foreign to his heart; but endeavoured in vain. Mary perceived the change
in his manners; and the observation did not contribute to enliven her own.
The Earl, too, observed that Alleyn had lost much of his wonted spirits,
and bantered him on the change, but thought not of his sister.

Alleyn wished to quit a place so destructive to his peace as the castle
of  Athlin;  he  formed  repeated  resolutions  of  withdrawing himself  from
those  walls,  which  held  him  in  a  sort  of  fascination,  and  rendered
ineffectual every half-formed wish, and every weak endeavour. When he
could no longer behold Mary, he would frequently retire  to the terrace,
which was overlooked by the windows of her apartment, and spend half
the  night  in  traversing,  with  silent,  mournful  steps,  that  spot,  which
afforded him the melancholy pleasure of being near the object of his love.

Matilda wished to question Alleyn concerning some circumstances of
the late events, and for this purpose ordered him one day to attend her in
her  closet.  As  he  passed  the  outer  apartment  of  the  Countess,  he
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perceived something lying near the door, through which she had before
gone, and, examining it,  discovered a bracelet,  to which was  attached a
miniature of Mary. His heart beat quick at the sight; the temptation was
too powerful to be resisted; he concealed it in his bosom, and passed on.
On  quitting  the  closet,  he  sought,  with  breathless  impatience,  a  spot,
where  he  might  contemplate  at  leisure  that  precious  portrait,  which
chance had so kindly thrown in his  way. He drew it  trembling from his
bosom, and beheld again that countenance, whose sweet expression had
touched his heart with all the delightful agonies of love. As he pressed it
with impassioned tenderness to his lips, the tear of rapture trembled in
his eye, and the romantic ardour of the moment was scarcely heightened
by the actual presence of the beloved object, whose light step now stole
upon his ear, and half turning he beheld not the picture, but the reality! —
Surprized! — confused! — The picture fell from his hand. Mary, who had
accidentally strolled to that spot, on observing the agitation of Alleyn, was
retiring,  when  he,  in  whose  heart  had  been  awakened  every  tender
sensation, losing in the temptation of the moment the fear of disdain, and
forgetting the resolution which he had formed of eternal silence,  threw
himself at her feet, and pressed her hand to his trembling lips. His tongue
would have told her that he loved, but his emotion, and the repulsive look
of Mary, prevented him. She instantly disengaged herself with an air of
offended dignity, and casting on him a look of mingled anger and concern,
withdrew in silence. Alleyn remained fixed to the spot; his eyes pursuing
her retiring steps, insensible to every feeling but those of love and despair.
So  absorbed  was  he  in  the  transition  of  the  moment,  that  he  almost
doubted whether a visionary illusion had not crossed his sight to blast his
only remaining comfort-the consciousness of deserving, and of possessing
the esteem of her he loved. He left the place with anguish in his heart, and,
in the perturbation of his mind, forgot the picture.

Mary had observed her mother’s bracelet fall from his hand, and was
no longer in  perplexity  concerning her  miniature;  but  in  the  confusion
which his  behavior occasioned her, she forgot to demand it  of him. The
Countess had missed it almost immediately after his departure from the
closet, and had caused a search to be made, which proving fruitless, her
suspicions wavered upon him. The Earl, who soon after passed the spot
whence Alleyn had just departed, found the miniature. It was not long ere
Alleyn recollected the treasure he had dropped, and returned in search of
it. Instead of the picture, he found the Earl: a conscious blush crossed his
cheek; the confusion of his countenance informed Osbert of a part of the
truth; who, anxious to know by what means he had obtained it, presented
him the picture, and demanded if he knew it. The soul of Alleyn knew not
to  dissemble;  he  acknowledged  that  he  had  found,  and  concealed  it;
prompted by that passion, the confession of which, no other circumstance
than the present could have wrung from his  heart. The Earl listened to
him with a mixture of concern and pity; but hereditary pride chilled the
warm feelings of friendship and of gratitude, and extinguished the faint
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spark of hope which the discovery had kindled in the bosom of Alleyn.
“Fear not, my Lord,” said he, “the degradation of your house from one who
would sacrifice his life in its defence; never more shall the passion which
glows in my heart escape from my lips. I will retire from the spot where I
have  buried  my  tranquillity.”  “No,”  replied  the  Earl,  “you  shall  remain
here;  I  can  confide  in  your  honour.  O!  that  the  only  reward  which  is
adequate to your worth and to your services, it should be impossible for
me  to  bestow.”  His  voice  faultered,  and  he  turned  away  to  conceal his
emotion, with a suffering little inferior to that of Alleyn.

The discovery which Mary had made, did not  contribute to restore
peace  to her mind. Every circumstance  conspired  to assure  her of that
ardent  passion which filled the bosom of him whom all her endeavours
could not teach her to forget; and this conviction served only to heighten
her malady, and consequently her wretchedness.

The interest which the stranger discovered, and the attention he paid
to Mary, had not passed unobserved by Alleyn. Love pointed to him the
passion which was rising in his heart, and whispered that the vows of his
rival  would  be  propitious.  The  words  of  Osbert  confirmed  him in  the
torturing apprehension; for though his  humble birth had never suffered
him to  hope,  yet  he  thought  he  discovered  in  the  speech  of  the  Earl,
something more than mere hereditary pride.

The  stranger  had  contemplated  the  lovely  form  of  Mary  with
increasing admiration, since the first hour he beheld her; this admiration
was now confirmed into love; — and he resolved to acquaint the Earl with
his birth, and with his passion. For this purpose, he one morning drew him
aside  to  the  terrace  of  the  castle,  where  they  could  converse  without
interruption; and pointing to the ocean, over which he had so lately been
borne, thanked the Earl, who had thus softened the horrors of shipwreck,
and the desolation of a foreign land, by the kindness of his hospitality. He
informed him that  he  was  a native  of Switzerland,  where  he  possessed
considerable estates, from which he bore the title of Count de Santmorin;
that  enquiry  of  much  moment  to  his  interests  had  brought  him  to
Scotland, to a neighbouring port of which he was bound, when the disaster
from which he had been so happily rescued, arrested the progress of his
designs. He then related to the Earl, that his voyage was undertaken upon
a report  of  the  death  of  some  relations,  at  whose  demise  considerable
estates in Switzerland became his inheritance. That the income of these
estates had been hitherto received upon the authority of powers, which, if
the report was true, were become invalid.

The  Earl  listened  to  this  narrative  in  silent  astonishment,  and
enquired,  with  much emotion,  the  name  of the  Count’s  relations.  “The
Baroness  Malcolm,” returned he.  The  Earl clasped his  hands  in extasy.
The  Count,  surprized  at  his  agitation,  began  to  fear  that  the  Earl  was
disagreeably  interested  in  the  welfare  of  his  adversaries,  and  regretted
that he had disclosed the affair, till he observed the pleasure which was
diffused through his features. Osbert explained the cause of his emotion,
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by relating his knowledge of the Baroness; in the progress of whose story,
the character of Malcolm was sufficiently elucidated. He told the cause of
his hatred towards the Baron, and the history of his imprisonment; and
also confided to his honour the secret of his challenge.

The indignation of the Count was strongly excited; he was, however,
prevailed on by Osbert to forego any immediate effort of revenge, awaiting
for awhile the movements of Malcolm.

The Count was so absorbed in wonder and in new sensations, that he
had almost forgot the chief object of the interview. Recollecting himself, he
discovered  his  passion,  and  requested  permission of  the  Earl  to  throw
himself at  the  feet  of Mary.  The Earl listened to the declaration with a
mixture of pleasure and concern; the remembrance of Alleyn saddened his
mind; but the wish of an equal connection, made him welcome the offers
of the Count, whose alliance, he told him, would do honour to the first
nobility of his nation. If he found the sentiments of his sister in sympathy
with his own on this point, he would welcome him to his family with the
affection of a brother; but he wished to discover the situation of her heart,
ere his noble friend disclosed to her his prepossession.

The  Earl  on  his  return  to  the  castle  enquired  for  Mary,  whom he
found in the apartment of her mother. He opened to them the history of
the Count; his relationship with the Baroness Malcolm, with the object of
his expedition, and closed the narrative with discovering the attachment
of his friend to Mary, and his offers of alliance with his family. Mary grew
pale at  this  declaration; there was a pang in her heart  which would not
suffer  her to  speak;  she  threw her  eyes  on the  ground,  and  burst  into
tears. The Earl took her hand tenderly in his; “My beloved sister,” said he,
“knows me too well to doubt  my affection, or to suppose I  can wish to
influence  her  upon a  subject  so  material  to  her  future  happiness;  and
where her heart ought to be the principal directress. Do me the justice to
believe, that I make known to you the offers of the Count as a friend, not
as a director. He is a man, who from the short period of our acquaintance,
I have judged to be deserving of particular esteem. His mind appears to be
noble; his heart expansive; his rank is equal with your own; and he loves
you with an attachment warm and sincere. But with all these advantages, I
would not have my sister give herself to the man who does not meet an
interest in her heart to plead his cause.”

The gentle soul of Mary swelled with gratitude towards her brother;
she would have thanked him for the tenderness of these sentiments, but a
variety  of  emotions  were  struggling  at  her  heart,  and  suppressed  her
utterance; tears and a smile, softly clouded with sorrow, were all she could
give him in reply. He could not but perceive that some secret cause of grief
preyed upon her mind, and he solicited to know, and to remove it. “My
dear brother  will  believe  the  gratitude  which his  kindness-”  She  would
have finished the sentence, but the words died away upon her lips, and
she threw herself on the bosom of her mother, endeavouring to conceal
her distress, and wept in silence. The Countess too well understood the
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grief of her daughter; she had witnessed the secret struggles of her heart,
which all her endeavours were not able to overcome, and which rendered
the  offers  of  the  Count  disgusting,  and  dreadful  to  her  imagination.
Matilda knew how to feel for her sufferings; but the affection of the mother
extended  her  views  beyond  the  present  temporary  evil,  to  the  future
welfare of her child; and in the long perspective of succeeding years, she
beheld her united to the Count, whose character diffused happiness, and
the mild dignity of virtue to all around him: she received the thanks of
Mary for her gentle guidance to the good she possessed; the artless looks
of the little ones around her, smiled their thanks; and the luxury of that
scene recalled the memory of times for ever passed, and mingled with the
tear of rapture the sigh of fond regret. The surest method of erasing that
impression  which  threatened  serious  evil  to  the  peace  of  her  child  if
suffered to continue, and to secure her permanent felicity, was to unite
her  to  the  Count;  whose  amiable  disposition  would  soon  win  her
affections, and obliterate from her heart every improper remembrance of
Alleyn.  She  determined,  therefore,  to  employ  argument  and  gentle
persuasion, to guide her to her purpose. She knew the mind of Mary to be
delicate  and  candid;  easy  of  conviction,  and  firm  to  pursue  what  her
judgment approved; and she did not despair of succeeding.

The  Earl  still  pressed  to  know  the  cause  of  that  emotion  which
afflicted  her.  “I  am unworthy  of  your  solicitude,”  said  Mary,  “I  cannot
teach my heart to submit.” “To submit! — Can you suppose your friends
can wish your heart to submit on a point so material to its happiness, to
aught  that  is  repugnant  to  its  feelings?  If  the  offers  of  the  Count  are
displeasing to you, tell me so; and I  will return him his answer. Believe
that my first wish is to see you happy.” “Generous Osbert! How can I repay
the goodness of such a brother! I would accept in gratitude the hand of the
Count, did not my feelings assure me I should be miserable. I admire his
character, and esteem his goodness; but alas! — why should I conceal it
from you? — My heart is another’s-is another’s, whose noble deeds have
won its involuntary regards; and who is yet unconscious of my distinction,
one who shall for ever remain in ignorance of it.” The idea of Alleyn flashed
into the mind of the Earl, and he no longer doubted to whom her heart was
engaged.  “My own sentiments,”  said  he,  “sufficiently  inform me  of  the
object of your admiration. You do well to remember the dignity of your sex
and of your rank; though I must lament with you, that worth like Alleyn’s
is not empowered by fortune to take its standard with nobility.” At Alleyn’s
name, the blushes of Mary confirmed Osbert in his discovery. “My child,”
said the Countess, “will not resign her tranquillity to a vain and ignoble
attachment.  She  may  esteem  merit  wherever  it  is  found,  but  she  will
remember  the  duty  which  she  owes  to  her  family  and  to  herself,  in
contracting  an  alliance  which  is  to  support  or  diminish  the  ancient
consequence of her house. The offers  of a man endowed with so much
apparent excellence as the Count, and whose birth is equal to your own,
affords a prospect too promising of felicity, to be hastily rejected. We will
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hereafter converse  more  largely on this  subject.” “Never shall you have
reason to blush for your daughter,” said Mary, with a modest pride; “but
pardon me, Madam, if I entreat that we no more renew a subject so painful
to my feelings, and which cannot be productive of good; — for never will I
give my hand where my heart does not accompany it.” This was not a time
to press the topic; the Countess for the present desisted, and the Earl left
the  apartment  with  a  heart  divided  between  pity  and  disappointment.
Hope,  however,  whispered  to  his  wishes,  that  Mary  might  in  time  be
induced  to  admit  the  addresses  of  the  Count,  and  he  determined  not
wholly to destroy his hopes.
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CHAPTER X

THE Count was walking on the ramparts of the castle, involved in thought,
when  Osbert  approached;  whose  lingering  step  and  disappointed  air
spoke to his heart the rejection of his suit. He told the Count that Mary did
not  at  present  feel  for  him those  sentiments  of  affection  which  would
justify her in accepting his proposals. This information, though it shocked
the hopes of the Count, did not entirely destroy them; for he yet believed
that time and assiduity might befriend his wishes. While these Noblemen
were leaning on the walls of the castle, engaged in earnest conversation,
they observed on a distant  hill a cloud emerging from the  verge  of the
horizon, whose dusky hue glittered with sudden light; in an instant they
descried the glance of arms, and a troop of armed men poured in long
succession over the hill, and hurried down its side to the plains below. The
Earl thought he recognized the clan of the Baron. It was the Baron himself
who now advanced at  the head of his  people, in search of that  revenge
which had been hitherto denied him; and who, determined on conquest,
had brought with him an host which he thought more than sufficient to
overwhelm the castle of his enemy.

The  messenger,  who  had  been  sent  with  the  challenge,  had  been
detained a prisoner by Malcolm; who in the mean time had hastened his
preparations to surprize the castle of Athlin. The detention of his servant
had awakened the suspicions of the Earl, and he had taken precautions to
guard against the designs of his enemy. He had summoned his clan to hold
themselves in readiness for a sudden attack, and had prepared his castle
for the worst emergency. He now sent a messenger to the clan with such
orders as he judged expedient, arranged his  plans within the walls, and
took his station on the ramparts to observe the movements of his enemy.
The Count, clad in arms, stood by his side. Alleyn was posted with a party
within the great gate of the castle.

The  Baron  advanced  with  his  people,  and  quickly  surrounded  the
walls. Within all was silent; the castle seemed to repose in security; and
the Baron, certain of victory, congratulated himself on the success of the
enterprize,  when  observing  the  Earl,  whose  person  was  concealed  in
armour, he called to him to surrender himself and his Chief to the arms of
Malcolm. The Earl answered the summons with an arrow from his bow,
which missing the Baron, pierced one of his attendants. The archers who
had  been  planted  behind  the  walls,  now  discovered  themselves,  and
discharged a shower of arrows; at the same time every part of the castle
appeared thronged with the soldiers of the Earl, who hurled on the heads
of  the  astonished  besiegers,  lances  and  other  missile  weapons  with
unceasing rapidity. The alarum bell now rung out the signal to that part of
the clan without the walls, and they immediately poured upon the enemy,
who, confounded by this unexpected attack, had scarcely time to defend
themselves. The clang of arms resounded through the air, with the shouts
of the victors, and the groans of the dying. The fear of the Baron, which
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had principally operated on the minds of his people, was now overcome by
surprize,  and the  fear of death;  and on the first  repulse,  they deserted
from the ranks in great numbers, and fled to the distant hills. In vain the
Baron endeavoured to rally his soldiers, and keep them to the charge; they
yielded to a stronger impulse than the menace of their Chief, who was now
left with less than half his number at the foot of the walls. The Baron, to
whom  cowardice  was  unknown,  disdaining  to  retreat,  continued  the
attack. At  length the gates  of the castle were thrown open, and a party
issued upon the assailants, headed by the Earl and the Count, who divided
in quest of Malcolm. The Count fought in vain, and the search of Osbert
was equally fruitless; their adversary was no where to be found. Osbert,
apprehensive  of  his  gaining admittance  to  the  castle  by  stratagem, was
returning in haste to the gates, when he received the stroke of a sword
upon his shoulder; his armour had broke the force of the blow, and the
wound it had given was slight. He turned his sword, and facing his enemy,
discovered  a  soldier  of  Malcolm’s  who  attacked  him  with  a  desperate
courage. The encounter was furious and long; dexterity and equal valour
seemed to animate both the combatants. Alleyn, who observed from his
post the danger of the Earl, flew instantly to his assistance; but the crisis
of the scene was past ere he arrived; the weapon of Osbert had pierced the
side of his adversary, and he fell to the ground. The Earl disarmed him,
and holding over him his sword, bade him ask his life. “I have no life to
ask,” said Malcolm, whose fainting voice the Earl now discovered, “if I had,
’tis  death  only  I  would  accept  from  you.  O!  cursed-”  He  would  have
finished the sentence, but his  wound flowed apace, and he fainted with
loss of blood. The Earl threw down his sword, and calling a party of his
people, he committed to them the care of the Baron, and ordered them to
proceed and seize the castle of Dunbayne. Understanding their Chief was
mortally wounded, the remains of Malcolm’s army had fled from the walls.
The  people  of  the  Earl  proceeded  without  interruption,  and  took
possession of the castle without opposition.

The wounds of the Baron were examined when he reached Dunbayne,
and a dubious  sentence of the event was pronounced. His  countenance
marked the powerful workings of his mind, which seemed labouring with
an unknown evil; he threw his eyes eagerly round the apartment, as if in
search of some object  which was not  present.  After several attempts  to
speak, “Flatter me not,” said he, “with hopes of life; it is flitting fast away;
but while I have breath to speak, let me see the Baroness.” She came, and
hanging over his couch in silent horror, received his words: “I have injured
you, Madam, I fear beyond reparation. In these last few moments let me
endeavour to relieve my conscience by discovering to you my guilt and my
remorse.” The Baroness started, fearful of the coming sentence. “You had
a son.” “What of my son?” “You had a son, whom my boundless ambition
doomed to exile from his parents and his heritage, and who I caused you
to  believe  died  in  your  absence.”  “Where  is  my  child!”  exclaimed  the
Baroness. “I know not,” resumed Malcolm, “I committed him to the care of
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a man and woman who then lived on a remote part of my lands, but a few
years after they disappeared, and I have never heard of them since. The
boy passed for a foundling whom I had saved from perishing. One servant
only I entrusted with the secret; the rest were imposed upon. Thus far I
tell you, Madam, to prompt you to enquiry, and to assuage the agonies of a
bleeding conscience.  I  have  other  deeds-”  The  Baroness  could  hear  no
more; she was carried insensible from the apartment. Laura, shocked at
her condition,  was  informed of its  cause,  and  filial tenderness  watched
over her with unwearied attention.

In  the  mean  time  the  Earl,  on  quitting  Malcolm,  had  returned
immediately to the castle, and was the first messenger of that event which
would  probably  avenge  the  memory  of  his  father,  and  terminate  the
distresses  of his  family.  The  sight  of Osbert,  and the  news  he  brought,
revived the Countess and Mary, who had retired during the assault into an
inner apartment of the castle for greater security, and who had suffered,
during that period, all the terrors which their situation could inspire. They
were soon after joined by the Count and by Alleyn, whose conduct did not
pass unnoticed by the Earl. The cheek of Mary glowed at the relation of
this new instance of his worth; and it was Alleyn’s sweet reward to observe
her emotion. There was a sentiment in the heart of Osbert which struggled
against the pride of birth; he wished to reward the services and the noble
spirit  of the  youth,  with the virtues  of Mary;  but  the authority of early
prejudice  silenced  the  grateful  impulse,  and  swept  from his  heart  the
characters of truth.

The Earl, accompanied by the Count, now hastened to the castle of
Dunbayne, to cheer the Baroness and her daughter with their presence. As
they  approached  the  castle,  the  stillness  and  desolation  of  the  scene
bespoke the situation of its lord; his people were entirely dispersed, a few
only of his centinels wandered before the eastern gate; who, having made
no opposition, were suffered by the Earl’s  people to remain. Few of the
Baron’s people were to be seen; those few were unarmed, and appeared
the  effigies  of  fallen  greatness.  As  the  Earl  crossed  the  platform,  the
remembrance of the past crowded upon his mind. The agonies which he
had  there  suffered,  — the  image  of  death  which glared  upon his  sight,
aggravated by the bitter and ignominious circumstances which attended
his  fate; the figure  of Malcolm, mighty in injustice,  and cruel in power;
whose countenance, smiling horribly in triumphant revenge, sent to his
heart the stroke of anguish; — each circumstance of torture arose to his
imagination in the glowing colours of truth; he shuddered as he passed;
and the  contrast  of the  present  scene  touched his  heart  with the  most
affecting sentiments. He saw the innate and active power of justice, which
pervades  all  the  circumstances  even of  this  life  like  vital principle,  and
shines through the obscurity of human actions to the virtuous, the pure
ray of Heaven; — to the guilty, the destructive glare of lightning.

On  enquiring  for  the  Baroness,  they  were  told  she  was  in  the
apartment  of  Malcolm,  whose  moment  of  dissolution  was  now
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approaching. The name of the Count was delivered to the Baroness, and
overheard  by  the  Baron,  who  desired  to  see  him.  Louisa  went  out  to
receive her noble relation with all the joy which a meeting so desirable and
so unlooked for, could inspire. On seeing Osbert, her tears flowed fast, and
she thanked him for his generous care, in a manner that declared a deep
sense of his services. Leaving him, she conducted the Count to Malcolm,
who lay on his couch surrounded with the stillness and horrors of death.
He  raised  his  languid  head,  and  discovered  a  countenance  wild  and
terrific, whose ghastly aspect was overspread with the paleness of death.
The beauteous  Laura,  overcome by the scene, hung like  a drooping lily
over his couch, dropping fast her tears. “My lord,” said Malcolm, in a low
tone, “you see before you a wretch, anxious to relieve the agony of a guilty
mind. My vices have destroyed the peace of this lady, — have robbed her
of a son-but she will disclose to you the secret guilt, which I have now no
time to tell:  I  have for some years  received, as  you now well know, the
income of those foreign lands which are her due; as a small reparation for
the injuries she has sustained, I bequeath to her all the possessions which
I lawfully inherit, and resign her into your protection. To ask oblivion of
the past of you, Madam, and of you, my Lord, is what I dare not do; yet it
would be some consolation to my departing spirit, to be assured of your
forgiveness.” The Baroness was too much affected to reply but by a look of
assent;  the  Count  assured  him  of  forgiveness,  and  besought  him  to
compose his mind for his approaching fate. “Composure, my Lord, is not
for  me;  my  Life  has  been  marked  with  vice,  and  my  death  with  the
bitterness of fruitless remorse. I have understood virtue, but I have loved
vice. I  do not now lament that I  am punished, but that I have deserved
punishment.” The Baron sunk on his couch, and in a few moments after
expired  in  a  strong  sigh.  Thus  terminated  the  life  of  a  man,  whose
understanding might  have  reached  the  happiness  of  virtue,  but  whose
actions displayed the features of vice.

From this melancholy scene, the Baroness, with the Count and Laura,
retired to her apartment, where the Earl awaited their return with anxious
solicitude. The sternness of justice for a moment relaxed when he heard of
Malcolm’s death; his heart would have sighed with compassion, had not
the remembrance of his father crossed his mind, and checked the impulse.
“I can now, Madam,” said he, addressing the Baroness, “restore you a part
of those  possessions  which were once your Lord’s,  and which ought  to
have  been  the  inheritance  of  your  son;  this  castle  from  henceforth  is
yours; I resign it to its lawful owner.” The Baroness was overcome with the
remembrance of his services, and could scarcely thank him but with her
tears. The servant whom the Baron had mentioned as the confidant of his
iniquities,  was  sent  for,  and  interrogated  concerning the  infant  he  had
charge of.  From him, however, little  comfort  was  received; for he could
only tell that he had conveyed the child, by the orders of his master, to a
cottage on the furthest borders of his estates, where he had delivered it to
the  care  of  a  woman,  who there  lived  with  her  husband.  These  people
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received at the same time a sum of money for its support, with a promise
of future supplies. For some years he had been punctual in the payment of
the sums entrusted to him by the Baron, but at length he yielded to the
temptation of withholding them for his own use; and on enquiring for the
people  some years  after,  he  found they were  gone from the  place.  The
conditions  of  the  Baroness’s  pardon  to  the  man  depended  on  his
endeavours to repair the injury he had promoted, by a strict search for the
people to whom he had committed her child. She now consulted with her
friends on the best means to be pursued in this business, and immediately
sent off messengers to different parts of the country to gather information.

The Baroness was now released from oppression and imprisonment;
she was reinstated in her ancient possessions, to which were added all the
hereditary lands of Malcolm, together with his personal fortune: she was
surrounded by those whom she most loved, and in the midst of a people
who loved her;  yet  the consequence of the  Baron’s  guilt  had left  in her
heart  one  drop  of gall which embittered  each source  of happiness,  and
made her life melancholy and painful.

The  Count  was  now  her  visitor;  she  was  much  consoled  by  his
presence; and Laura’s hours were often enlivened by the conversation of
the Earl, to whom her heart was tenderly attached, and whose frequent
visits to the castle were devoted to love and her.

The felicity of Matilda now appeared as perfect and as permanent as
is consistent with the nature of sublunary beings. Justice was done to the
memory of her Lord, and her beloved son was spared to bless the evening
of her days. The father of Laura had ever been friendly to the house of
Athlin,  and  her  delicacy  felt  no  repugnance  to  the  union which  Osbert
solicited. But her happiness, whatever it  might appear, was incomplete;
she saw the settled melancholy of Mary, for love still corroded her heart
and notwithstanding her efforts, shaded her countenance. The Countess
wished to produce those nuptials with the Count which she thought would
re-establish  the  peace  of  her  child,  and  insure  her  future  felicity.  She
omitted no opportunity of pressing his  suit,  which she managed with a
delicacy that rendered it less painful to Mary; whose words, however, were
few in reply, and who could seldom bear that the subject should ever be
long continued.  Her settled  aversion to  the  addresses  of  the  Count,  at
length baffled the expectations of Matilda, and shewed her the fallacy of
her  efforts.  She  thought  it  improper  to  suffer  the  Count  any  longer  to
nourish in his  heart  a vain hope; and she reluctantly commissioned the
Earl to undeceive him on this point.

With the Baroness, month after month still elapsed in fruitless search
of her son; the people with whom he had been placed were no where to be
found, and no track was discovered which might lead to the truth. The
distress  of the  Baroness  can only be  imagined;  she  resigned  herself,  in
calm despair, to mourn in silence the easy confidence which had entrusted
her child to the care of those who had betrayed him. Though happiness
was  denied  her,  she  was  unwilling  to  withhold  it  from those  whom it
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awaited; and at length yielded to the entreaties of the Earl, and became its
advocate with Laura, for the nuptials which were to unite their fate.

The  Earl  introduced  the  Countess  and  Mary  to  the  castle  of
Dunbayne. Similarity of sentiment and disposition united Matilda and the
Baroness  in a lasting friendship. Mary and Laura were not  less  pleased
with each other. The dejection of the Count at sight of Mary, declared the
ardour of his passion, and would have awakened in her breast something
more than compassion, had not her heart been pre-occupied. Alleyn, who
could think of Mary only, wandered through the castle of Athlin a solitary
being, who fondly haunts  the spot  where his  happiness  lies  buried. His
prudence  formed  resolutions,  which  his  passion  as  quickly  broke;  and
cheated  by  love,  though followed  by  despair,  he  delayed  his  departure
from day to day, and the illusion of yesterday continued to be the illusion
of  the  morrow.  The  Earl,  attached  to  his  virtues,  and  grateful  for  his
services, would have bestowed on him every honour but that alone which
could give him happiness, and which his pride would have suffered him to
accept.  Yet  the  honours  which  he  refused,  he  refused  with  a  grace  so
modest, as to conciliate kindness rather than wound generosity.

In  a  gallery  on  the  North  side  of  the  castle,  which  was  filled  with
pictures of the family, hung a portrait of Mary. She was drawn in the dress
which she wore on the day of the festival, when she was led by the Earl
into the hall,  and presented  as  the  partner of Alleyn.  The  likeness  was
striking, and expressive of all the winning grace of the original. As often as
Alleyn  could  steal  from  observation,  be  retired  to  this  gallery,  to
contemplate the portrait of her who was ever present to his imagination:
here he could breath that sigh which her presence restrained, and shed
those tears which her presence forbade to flow. As he stood one day in this
place wrapt in melancholy musing, his  ear was struck with the notes  of
sweet  music;  they seemed to issue from the bottom of the  gallery.  The
instrument  was  touched  with  an  exquisite  expression,  and  in  a  voice
whose tones floated on the air in soft  undulations, he distinguished the
following words, which he remembered to be an ode composed by the Earl,
and presented to Mary, who had set it to music the day before.

MORNING

Darkness! through thy chilling glooms
Weakly trembles twilight grey;
Twilight fades-and Morning comes,
And melts thy shadows swift away!

She comes in her ætherial car,
Involv’d in many a varying hue;
And thro’ the azure shoots afar,
Spirit-light-and life anew!

Her breath revives the drooping flowers,
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Her ray dissolves the dews of night;
Recalls the sprightly-moving hours.
And the green scene unveils in light!

Her’s the fresh gale that wanders wild
O’er mountain top, and dewy glade;
And fondly steals the breath, beguil’d,
Of ev’ry flow’r in every shade.

Mother of Roses-bright Aurora! — hail!
Thee shall the chorus of the hours salute,
And song of early birds from ev’ry vale,
And blithesome horn, and fragrant zephyr mute!

And oft as rising o’er the plain,
Thou and thy roseate Nymphs appear,
This simple song in choral strain,
From rapturing Bards shall meet thine ear.

CHORUS

Dance ye lightly-lightly on!
’Tis the bold lark thro’ the air,
Hails your beauties with his song;
Lightly-lightly fleeting fair!

Entranced in the sweet sounds, he had proceeded some steps down the
gallery,  when  the  music  ceased.  He  stopped.  After  a  short  pause  it
returned, and as he advanced he distinguished these words, sung in a low
voice mournfully sweet:

In solitude I mourn thy reign,
Ah! youth beloved-but loved in vain!

The voice was broken and lost in sobs; the chords of the lute were wildly
struck: and in a few moments silence ensued. He stepped on towards the
spot whence the sounds had proceeded, and through a door which was left
open,  he  discovered  Mary hanging over her lute  dissolved  in tears.  He
stood for some moments absorbed in mute admiration, and unobserved by
Mary, who was lost in her tears, till a sigh which escaped him, recalled her
to reality; she raised her eyes, and beheld the object of her secret sorrows.
She arose in confusion; the blush on her cheek betrayed her heart; she was
retiring in haste from Alleyn, who remained at the entrance of the room
the statue of despair, when she was intercepted by the Earl, who entered
by the door she was opening; her eyes were red with weeping; he glanced
on her a look of surprize and displeasure, and passed on to the gallery
followed by Alleyn, who was now awakened from his  trance. “From you
Alleyn,” said the Earl, in a tone of displeasure, “I expected other conduct;
on your word I  relied, and your word has  deceived me.” “Hear me, my
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Lord,” returned the  youth,  “your confidence  I  have  never abused;  hear
me.” “I  have now no time for parley,” replied Osbert, “my moments are
precious; some future hour of leisure may suffice.” So saying, he walked
away, with an abrupt haughtiness, which touched the soul of Alleyn, who
disdained to pursue him with further explanation. He was now completely
wretched. The same accident which had unveiled to him the heart of Mary,
and the full extent of that happiness which fate with-held, confirmed him
in despair. The same accident had exposed the delicacy of her he loved to
a cruel shock, and had subjected his honour to suspicion; and to a severe
rebuke from him, by whom it was his pride to be respected, and for whose
safety he had suffered imprisonment, and encountered death.

Mary had quitted the closet distressed and perplexed. She perceived
the mistake of the Earl, and it shocked her. She wished to undeceive him;
but he was gone to the castle of Dunbayne, to pay one of those visits which
were soon to conclude in the nuptials, and whence he did not return till
evening. The scene which he had witnessed in the morning, involved him
in tumult of distress. He considered the mutual passion which filled the
bosom  of  his  sister  and  Alleyn;  he  had  surprized  them  in  a  solitary
apartment; he had observed the tender and melancholy air of Alleyn, and
the tears and confusion of Mary; and he at first did not hesitate to believe
that the interview had been appointed. In the heat of his displeasure he
had rejected the explanation of Alleyn with a haughty resentment, which
the  late  scene  alone  could  have  excited,  and which the  delusion it  had
occasioned alone could excuse. Cooler consideration however, brought to
his mind the delicacy and the amiable pride of Mary, and the integrity of
Alleyn;  and  he  accused  himself  of  a  too  hasty  decision.  The  zealous
services of Alleyn came to his heart; he repented that he had treated him
so rigorously; and on his return enquired for him, that he might hear an
explanation, and that he might soften the asperity of his former behaviour.
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CHAPTER XI

ALLEYN was no where to be found. The Earl went himself in quest of him,
but  without  success.  As  he  returned  from  the  terrace,  chagrined  and
disappointed,  he  observed  two  persons  cross  the  platform  at  some
distance before him; and he could perceive by the dim moon-light which
fell upon the spot, that they were not of the castle. He called to them: no
answer was returned; but at the sound of his voice they quickened their
pace and almost instantly disappeared in the darkness of the ramparts.
Surprized at  this  phenomenon, the  Earl followed with hasty  steps,  and
endeavoured to pursue the way they had taken. He walked on silently, but
there was no sound to direct his steps. When he came to the extremity of
the rampart, which formed the North angle of the castle, he stopped to
examine the spot, and to listen if any thing was stirring. No person was to
be seen, and all was hushed. After he had stood some time surveying the
rampart, he heard the low restrained voice of a person unknown, but the
distance prevented his distinguishing the subject of the conversation. The
voice seemed to approach the place where he stood. He drew his sword,
and  watched  in  silence  their  motions.  They  continued  to  advance,  till,
suddenly stopping, they turned, and took a long survey of the fabric. Their
discourse was conducted in a low tone; but the Earl could discover by the
vehemence of their gesture, and the caution of their steps, that they were
upon some design dangerous to the peace of the castle. Having finished
their examination, they turned again towards the place where the Earl still
remained; the shade of a high turret concealed him from their view, and
they continued to approach till they arrived within a short space of him,
when they turned through a ruined arch-way of the castle, and were lost in
the  dark  recesses  of  the  pile.  Astonished  at  what  he  had  seen,  Osbert
hastened to the castle, whence he dispatched some of his people in search
of the unknown fugitives; he accompanied some of his domestics to the
spot where they had last disappeared. They entered the arch-way, which
led to a decayed part of the castle; they followed over broken pavement
the remains of a passage, which was closed by a low obscure door almost
concealed from sight by the thick ivy which overshadowed it. On opening
this door, they descended a flight of steps which led under the castle, so
extremely narrow and broken as  to make the descent both difficult  and
dangerous.  The  powerful  damps  of  long pent-up  vapours  extinguished
their light, and the Earl and his attendants were compelled to remain in
utter darkness, while one of them went round to the habitable part of the
castle to relume the lamp. While they awaited in silence the return of light,
a short breathing was distinctly heard at intervals, near the place where
they stood.  The  servants  shook with fear,  and the  Earl was  not  wholly
unmoved.  They  remained  entirely  silent,  listening  its  return,  when  a
sound of footsteps slowly stealing through the vault, startled them. The
Earl demanded who passed; — he was answered only by the deep echoes
of his voice. They clashed their swords and had advanced, when the steps
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hastily retired before them. The Earl rushed forward, pursuing the sound,
till overtaking the person who fled, he seized him; a short scuffle ensued;
the strength of Osbert was too powerful for his antagonist, who was nearly
overcome, when the point of a sword from an unknown hand pierced his
side,  he  relinquished  his  grasp,  and  fell  to  the  ground.  His  domestics,
whom the  activity  of  their  master  had  outran,  now  came  up;  but  the
assassins,  whoever  they  were,  had  accomplished  their  escape,  for  the
sound of their steps was quickly lost in the distance of the vaults. They
endeavored to raise the Earl, who lay speechless on the ground; but they
knew not how to convey him from that place of horror, for they were yet in
total darkness, and unacquainted with the place. In this situation, every
moment of delay seemed an age. Some of them tried to find their way to
the  entrance,  but  their  efforts  were  defeated  by  the  darkness,  and  the
ruinous  situation  of  the  place.  The  light  at  length  appeared,  and
discovered  the  Earl  insensible,  and  weltering  in  his  blood.  He  was
conveyed into the castle, where the horror of the Countess on seeing him
borne  into  the  hall,  may  be  easily  imagined.  By  the  help  of  proper
applications he was restored to life; his wound was examined, and found
to be dangerous; he was carried to bed in a state which gave very faint
hopes  of  recovery.  The  astonishment  of  the  Countess,  on  hearing  the
adventure,  was  equalled  only  by  her  distress.  All  her  conjectures
concerning the designs, and the identity of the assassin, were vague and
uncertain. She knew not on whom to fix the stigma; nor could discover any
means by which to penetrate this mysterious affair. The people who had
remained in the  vaults  to  pursue  the  search,  now returned to  Matilda.
Every  recess  of  the  castle,  and  every  part  of  the  ramparts,  had  been
explored, yet no one could be found; and the mystery of the proceeding
was heightened by the manner in which the men had effected their escape.

Mary watched over her brother in silent  anguish, yet  she strove to
conceal her distress, that she might encourage the Countess to hope. The
Countess  endeavoured  to  resign  herself  to  the  event  with  a  kind  of
desperate fortitude. There is a certain point of misery, beyond which the
mind  becomes  callous,  and  acquires  a  sort  of  artificial  calm.  Excess  of
misery may be said to blast the vital powers of feeling, and by a natural
consequence consumes its own principle. Thus it was with Matilda; a long
succession of trials had reduced her to a state of horrid tranquillity, which
followed the first  shock of the present event. It  was  not  so with Laura;
young in misfortune, and gay in hope, she saw happiness fade from her
grasp, with a warmth of feeling untouched by the chill of disappointment.
When the news of the Earl’s situation reached her, she was overcome with
affliction, and pined in silent anguish. The Count hastened to Osbert, but
grief sat  heavy at  his  heart, and he had no power to offer to others the
comfort which he wanted himself.

A  fever,  which  was  the  consequence  of  his  wounds,  added  to  the
danger of the Earl, and to the despair of his  family. During this  period,
Alleyn had not been seen at the castle; and his absence at this time, raised
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in Mary a variety of distressing apprehensions. Osbert enquired for him,
and  wished  to  see  him. The  servant  who had  been sent  to  his  father’s
cottage, brought word that it was some days since he had been there, and
that nobody knew whither he was gone. The surprize was universal; but
the effect  it  produced was various and opposite. A collection of strange
and concomitant circumstances, now forced a suspicion on the mind of the
Countess, which her heart, and the remembrance of the former conduct of
Alleyn, at  once condemned. She had heard of what passed between the
Earl  and  him  in  the  gallery;  his  immediate  absence,  the  event  which
followed,  and  his  subsequent  flight,  formed  a  chain  of  evidence  which
compelled her, with the utmost  reluctance, to believe him concerned in
the affair which had once more involved her house in misery. Mary had too
much confidence in her knowledge of his character, to admit a suspicion of
this nature. She rejected, with instant disdain, the idea of uniting Alleyn
with dishonour; and that he should be guilty of an action so base as the
present, soared beyond all the bounds of possibility. Yet she felt a strange
solicitude concerning him, and apprehension for his safety tormented her
incessantly.  The  anguish  in  which  he  had  quitted  the  apartment,  her
brother’s injurious treatment, and his consequent absence, all conspired
to  make  her  fear  that  despair  had  driven  him to  commit  some  act  of
violence on himself.

The Earl, in the delirium of the fever, raved continually of Laura and
of Alleyn; they were the sole subjects of his ramblings. Seizing one day the
hand of Mary, who sat mournfully by his bed-side, and looking for some
time pensively in her face, “weep not, my Laura,” said he, “Malcolm, nor all
the powers on earth shall tear you from me; his walls-his guards-what are
they? I’ll wrest you from his hold, or perish. I have a friend whose valour
will do much for us; — a friend-O! name him not; these are strange times;
beware of trusting. I could have given him my very life-but not-I will not
name  him.”  Then  starting  to  the  other  side  of  the  bed,  and  looking
earnestly  towards  the  door  with  an  expression  of  sorrow  not  to  be
described, “not all the miseries which my worst enemy has heaped upon
me; not all the horrors of imprisonment and death, have ever touched my
soul  with  a  sting  so  sharp  as  thy  unfaithfulness.”  Mary  was  so  much
shocked  by  this  scene,  that  she  left  the  room and  retired  to  her  own
apartment to indulge the agony of grief it occasioned.

The  situation of  the  Earl grew daily  more  alarming;  and  the  fever,
which had not yet reached its crisis, kept the hopes and fears of his family
suspended.  In  one  of  his  lucid  intervals,  addressing  himself  to  the
Countess in the most pathetic manner, he requested, that as death might
probably soon separate him for ever from her he most loved, he might see
Laura once again before he died. She came, and weeping over him, a scene
of anguish ensued too poignant for description. He gave her his last vows;
she took of him a last look; and with a breaking heart tearing herself away,
was carried to Dunbayne in a state of danger little inferior to his.

The agitation he had suffered during this interview, caused a return of
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phrenzy more violent than any fit he had yet suffered; exhausted by it, he
at length sunk into a sleep, which continued without interruption for near
four  and  twenty  hours.  During  this  time  his  repose  was  quiet  and
profound,  and  afforded  the  Countess  and  Mary,  who  watched  him
alternately,  the  consolations  of  hope.  When he  awoke  he  was  perfectly
sensible, and in a very altered state from that he had been in a few hours
before.  The  crisis  of  the  disorder  was  now past,  and  from that  time  it
rapidly declined till he was restored to perfect health.

The  joy  of  Laura,  whose  health  gradually  returned  with  returning
peace, and that of his family, was such as the merits of the Earl deserved.
This  joy,  however,  suffered  a  short  interruption  from  the  Count  of
Santmorin,  who,  entering one  morning the  apartment  of  the  Baroness,
with letters in his  hand, came to acquaint her that he had just received
news of the death of a distant  relation, who had bequeathed him some
estates  of  value,  to  which  it  was  necessary  he  should  immediately  lay
claim; and that he was, therefore, obliged, however reluctantly, to set off
for Switzerland without delay. Though the Baroness rejoiced with all his
friends, at his good fortune, she regretted, with them, the necessity of his
abrupt  departure.  He  took leave  of them, and  particularly  of  Mary,  for
whom his passion was still the same, with much emotion; and it was some
time ere the space he had left in their society was filled up, and ere they
resumed their wonted cheerfulness.

Preparations were now making for the approaching nuptials, and the
day  of  their  celebration  was  at  length  fixed.  The  ceremony  was  to  be
performed in a chapel belonging to the castle of Dunbayne, by the chaplain
of the Baroness. Mary only was to attend as bride-maid; and the Countess
also, with the Baroness, was to be present. The absence of the Count was
universally regretted; for from his hand the Earl was to have received his
bride. The office was now to be supplied by a neighbouring Laird, whom
the family of the Baroness had long esteemed. At the earnest request of
Laura, Mary consented to spend the night preceding the day of marriage,
at the castle of Dunbayne. The day so long and so anxiously expected by
the Earl at  length arrived. The morning was extremely fine, and the joy
which  glowed  in  his  heart  seemed  to  give  additional  splendour  to  the
scene around him. He set off, accompanied by the Countess, for the castle
of Dunbayne. He anticipated the joy with which he should soon retrace the
way he then travelled, with Laura by his  side, whom death alone could
then  separate  from  him.  On  their  arrival  they  were  received  by  the
Baroness,  who  enquired  for  Mary;  and  the  Countess  and  Osbert  were
thrown into the utmost consternation, when they learned that she had not
been seen at the castle. The nuptials were again deferred; the castle was a
scene of universal confusion. The Earl returned home instantly to dispatch
his people in search of Mary. On enquiry, he learned that the servants who
had attended her, had not been heard of since their departure with their
lady. Still more alarmed by this intelligence he rode himself in pursuit, yet
not  knowing  which  course  to  take.  Several  days  were  employed  in  a
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fruitless search; no footstep of her flight could be traced.
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CHAPTER XII

MARY, in the mean time, suffered all the terror which her situation could
excite.  On her way to Dunbayne, she had been overtaken by a party of
armed men, who seized her bridle, and after engaging her servants in a
feigned  resistance,  carried  her  off  senseless.  On  recovering,  she  found
herself travelling through a forest, whose glooms were deepened by the
shades of night. The moon, which was now up, glancing through the trees,
served to shew the dreary aspect of the place, and the number of men who
surrounded her; and she was seized with a terror that almost deprived her
of reason. They travelled all night, during which a profound silence was
observed. At the dawn of day she found herself on the skirts of a heath, to
whose  wide  desolation  her  eye  could  discover  no  limits.  Before  they
entered on the waste, they halted at the entrance of a cave, formed in a
rock,  which  was  overhung  with  pine  and  fir;  where,  spreading  their
breakfast  on the grass, they offered refreshments  to Mary, whose mind
was too much distracted to suffer her to partake of them. She implored
them in the most moving accents, to tell her from whom they came, and
whither they were carrying her; but they were insensible to her tears and
her  entreaties,  and  she  was  compelled  to  await,  in  silent  terror,  the
extremity  of  her  fate.  They  pursued  their  journey  over  the  wilds,  and
towards the close of day approached the ruins of an abbey, whose broken
arches and lonely towers arose in gloomy grandeur through the obscurity
of evening. It stood the solitary inhabitant of the waste, — a monument of
mortality  and  of  ancient  superstition,  and  the  frowning  majesty  of  its
aspect  seemed to command silence and veneration. The chilly dews fell
thick,  and  Mary,  fatigued  in  body,  and  harassed  in  mind,  lay  almost
expiring on her horse, when they stopped under an arch of the ruin. She
was  not  so  ill  as  to  be  insensible  to  the  objects  around  her;  the  awful
solitude of the place. and the solemn aspect of the fabric, whose effect was
heightened by the falling glooms of evening, chilled her heart with horror;
and when they took her from the horse, she shrieked in the agonies of a
last  despair.  They bore  her over loose  stones  to a part  of the  building,
which had been formerly the cloisters  of the abbey, but  which was  now
fallen  to  decay,  and  overgrown  with  ivy.  There  was,  however,  at  the
extremity  of  these  cloisters  a  nook,  which  had  withstood  with  hardier
strength the ravages of time; the roof was here entire, and the shattered
stanchions of the casements still remained. Hither they carried Mary, and
laid her almost lifeless on the grassy pavement, while some of the ruffians
hastened to light a fire of the heath and sticks they could pick up. They
took out  their provisions,  and placed  themselves  round the  fire,  where
they had not long been seated, when the sound of distant thunder foretold
an approaching storm.  A  violent  storm,  accompanied  with  peals  which
shook the pile, came on. They were sheltered from the heaviness of the
rain; but the long and vivid flashes of lightning which glanced through the
casements,  alarmed  them  all.  The  shrieks  of  Mary  were  loud  and
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continued;  and  the  fears  of  the  ruffians  did  not  prevent  their  uttering
dreadful  imprecations  at  her  distress.  One  of  them,  in  the  fury  of  his
resentment, swore she should be gagged; and seizing her resistless hands
to  execute  the  purpose,  her  cries  redoubled.  The  servants  who  had
betrayed her, were not yet so entirely lost to the feelings of humanity, as to
stand regardless of her present distress; though they could not resist the
temptations  of a bribe, they were unwilling their lady should be loaded
with unnecessary misery. They opposed the ruffians; a dispute ensued;
and the violence of the contest arose so high, that they determined to fight
for the decision. Amid the peals of thunder, the oaths and execrations of
the combatants, added terror to the scene. The strength of the ruffians
were  superior  to  that  of  their  opponents;  and  Mary;  beholding victory
deciding against herself, uttered a loud scream, when the attention of the
whole  party  was  surprized  by  the  sound  of  a  footstep  in  the  cloister.
Immediately after a man rushed into the place, and drawing his  sword,
demanded the cause of the tumult. Mary, who lay almost expiring on the
ground,  now raised  her  eyes;  but  what  were  her  sensations,  when she
raised  them to  Alleyn-who now stood  before  her  petrified  with  horror.
Before he could fly to her assistance, the attacks of the ruffians obliged
him to defend himself; he parried their blows for some time, but he must
inevitably have yielded to the force of numbers, had not the trampling of
feet, which fast approached, called off for a moment their attention. In an
instant the place was filled with men. The astonishment of Alleyn was, if
possible, now increased; for the Earl,  followed by a party, now entered.
The Earl, when he perceived Alleyn, stood at the entrance, aghast. — But
resuming his  firmness,  he  bade  him defend  himself.  The  loud  voice  of
Osbert  re-called  Mary,  and  observing  their  menacing  attitudes,  she
collected just  strength sufficient  to throw herself between them. Alleyn
dropped his sword, and raised her from the ground; when the Earl rudely
pushed him away, and snatched her to his heart. “Hear me, Osbert,” was
all she could say. “Declare who brought her hither,” said the Earl sternly to
Alleyn.  “I  know not,”  replied he,  “you must  ask those  men whom your
people have secured. If my life is hateful to you, strike! and spare me the
anguish of defending it against the brother of Mary.” The Earl hesitated in
surprize, and the generosity of Alleyn called a blush into his face. He was
going to have replied, but was interrupted by some of his men, who had
been engaged in a sharp contest with the ruffians, two of whom they had
secured, and now brought to their lord; the rest were fled. In the person of
one  of  them,  the  Earl  discovered  his  own  servant,  who  sinking  in  his
presence with conscious guilt, fell on his knees imploring mercy. “Wretch,”
said the Earl, seizing him, and holding his sword over his head, “declare by
whose  authority  you  have  acted,  and  all  you  know  of  the  affair;  —
remember your life depends on the truth of your assertions.” “I’ll tell the
truth, my Lord,” replied the trembling wretch, “and nothing else as I hope
for  mercy.  About  three  weeks  ago,  —  no,  it  is  not  so  much;  about  a
fortnight  ago,  when I  was  sent  on a  message  to  the  lady Malcolm,  the
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Count de Santmorin’s gentleman-” “The Count de Santmorin!” re-echoed
the  whole  company.  “But  proceed,”  said  Osbert.  “The  Count  de
Santmorin’s gentleman called me into a private room, where he told me to
wait for his master, who would soon be there.” “Be quick,” said the Earl,
“proceed  to  facts.”  “I  will,  my  lord;  the  Count  came,  and  said  to  me,
‘Robert, I have observed you, and I think you can be faithful,’ he said so,
my lord, — God forgive me!” “Well-well, proceed.” “Where was I?” — ‘Oh!
he  said,  “I  think  you  can  be  faithful.’”  —  “Good  God!  this  is  beyond
endurance;  you  trifle,  rascal,  with  my patience,  to  give  your  associates
time for escape; be brief, or you die.” “I will, my lord, as I hope for life. He
took from his pocket a handful of gold, which he gave me; — ‘can you be
secret, Robert?’ said he, — ‘yes, my lord Count,’ said I, God forgive me! —
‘Then observe what I say to you. You often attend your young lady in her
rides to Dunbayne.’” — “What, then it was the Count de Santmorin who
commissioned you to undertake  this  scheme!” “Not  me only,  my lord.”
“Answer my question; was the Count the author of this plot?” “He was, my
lord.” “And where is he?” said Osbert, in a stern voice. “I know not, as I am
a living creature. He embarked, as  you know, my lord, not  far from the
castle of Dunbayne, and we were travelling to a distant part of the coast to
meet him, when we were all to have set sail for Switzerland.” “You cannot
be ignorant of the place of your destination,” said the Earl, turning to the
other prisoner; “where is your employer?” “That is not for me to tell,” said
he, in a sullen tone. “Reveal the truth,” said the Earl, turning towards him
the point of his  sword, “or we will find a way to make you.” “The place
where we were to meet the Count, had no name.” “You know the way to
it.”  “I  do.”  “Then  lead  me  thither.”  “Never!”  —  “Never!  Your  life  shall
answer the refusal,” said Osbert, pointing the sword to his breast. “Strike!”
said the Count, throwing off the cloak which had concealed him; “strike!
and rid me of a being which passion has made hateful to me; — strike! —
and make the first moment of my entering this place, the last of my guilt.”
A faint  scream was  uttered by Mary;  the  small remains  of her strength
forsook her, and she sunk on the pavement. The Earl started a few steps
back, and stood suspended in wonder. The looks of the whole group defy
description. “Take a sword,” said the Earl, recovering himself, “and defend
your life.” “Never, my lord, never! Though I have been hurried by the force
of passion to rob you of a sister, I will not aggravate my guilt by the murder
of the brother. Your life has already been once endangered through my
means, though not by my design; Heaven knows the anguish which that
accident  cost  me. The impetuosity of passion impelled me onward with
irresistible fury; it  urged me to violate the sacred duties of gratitude, of
friendship-and of humanity. To live in shame, and in the consciousness of
guilt, is a living death. With your sword do justice to yourself and virtue;
and spare me the misery of long comparing what I am, with what I was.”
“Away, you trifle,” said the Earl, “defend yourself.” The Count repeated his
refusal.  “And  you,  villain,”  said  Osbert,  turning  to  the  man  who  had
confessed  the  plot,  “you  pretended  ignorance  of  the  presence  of  the
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Count; your perfidy shall be rewarded.” “As  I  now plead for mercy, my
lord, I knew not he was here.” “The fellow speaks truth,” said the Count,
“he was ignorant of the place where he was to meet me. I was approaching
this spot to discover myself to the dear object of my passion, when your
people  surprized  and  took  me.”  Mary  confirmed  the  testimony  of  the
Count, by declaring that she had not till that moment seen him since she
quitted the castle of Dunbayne. She pleaded for his life, and also for the
servants,  who  had  opposed  the  cruelty  of  their  comrades.  “I  am  no
assassin,” said the Earl, “let the Count take a sword, and fight me on equal
terms.”  —  “Shall  virtue  be  reduced  to  an  equality  with  vice?”  said  the
Count, “No, my lord, — plunge your sword in my heart, and expiate my
guilt.” The Earl still urged him to defence; and the Count still persisted in
refusal. Touched by the recollection of past friendship, and grieved that a
soul like the Count’s should ever be under the dominion of vice, Osbert
threw down his sword, and, overcome with a sort of tenderness-“Go, my
lord, your person is safe; and if it is necessary to your peace, — stretching
forth  his  hand,  —  take  my  forgiveness.”  The  Count,  overcome  by  his
generosity,  and  by  a  sense  of  his  own  unworthiness,  shrunk  back:
“Forbear, my lord, to wound by your goodness, a mind already too sensible
of its own debasement; nor excite, by your generosity, a remorse too keen
to be endured. Your reproaches I can bear, — your vengeance I solicit! —
but your kindness inflicts a torture too exquisite for my soul.” “Never, my
lord,” continued he, the big tear swelling in his eye, “never more shall your
friendship  be  polluted  by  my  unworthiness.  Since  you  will  not  satisfy
justice, by taking my life, I go to lose it in the obscurity of distant regions.
Yet, ere I go, suffer me to make one last request to you, and to that dear
lady whom I have thus injured, and on whom my eyes now gaze for the last
time,  —  suffer  me  to  hope  that  you  will  blot  from  your  memory  the
existence of Santmorin.” He concluded the sentence with a groan, which
vibrated upon the hearts of all present; and without waiting for a reply,
hurried from the scene. The Earl had turned away his head in pity, and
when  he  again  looked  round  to  reply,  perceived  that  the  Count  was
departed; he followed his steps through the cloister, — he called-but he
was gone.

Alleyn had observed the Count with a mixture of pity and admiration;
and he sighed for the weakness of human nature. “How,” said the Earl,
returning eagerly to Alleyn, — “how can I recompense you for my injurious
suspicions,  and  my  injurious  treatment?  —  How can  you  forgive,  or  I
forget,  my  injustice?  But  the  mystery  of  this  affair,  and  the  doubtful
appearance of circumstances, must speak for me.” “O! let us talk no more
of this, my lord,” replied Alleyn; with emotion; “let us only rejoice at the
safety of our dear lady, and offer her the comfort she is so much in want
of.” The fire was re-kindled, and the Earl’s servants laid before him some
wine, and other provisions. Mary, who had not tasted any food since she
left the castle, now took some wine; it revived her, and enabled her to take
other nourishment. She enquired, what happy circumstance had enabled
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the Earl to trace her route. “Ever since I discovered your flight,” said he, “I
have been in pursuit of you. Chance directed me over these wilds, when I
was driven by the storm to seek shelter among these ruins. The light, and
an uproar of voices,  drew me to the  cloister,  where,  to my unutterable
astonishment, I discovered you and Alleyn: Spare me the remembrance of
what followed.” Mary wished to enquire what brought Alleyn to the place;
but delicacy kept her silent. Osbert, however, whose anxiety for his sister
had hitherto allowed him to attend only to her, now relieved her from the
pain of lengthened suspense. “By what strange accident was you brought
hither?” said he to Alleyn, “and what motive has induced you so long to
absent yourself from the castle?” At the last question, Alleyn blushed, and
an involuntary sigh escaped him. Mary understood the blush and the sigh,
and awaited his  reply in trembling emotion. “I  fled, my lord, from your
displeasure, and to tear myself from an object too dangerous, alas! for my
peace. I  sought to wear away in absence, a passion which must ever be
hopeless, but which, I now perceive, is interwoven with my existence. —
But forgive, my lord, the intrusion of a subject which is painful to us all.
With some money, and a few provisions, I  left  my father’s  cottage; and
since that time have wandered over the country a forlorn and miserable
being, passing my nights in the huts which chance threw in my way, and
designing  to  travel  onward,  and  to  enlist  myself  in  the  service  of  my
country.  Night  overtook  me  on  these  wastes,  and  as  I  walked  on
comfortless and bewildered, I was alarmed by distant cries of distress. I
quickened my pace; but the sound which should have directed my steps
was ceased, and chilling silence ensued. As I stood musing, and uncertain
which course to take, I observed a feeble light break through the gloom; I
endeavoured to follow its  rays;  it  led  me to  these  ruins,  whose  solemn
appearance struck me with a momentary dread. A confused murmur of
voices from within struck my ear; as I stood hesitating whether to enter, I
again heard those shrieks which had alarmed me. I followed the sound; it
led  me  to  the  entrance  of  this  cloister,  at  the  extremity  of  which  I
discovered a party of men engaged in fight; I drew my sword and rushed
forward;  and  the  sensations  which  I  felt,  on  perceiving the  lady  Mary,
cannot  be  expressed!”  “Still-still  Heaven  destines  you  the  deliverer  of
Mary!” said the Earl, gratitude swelling in his eyes; “O! that I could remove
that obstacle which withholds you from your just reward.” A responsive
sigh stole from Alleyn, and he remained silent. Never was the struggle of
opposing feelings more violent, than that which now agitated the bosom of
the Earl. The worth of Alleyn arose more conspicuously bright from every
shade with which misfortune had veiled it.  His  noble  and disinterested
enthusiasm in the cause of justice, had attached him to the Earl, and had
engaged him in a course of enterprizes and of dangers, which it required
valour to undertake,  and skill and perseverance to perform; and which
had produced services for which no adequate reward could be found. He
had rescued the Earl from captivity and death; and had twice preserved
Mary in dangers. All these circumstances arose in strong reflection to the
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mind of Osbert; but the darkness of prejudice and ancient pride, opposed
their influence, and weakened their effect.

The joy which Mary felt on seeing Alleyn in safety, and still worthy of
the  esteem  she  had  ever  bore  him,  was  dashed  by  the  bitterness  of
reflection;  and  reflection  imparted  a  melancholy  which  added  to  the
langour  of  illness.  At  the  dawn of  day  they  quitted  the  abbey,  and  set
forward  on  their  return  to  the  castle;  the  Earl  insisting  upon  Alleyn’s
accompanying them. On the way, the minds of the party were variously
and silently engaged. The Earl ruminated on the conduct of Alleyn, and
the late scene. Mary dwelt chiefly on the virtues of her lover, and on the
dangers  she had escaped; and Alleyn mused on his  defeated purposes,
and anticipated future trials. The Earl’s  thoughts, however, were not so
wholly occupied, as to prevent his questioning the servant who had been
employed by the Count, concerning the further particulars of his scheme.
The words of the Count, importing that he had once already endangered
his life, had not escaped the notice of the Earl; though they were uttered in
a moment of too much distraction to suffer him to demand an explanation.
He  now enquired  of  the  man,  concerning  the  mysterious  scene  of  the
vaults.  “You,  I  suppose,  are  not  ignorant  who  were  the  persons  from
whom I received my wound.” “I, my lord, had no concern in that affair;
wicked as  I  am, I  could not raise my hands against  your life.” “But  you
know who did.” “I— I— ye-yes, my lord, I was afterwards told. But they did
not mean to hurt your lordship.” “Not mean to hurt me! — What then were
their designs, and who were the people?” “That accident happened long
before the Count ever spoke to me of his purpose. Indeed, my lord, I had
no hand in it; and Heaven knows how I grieved for your lordship; and-”
“Well-well, inform me, who were the persons in the vaults, and what were
their design.” “I was told by a fellow servant; but he made me promise to
be secret; but it is proper your lordship should know all; and I hope your
lordship will forgive me for having listened to it, — ‘Robert,’ said he, as we
were talking one day of what had happened, — ‘Robert,’ said he, ‘there is
more in this matter than you, or any body thinks; but it is not for me to tell
all I  know.’ With that, I  begged he would tell me what he knew; he still
kept refusing. I promised him faithfully I would not tell; and so at last he
told me-‘Why, there is my lord Count there, he is in love with our young
lady; and to be sure as sweet a lady she is, as ever eyes looked upon; but
she don’t  like  him; and so finding himself refused, he  is  determined to
marry her at any rate; and means some night to get into the castle, and
carry her off.’” “What, then! — was it the Count who wounded me? — Be
quick in your relation.” “No, my lord, it was not the Count himself-but two
of his people, whom he had sent to examine the castle; and particularly
the windows of my young lady’s apartment, from whence he designed to
have carried her, when every thing was ready for execution. Those men
were let within the walls through a way under ground, which leads into the
vaults, by my fellow servant, as I afterwards was told; and they escaped
through the same way. Their meeting with your lordship was accidental,
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and they fought only in self-defence; for they had no orders to attack any
body.” “And who is the villain that connived at this scheme!” “It was my
fellow servant,  who fled  with  the  Count’s  people,  whom he  himself  let
within  the  ramparts.  Forgive  me,  my  lord;  but  I  did  not  dare  tell;  he
threatened my life, if I betrayed the secret.”

After a journey of fatigue and unpleasant reflections, they arrived, on
the  second  morning  at  the  castle  of  Athlin.  The  Countess,  during  the
absence  of  her  son,  had  endured  a  state  of  dreadful  suspense.  The
Baroness, in her friendship, had endeavoured to soothe her distress, by
her constant presence; she was engaged in this  amiable office when the
trampling of horses in the court reached the ears of Matilda. “It is my son,”
said she, rising from her chair! — “it is my son; he brings me life or death!”
She said no more, but rushed into the hall, and in a moment after clasped
her almost  expiring daughter to her bosom. The transport  of the scene
repelled utterance; sobs and tears were all that could be given. The general
joy,  however,  was  suddenly  interrupted  by  the  Baroness,  who  had
followed Matilda into the hall; and who now fell senseless to the ground;
delight yielded to surprize, and to the business of assisting the object of it.
On recovering, the Baroness looked wildly round her; — “Was it a vision
that I saw, or a reality?” The whole company moved their eyes round the
hall,  but  could discover nothing extraordinary. “It  was himself; his  very
air,  his  features;  that  benign  countenance  which  I  have  so  often
contemplated  in imagination!” Her eyes  still  seemed in search of  some
ideal object; and they began to doubt whether a sudden phrenzy had not
seized her brain. “Ah! again!” said she, and instantly relapsed. Their eyes
were now turned towards the door, on which she had gazed; it was Alleyn
who entered, with water which he had brought for the Countess, and on
whom the attention of all present was centered. He approached ignorant
of what  had happened; and his  surprize  was  great,  when the Baroness,
reviving, fixed her eyes mournfully upon him, and asked him to uncover
his arm. — “It is, — it is my Philip!” said she, with strong emotion; “I have,
indeed, found my long lost child; that strawberry on his arm confirms the
decision.  Send  for  the  man  who  calls  himself  your  father,  and  for  my
servant Patrick.” The sensations of the mother and the son may be more
easily  conceived  than  described;  those  of  Mary  were  little  inferior  to
theirs;  and  the  whole  company  awaited  with  trembling  eagerness  the
arrival of the two persons whose testimony was to decide this interesting
affair. They came. “This young man you call your son?” said the Baroness.
“I  do,  an’ please  your ladyship,” he  replied,  with a degree of confusion
which belied his words. When Patrick came, his instant surprize on seeing
the  old  man,  declared  the  truth.  “Do you  know this  person?”  said  the
Baroness to Patrick. “Yes, my lady, I know him too well; it  was to him I
gave your infant son.” The old man started with surprize-“Is that youth
the son of your ladyship?” “Yes!” “Then God forgive me for having thus
long detained him from you! but I was ignorant of his birth, and received
him  into  my  cottage  as  a  foundling  succoured  by  lord  Malcolm’s
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compassion.” The whole company crowded round them. Alleyn fell at the
feet of his mother, and bathed her hand with his tears. — “Gracious God;
for what  hast  thou reserved me!” He could say no more. The Baroness
raised him, and again pressed him in transport to her heart. It was some
time before either of them could speak; and all present  were too much
affected to interrupt the silence. At length, the Baroness presented Laura
to her brother. “Such a mother! and have I such a sister!” said he. Laura
wept silently upon his neck the joy of her heart. The Earl was the first who
recovered  composure  sufficient  to  congratulate  Alleyn;  and  embracing
him-“O happy moment, when I can indeed embrace you as my brother!”
The whole company now poured forth their joy and their congratulations;
—  all  but  Mary,  whose  emotions  almost  overcame  her,  and  were  too
powerful for utterance.

The  company  now  adjourned  to  the  drawing-room;  and  Mary
withdrew to take that repose she so much required. She was sufficiently
recovered in a few hours to join her friends in the banquetting-room.

After the transports of the scene were subsided-“I have yet much to
hope, and much to fear,” said Philip Malcolm, who was yet Alleyn in every
thing but in name, “You madam,” addressing the Baroness, — “you will
willingly  become  my  advocate  with  her  whom  I  have  so  long  and  so
ardently loved.” “May I hope,” continued he, taking tenderly the hand of
Mary, who stood trembling by, — “that you have not been insensible to my
long attachment, and that  you will confirm the happiness  which is  now
offered me?” A smile of ineffable sweetness broke through the melancholy
which  had  long  clouded  her  features,  and  which  even  the  present
discovery had not  been able  entirely to dissipate,  and her eye  gave the
consent which her tongue refused to utter.

The conversation, for the remainder of the day, was occupied by the
subject  of the  discovery,  and with a recital of Mary’s  adventure.  It  was
determined  that  on  the  morrow  the  marriage  of  the  Earl  should  be
concluded.

On this happy discovery, the Earl ordered the gates of the castle to be
thrown open; mirth and festivity resounded through the walls,  and the
evening closed in universal rejoicings.

On the following morn, the chapel of the castle was decorated for the
marriage of the Earl; who with Laura, came attended by Philip, now Baron
Malcolm, by Mary, and the whole family. When they approached the altar,
the Earl, addressing himself to his bride, — “Now, my Laura,” said he, “we
may  celebrate  those  nuptials  which  have  twice  been  so  painfully
interrupted, and which are to crown me with felicity. This day shall unite
our families in a double marriage, and reward the worth of my friend. It is
now  seen,  that  those  virtues  which  stimulated  him  to  prosecute  for
another the cause of justice mysteriously urged him to the recovery of his
rights. Virtue may for a time be pursued by misfortune, — and justice be
obscured  by  the  transient  triumphs  of  vice,  —  but  the  power  whose
peculiar attributes they are, clears away the clouds of error, and even in
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this world reveals his THRONE OF JUSTICE.”
The Earl stepped forward, and joining the hands of Philip and Mary,

— “Surely,” said he, “this is a moment of perfect happiness! — I can now
reward those virtues which I have ever loved; and those services to which
every gift must be inadequate, but this I now bestow.”
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